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1. SUMMARY
Redox Bulk Energy Storage System studies were carried out by
Exxon Research and Engineering Company for the NASA-Lewis Research Center
under Contract No. NAS3-l9776. The objectives of this study program were
to investigate comparative advantages and disadvantages of electrochemical
systems for bulk energy storage in electric utility applications; to establish
detailed potential applications for Redox battery storage systems, together
with the applicable system requirements and/or performance goals; and to
develop increasingly sophisticated models of the Redox system for use in
determining values of system parameters or design variables needed to yield
attractive system characteristics.
A review of U.S. electric utility operations was carried out by
Public Service Electric and Gas Company, who served as consultants to the
program. This review established broad composite requirements for energy
storage devices, consisting of peaking and intermediate load demands.
Peaking demands occur over a daily range of 1 to 9 hrs, whereas intermediate
load demands occur over a longer 9 to 14 hr. daily period. A further characteri-
zation defined daily and weekly operating cycles for storage systems. Weekly
cycles are particularly attractive, because about 45 percent of the total off-
peak energy for storage is available on the week-end.
The electrical interface requirements for electrochemical energy storage
devices showed that they can be placed at several points in the electric
utility transmission and distribution grid. Substation locations are likely
initial locations, operating at the 13 kv voltage level with discharge power
levels of 10-100 Mw. Plans to integrate large-scale dc battery systems into
utility networks are a relatively recent development, requiring further study
for specific battery systems and power conditioning equipment.
Lastly, economic requirements for electrochemical storage devices were
established. Cost factors are likely to be the major determinant deciding the
future role of these devices. The economic analysis was carried out by defining
the break-even capital cost of near-term and long-range battery systems in
competition with direct power generation alternatives, including gas turbines
for peaking demands and combined cycles for intermediate demands. Rather strin-
gent investment cost targets were defined. Investments in the 20-30 $/KWH range
may be required for high probability of acceptance and market penetration.
The assessment of available electrochemical storage systems showed that
only the lead-acid battery can be considered for near-term (to 1980) application.
However, this system was judged to be too costly and short-lived for wide-spread
use. Likely advanced battery system candidates were defined, including: sodium-
sulfur, lithium-iron sulfide, sodium-antimony trichloride and zinc-chlorine
hydrate. Costs for complete advanced battery systems were ill-defined. Insuf-
ficient experience exists at the mu1ticell level to define operating and mainten-
ance requirements, such as charge-balancing to ensure long-life and good performance.
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The cost-effectiveness of solutions to materials selection and fabrication
problems remains unanswered, although no technological restraints were found
that would prevent attainment of required goals in this area after extensive
Rand D. Available advanced battery cost projections range near the lower
limits of the break-evert investment targets, but more detailed studies may
reveal additional investment requirements for reliable, large-scale systems.
There is a need to monitor long-range trends in utility operation,
particularly the availability and cost of off-peak power. The rising scarcity
and cost of fossil fuel tends to make direct power generation devices less
attractive, but the resulting higher energy costs may affect utility load
demand profiles. Trends in load management and off-peak pricing to smooth load
profiles should be studied, because they will affect the need for peak power
production and the amount of off-peak power available for charging energy
storage devices. Similarly, the impact of delayed nuclear construction on
the availability and cost of off-peak power must be reviewed.
A broad-based study was made to analyze the Redox battery concept.
The chief feature of the Redox concept is the decoupling of energy storage and
power generation functions using circulating, dissolved reactants. In turn,
this permits considerable flexibility in designing systems to cover the full
range of potential energy storage applications.
The analysis was carried out using relatively simple models of the
Redox system, the Stage 1 Model for daily cycles and the Stage 1.5 Model for
weekly cycles. The limitations of these models were defined, including
the use of time-averaged performance parameters, rather than concentration-
dependent performance. However, the simple models appear adequate for scoping
feasibility studies, aimed at uncovering important parameter interactions and
investment cost centers.
A more sophisticated Stage 2 Model of the Redox system also was
developed. This model features full load-following capability with Redox
cell performance variations as a function of time-varying reactant concentration.
In turn, interactions between electrochemical reaction kinetics, mass-transfer
and hydrodynamic conditions are included. A more comprehensive Redox cell
design analysis is permitted, but here, too, the model contains only one of
several alternative approaches to cell configuration. Only limited testing
was carried out during program debugging, so the full capability of the Stage 2
Model remains unexplored. However, initial results were not encouraging.
A systems analysis of the Redox battery concept showed that it is
economically feasible, if certain performance parameter values can be attained,
and if an auxiliary component cost-reduction program can be carried out success-
fully. Use of relatively conservative base-line parameter values in the Stage 1
and 1.5 Models resulted in high predicted storage system investment costs, well
above the break-even cost targets described earlier. Optimistic parameter
values were also defined and gave very attractive systems costs. This analysis
showed that there is considerable latitude in projecting parameter values that
will produce cost-effective designs, although complete attainment of all optimistic
parameter levels is unlikely.
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The decoupled Redox system is particularly suitable for use in weekly
energy storage cycles. Current component cost estimates suggest that the
power-related costs of the Redox system are high and the energy storage-related
costs are relatively low. Therefore, weekly cycle applications with long dis-
charge time capability are favored.
The results of these scoping studies, together with a comprehensive
sensitivity analysis,were used to identify opportunities for reducing the
cost of Redox storage systems. A plan of attack was suggested for each sub-
system cost center, including:
• Redox Couples - Search for couples yielding an apparent energy
density in excess of 50 WH/liter, preferably 100 WH/liter.
• Ion-Selective Membranes - Continue effort to develop low cost,
long-lived membranes with improved ionic selectivity.
• Reactant Tankage - Explore the use of flexible bladders.
• Filters - Develop alternative filtration approaches, including
use of in-line porous filter/strainers or external sand-beds.
• Redox Cells - Optimize geometric design with low cost materials
of construction.
• Pumps - Increase maximum pump capacity by carrying out detailed
system pressure balance to define required discharge pressure
requirements.
• Piping - Consider all-plastic piping or flexible hose.
• Heat Exchangers (Coolers) - Optimize design based on Redox
cell performance trade-off studies.
• Power Conditioning - Explore opportunities for projected cost
reduction in inverter/rectifier equipment.
Additional computer modelling effort also was suggested.
In summary, the studies made in this program show that the Redox
battery is an attractive concept that could fill an identified need for utility
energy storage systems. However, additional Rand D studies are required to
verify that specific electrochemical performance goals can be achieved experi-
mentally. A number of pathways exist for reducing the cost of the Redox
energy storage systems. These pathways also must be explored, to ensure that
the Redox system will be competitive with other advanced battery systems and
alternative power generation approaches for meeting utility peaking and inter-
mediate load demands.
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2. INTRODUCTION
The objectives of this study program were to investigate compara-
tive advantages and disadvantages of electrochemical systems for bulk
energy storage in electric utility applications; to establish detailed
potential applications for Redox battery storage systems, together with
the applicable system requirements and/or performance goals; and to develop
increasingly sophisticated models of the Redox system for use in deter-
mining values of system parameters or design variables needed to yield
attractive system characteristics.
The United States has become aware of the need to conserve
energy resources and to employ energy more efficiently. An intensive
reassessment of present patterns of energy utilization is underway, caused
by the recent oil embargo and fuel shortages. Rapid growth in energy
consumption has increased the need to improve energy management and uti-
lization.
Electric utility operation is a key area where substantial improve~
ments can be made. The demand for electric power placed upon utility systems
has marked daily, weekly, as well as seasonal variations. Atypical weekly load
profile is shown in Figure 2-1. During certain periods, the maximum power output
of a specific electric utility system may be heavily taxed. At other times,
as much as 50% of the power producing capability may not be fully utilized.
Thus, it would be highly desirable to tap and store some of this available off-
peak power and to utilitze it during intermedi~nd peak power periods. The
use of storage systems, in conjunction with base load generation, provides such
a capability. Storage systems have the potential to provide power at a lower
cost compared with conventional methods of peak power generation.(l-l)*T4e
need for energy storage systems for electric utilities is made even more impor-
tant by the increasing number of advanced nuclear plants, which currently operate
efficiently at constant power levels.
A number of technological approaches to bulk energy storage have
been proposed. These include hydro-pumped storage, compressed air, thermal
steam or oil, electrochemical batteries, flywheels, hydrogen storage, and
superconducting magnetic storage. (1) Public Service Electrt~ and Gas
Company (PSE&G) recently assessed these technology options. -) Advanced
battery systems aP'Sear promising, if certain cost and operational require-
ments can be met. C_-12)
Of course, alternative approaches exist for satisfying the peak
and intermediate load demand. Power generation devices, including gas
turbines, fuel cells, diesel engines, and combined cycles, can be used
on an intermittant basis. These devices use liquid or gaseous fossil
fuels, and would contribute, in part, to the depletion of our fuel
resources. The ultimate choice between energy storage and generation devices
will be based on relative economic effectiveness.
The studies carried out in this program were aimed at clarifying
this comparison. In particular, these studies have focused on a new concept
of electrochemical energy storage, the Redox storage battery. The charac-
teristics of the Redox battery concept are described briefly in the following
section.
'I
*References listed in Section ~of this report.
Figure 2-1
Base-Load Off-Peak Energy and Corresponding Peak-Shaving
Energy for A Typical Summer Week for the PSE&G Electric System
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2.1 Redox Flow Cell Battery Systems
The Redox Flow Cell (RFC) system is an attractive solution to
the problem of large-scale energy storage. (13-21) The RFC system consists
of a group of conversion cells in which electrochemically active solutions,
in the form of two soluble, highly reversible redox couples, undergo reduc-
tion and oxidation reactions. The solutions are stored separately, as
anolyte and catholyte, in inexpensive bulk storage tanks. During periods
of peak power demand, the charged solutions are pumped through the Redox
Flow Cell and electrical energy is released. The discharged solutions
are pumped back to their respective storage tanks. When off-peak power
is available, the previously discharged solutions are once again pumped
through the Redox Flow Cell. This time electrical energy is supplied to
the cell, permitting the electrochemical regeneration or recharging of the
active anolyte and catholyte species. In effect, a net amount of energy
has been stored for subsequent use, as needed.
A schematic flow plan of this simple system is shown in Figure 2.2.
Representative states of charge of each couple are also shown for a typical
1 electron charge/discharge reaction. In general, if "A" and "B" represent
given catholyte and anolyte species, respectively, the net reactions can
be written as:
Recharge
Catholyte: A+(m + 1) + e
Discharge>
<
Recharge
Anolyte: Discharge)
<
B+(n + 1) + e
An exam~le of the redox storage concept is shovffi below, using the Ti+3/Ti+4
and Fe+ /Fe+3 couples as illustrations:
Recharge
Catholyte: Fe+3 + e- Discharge>
<
Anolyte: Ti+3 + Discharge> Ti+4 + e(
Recharge
Although the illustration used cationic species as an example, anionic
species (negatively charged) could also be considered.
The Redox Flow Cell itself would consist of two compartments,
containing the flowing anolyte or catholyte solutions and suitable inert
electrodes, separated by an ion-selective permeable membrane. The purpose
of the membrane would be to ensure separation of the active ion species,
thus avoiding an inefficient mixing or self-discharge loss mode quring cell
operation.
As with conventional battery systems, the complete Redox Flow
Cell storage system would also include suitable power conditioning equipment,
such as an inverter/transformer to convert the cell discharge output dc
Figure 2-2
The Redox Flow Cell
POWER OUT
DURING DISCHARGE
B+(n + 1) [ T. +4 J
I
t A+m [Fe+2J
~ I
ANOLYTE i" REDOX CATHOLYTESTORAGE I FLOW STORAGEITANK I CELL TANKI
...;""
~
II
-....J
POWER IN
DURING RECHARGE
B+n [Ti+3J
t
A+(m + 1) [Fe+3J
REDOX ION VALENCE
STATE SHOWN DURING
DISCHARGE CYC LE
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power to ac for use by the utility grid, and a transformer/rectifier to
supply the dc power required during the recharge operating mode. Appropriate
manifold piping, pumps and coolers, if needed, would complete the storage
facility.
As described, the redox storage concept is a very appealing candidate
for bulk energy storage. The potential advantages of this approach to energy
storage are listed below:
• It offers cheap energy storage in the form of tanked liquids,
thus decoupling the power producing and energy storage para-
meters that normally limit conventional "single-box" batteries
to short time cycles. Redox systems should be able to accomo-
date weekly storage cycles, making more effective use of avail-
able off-peak energy.
• In general, redox reactions are simple and should not be
kinetically limited, so that an extensive catalyst search can
be eliminated. In effect, the reactions have favorable exchange
currents. Minimum R&D time will be required to produce a
working demonstration model. Operation at high power density
will reduce Redox Flow Cell investment costs.
• The redox concept is flexible and can be adapted to a number
of potential redox couples.
• In principle, high energy storage efficiencies should be
achievable.
• Potentially, there are no cycle life limitations for the
redox couple.
• Operation at ambient temperature might be possible, offering
opportunities for reduced cost materials of construction and
reduced start-up time in operation.
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3. REDOX BULK ENERGY STORAGE SYSTEMS STUDIES
The studies carried out in this program were organized into three
separate tasks, as outlined in Figure 3-1. In Task I, a bibliography was
assembled on load leveling and peak power generation in the electric utility
industry. In addition, a comparative analysis was made of candidate electro-
chemical systems potentially suitable for bulk energy storage. Task II con-
sisted of a determination of the complete system requirements of energy storage
devices in electric utility applications and a comparison of these require-
ments with projected electrochemical system characteristics. The Task III
studies were concerned principally with the Redox energy storage system,
including completion of a simple Stage 1 computer model and development of a
more sophisticated Stage 2 model of the Redox system. The Task III studies
included a parametric sensitivity analysis to define Redox system characteristics
necessary to yield attractive, competitive energy storage devices.
The program effort in Tasks I and II were carried out, in part, by
personnel of the Public Service Electric and Gas Company, Newark, New Jersey,
who served as consultants to the Exxon Research and Engineering Company.
Specific Public Service contributions to the overall program are identified
in the appropriate sections of this report.
Several deliverable study items were generated during the program.
In the interest of completeness, these items were assembled and are published
in Volume 2 of this final report.
3.1 Task I Studies - Comparative Analysis
The Task I studies covered two areas: compilation of a bibliography
on load leveling and a comparative analysis of candidate electrochemical systems
for energy storage in electric utilities.
3.1.1 Bibliography on Load Leveling and Peak Shaving in the
Electric Utility Industries
A bibliography of available information on load leveling and peak
power generation in the electric utility industry was compiled, with the aid
of our consultant, Public Service Electric and Gas Company. Reference material
was sought and compiled in the following areas:
• Current electrical power and energy usage on national regional
and individual utility levels.
• Projected future power and energy requirements at each of these
levels of usage.
• Descriptions of existing utility networks, including load
profiles, factors and duration, generating equipment mixes,
present approaches to load leveling, use of energy storage
and cost analyses. Typical generator availability data
(forced and maintenance outage frequencies and duration)
was also compiled.
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Figure 3-1
Program Task Identification
Task 1. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS
A. Bibliography on load leveling and peak shaving in the electric
utility industries.
B. Comparati.ve analysis of electrochemical candidate systems.
Task II. ESTABLISHMENT OF SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
A. Determination of applications (storage system sizes, capacities
and cycling characteristics) to meet future utility needs.
B. Electrical interface requirements.
C. Other system requirements, including economics.
D. Composite listing of all system requirements.
-
E. Comparison of system requirements to corresponding electro-
chemical system characteristics for all applications.
Task III. REDOX SYSTEM MODEL DEVELOPMENT
A. Completion of Stage 1 model.
B. Stage 2 model development.
C. Redox system model studies.
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• Projections of future network characteristics, including
factors associated with increased nuclear baseload capacity,
projected load profiles, costs and implications of using
solar and wind power generation.
• Detailed descriptions and comparisons of load leveling, peaking
and intermediate generating systems presently in use and pro-
posed for future use, with particular emphasis on electrochemical
systems. References are included to other alternative storage
technologies, such as pumped hydro, underground pumped hydro
and compressed air, thermal, superconducting magnetic, kinetic,
hydrogen and refrigerated water energy storage devices.
In addition to in-house files, the following source data banks were
used to complete the bibliography:
• Engineering Index
• Chemical Abstract Condensates
• American Petroleum Institute (APILIT)
• Government Reports Index (NTIS)
• Smithsonian Science Information Exchange (SSIS),
containing files of currently funded research.
The literature references were given an
and identified as to subject and classification.
given in Tables 3-1 and 3-2.
alphabetical access number
The specific codes employed
The bibliography also provides a discussion on the sources of current
information on electric utilities. Specific data on an individual utility is
available in their submissions to the Federal Power Commission, in Washington,
D.C. Other sources include restricted access information provided to trade
organizations, such as the Edison Electric Institute.
The bibliography, containing more than 800 references, is published
in Volume 2 of this report.
3.1.2 Comparative Analysis of Candidate Electrochemical Systems
A number of electrochemical (battery) systems have been proposed as
candidate technologies, potentially suitable for use as bulk energy storage
devices in electric utilities. In order to place Redox storage systems in
perspective, a comparative analysis was made of the alternative electrochemical
system. The battery systems selected for study were:
• Lead-Acid
• Zinc-Air
• Nickel-Zinc
• Nickel-Hydrogen
• Zinc-Chlorine Hydrate
• Sodium-Sulfur
• Lithium-Chlorine
• Lithium-Sulfur
• Organic Electrolyte
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Table 3-1
Subject Index for Bibliography
Subject Areas
O. Energy Storage 6. Refrigerated Fluids
l. Batteries 7. Hydrogen
a. Redox 8. Economicsb. Lead-Acid
c. Nickel-Cadmium 9. Electric Power and Energy Usaged. Zinc-Air
e. Zinc-Halogen a. Current
f. Nickel-Zinc b. Future
g. Nickel-Hydrogen
h. Sodium-Sulfur 10. Electric System Characteristics
i. Lithium-Sulfur (Load Generation)
j. Lithium-Chlorine a. Currentk. Non Aqueous b. Futurel. High Temperature
m. Solid Electrolyte ll. Load Hanagement
n. Sodium Chloride
o. Other 12. Other Technology Implications
2. Pumped Hydro a. Solar Power
Above Ground b. Wind Powera. Nuclear Power
b. Below Ground c.d. Ocean Thermal
3. Compressed Air e.
Geothermal
4. Super Conducting Systems 13. Flywheels
5. Thermal Storage 14. Power Conditioning
a. Fused Salt
b. Hot Oil
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Table 3-2
Classification Index for Bibliography
Classification Areas
A Engineering Analysis
B Bibliography
C Costs
E Economics
G General
I Impact Areas
M Mathematical Analysis
o Other
P Electric Power Systems Statistics
R Reviews
S System and Process Analysis
T Technology
U Utility System Applications
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Literature on these systems was reviewed, with emphasis placed
on the following factors:
• Power density
• Energy density
• Materials and availability
• Materials specific costs
• Operating conditions (temperature)
• Associated hazards (personnel and environment)
• Environmental impact
• Operational life
• Reliability
• Manufacturability
The following factors were also included:
• Dynamic characteristics, such as the effects on capacity, power
output and efficiency of charging and discharging rates and depth
of discharge and charge.
• Adaptability to constant power charge and discharge operations.
• Standby losses, including self-discharge and thermal losses,
that could limit potential usefulness in longer term energy
storage applications, such as weekend storage.
• Opportunities for recoverable costs (salvage value) at end of
life. This factor will play an important role in evaluating
true total costs of ownership.
• Projected maintenance costs and specific maintenance features,
such as water make-up requirements, that could affect main-
tenance costs.
• Suitable replacement or refurbishment strategies that could
affect operational life.
• Unusual auxiliary investment requirements, such as cooling fans,
water make-up circuits or protective inert atmospheres that
would add to installed system costs. Special power conditioning
costs required to accommodate variable voltage or power output
were also included.
• Multi-module characteristics that might place limits on
achievable maximum module voltage or current levels, such as
shuntage or parasitic current losses.
• Unusual land requirements, caused by spacial layout considerations,
that might limit siting opportunities.
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Considerable judgement was required in analyzing the diverse
0p1n10ns noted in the data sources. In the advanced battery systems area,
the state-of-the-art is generally restricted to R&D studies. Here, the
information bases and degree of optimism in describing the systems and their
potential varied widely. As expected, information on the lead-acid battery
was the most detailed. This system is the only "fully-developed" technology,
projected for use in the near future (to 1980). Here, it was found that total
system cost levels were excessive. Additional discussion of the economic
factors associated with bulk energy storage is presented in later sections
of this report.
For the candidate advanced battery systems, technology and cost
projections for scaled-up energy storage facilities were considerably more
speculative. The most critical area concerns the coupling of assumed cost-
effective solutions for current technological problem areas (e.g., materials
of construction, membrane separators and fabrication processes) with projected
operating characteristics (e.g., life, depth-of-discharge, energy density,
uniformity of change acceptance, etc). These techno10gy-performance-
cost interactions were found to be rather ill-defined.
In particular, little experience exists at the mu1tice11 level of
operation, so that it is difficult to assess the longer range operating and
maintenance problems of large-scale battery systems. The effects of over-
charging and/or over-discharging could be serious for some battery systems.
Requirements for state-of-charge indicators and control-circuitry for multiple
strings of batteries are ill-defined.
Thus, realistic total installed cost estimates are not available
for complete energy storage systems, fully integrated to operate reliably and
safely in the utility electric grid. Current cost projections are usually
restricted to estimates of material, fabrication and assembly costs for the
battery modules, rather than the total system.
Highlights of the comparative assessment of candidate battery systems
are given in Table 3.3. Complete details are presented in the assessment study
found in Volume 2 of this report. Table 3-3 includes comments on the sodium-
antimony trichloride system, which was added to the list of candidates after
completion of the assessment study (22-24).
The contending systems for bulk energy storage, together with the major
developers of each system, are listed in Table 3-4. The remaining electro-
chemical systems were judged not suitable for this application, although they
may meet the design and cost constraints imposed on vehicular (mobile) energy
storage systems.
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Table 3-3
Overview Comparison of Candidate Electrochemical Systems
Electrochemical
System
Lead-Acid
Zinc-Air
Nickel-Zinc
Nickel-Hydrogen
Zinc-Chlorine Hydrate
Sodium-Sulfur
Lithium-Chlorine
Lithium-Iron Sulfide
Organic Electrolyte
Sodium-Antimony
Trichloride (1)
Positive
Factors
-I- Demonstrated technology
+ Potential low cost
+ Long life
+ Operable
+ Operable
+ Potential low cost
+ Potential long life
+ Short development time
+ Low cost reactants
+ High energy density
+ High voltage
+ High current
+ Longest demonstrated
life
-I- High energy density
-I- High voltage
-I- Lowest molten salt
temperature
-I- Simpler seals
-I- Highest voltage
Negative
Factors
- High cost
- Lead availability
- Charge balancing
- Maintenance
- Low efficiency
- Moderately complex
- Water loss
- Zinc shape change
- High cost
- Hydrogen storage
- Thermal balance
- Potential high cost
- Complex
- Possible shuntage losses
- Chlorine hazard
- Separator fabrication & life
- Seal problems
- Cell balancing
- Excessive corrosion
- Chlorine hazard at high
temperature
- Highest operating temperature
- High materials costs
- Lithium availability
- Relatively unexplored area
- Antimony availability
and cost
- Low current density
- Small cells to date
(1) Added system, not included in original assessment study.
Battery
Lead-Acid
Sodium-Sulfur
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Table 3-4
Major Contending Battery Systems
for Bulk Energy Storage
Major Developer
Gould
ESB
C and D Batteries
Globe Union
K-W Battery Co.
General Electric
Ford
Dow Chemical
Sodium-Antimony Trichloride
Lithium (Silicon)-Iron Sulfide
Zinc-Chlorine Hydrate
ESB
Argonne National Labs
Atomics Int. Div. (Rockwell Int'l)
General Motors
EDA
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In summary, no technological reasons were found for assuming that
the contending systems could not be developed and optimized for bulk energy
storage applications. It is clear, however, that substantial R&D programs
may be required to obtain cost-effective solutions for specific problem
areas, yielding operable, long-lived storage systems.
3.2 Task II Studies - Establishment of Systems Requirements
In this task, studies were carried out to define the opportunities
and requirements for energy storage in electric utilities. Emphasis was placed
on the requirements for electrochemical energy storage devices.
3.2.1 Energy Storage Applications to Meet Future Utility Needs
System requirements for electrochemical energy storage devices in
electric utility applications were established, based on a comprehensive study
performed by our consultant, Public Service Electric and Gas Company, for ERDA
and EPRI (4). An overview of the approach used in this study and highlights
of the res~lts are presented below. Additional details on the methodology
and results of the analysis of U.S. electric utility industry operation are
given in Appendices 5-1 and 5-2, in the form of review papers authored by
V.T. Sulzberger and J. Zemkoski of Public Service.
The Public Service studies, conducted in 1974-5, are based on utility
data for 1971, the latest year for which complete data were available. Since
this time, major incidents have occured that will have a substantial inpact on
future electric utility operation. The response to the oil embargo of 1973/74
and natural gas shortage of 1976/77 will undoubtedly be reflected in future
electric utility load demand patterns. Emphasis on energy conservation and load
management practices, such as differential rate structures and ripple control
(automatic shut-off of appliances at peak demand periods), could have a significant
effect on the availability of off-peak energy for use in storage devices (~).
Thorough analysis of these factors was beyond the scope of this program.
3.2.1.1 Utility Systems Analysis Objectives
The objectives of the utility systems analysis portion of this
study were:
•
•
•
To identify the amount and distribution of off-peak
energy on electric utility systems on a seasonal.
weekly and daily basis.
To estimate the maximum amount of on-peak energy
which could be supported by the available off-
peak energy.
To develop typical energy storage device duty cycles
for application on U.S. electric utilities.
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3.2.1.2 Selection of Representative Electric Utilities
The methodology used to meet these objectives involved statistical
analyses of U.S. electric utility industry system load and generation data.
To reduce the large number of utilities to a manageable sample, six electric
utility systems were selected as representative of a wide range of electric
utilities throughout the U.S. Data for 199 privately and publicly owned
systems representing about 90% of the total installed capacity and about
97% of the net energy generated in the U.S. were analyzed in selecting the
sample systems. The factors considered in the selection of the representative
systems included average system size, season of system peak, annual system
load factor, daily load shape (peak to valley load ratios), generation mix,
and regional representation of the U.S. The six representative systems, as
well as a power pool and a member company of the pool, used in the study are
coded by letter designations in Table 3-5. The summer peaking systems A, B,
and C are representative of the southern regions of the U.S. with system peak
loads in the range of 2000 to 7000 megawatts. The winter peaking systems
A', B', and C' are representative of the northern region of the U.S. with
annual peak loads in the range of 600 to 2000 megawatts. The power pool,
Z, and the member company, Y, are summer peaking systems (26).
Table 3-5
U.S. Representative Electric Systems
Tme Of Annual Load Factors (%)
System Peak Low Average High
A B C
Summer 48 60 68
A' B' C'
Winter 55 63 78
,
Annual Load
Summer UTILITY Factor
(member of power pool) Y 54
Summer POWER POOL Z 61
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3.2.1.3 Amount and Distribution of Off-Peak and On-Peak
Ener,""g....y _
For each representative system, the amount and distribution of off-
peak energy associated with base-load capacity levels were determined by
computer analysis of actual hourly load data. Capacity levels were adjusted
on a seasonal basis for both maintenance and forced outages of the base-load
generation units to provide a realistic indication of the off-peak energy
available (31., 28) •
Figure 3-2 shows the total amount of off-peak energy available and
the associated on-peak energy requirements for the various assumed baseload
capacity levels, ranging from 40% to 100% of system peak load for U.S.
electric utility systems. The negatively sloping solid lines indicate the
amount of off-peak energy available on utilities with various assumed
installed base-load capacity levels, while the positively sloping dashed
lines indicate the on-peak energy requirements of utilities above the assumed
installed base-load capacity level. For example, for a system with a 60%
annual load factor with installed base-load capacity of 70% of peak load,
the amount of off-peak energy available is about 8% of the annual system
energy produced for load. The corresponding on-peak energy requirements for
these same conditions would be about 12% of annual system energy produced
for load.
For a specific capacity level, the intersection of the percent
capacity lines identifies points for which the annual amount of off-peak
energy available is equal to the on-peak energy requirements. The curve
drawn through these points of intersection identifies, for any system, an
estimate of the maximum amount of on-peak energy that could be supported
by off-peak energy and the required base-load capacity level for this con-
dition. For example, for a 60% annual load factor system, the maximum
amount of supportable on-peak energy is approximately 10% of total annual
energy produced for load and the associated base-load capacity level is
73% of peak load. Since electric utilities with annual load factors falling
in the 55-65% range produce about 80% of the electric energy in the U.S.,
the maximum amount of on-peak energy that could be supplied from off-peak
energy sources is estimated to be about 10% of the total annual energy produced
for load.
For these maximum level conditions, the distributions of the available
off-peak energy and on-peak energy needs for the representative systems on a
seasonal, weekly and weekday basis are shown in Figure 3-3. The off-peak
energy is relatively evenly distributed over the entire year. This is the
result of the scheduling of base-load generator maintenance outages to fill
seasonal load valleys. As a percent of total annual off-peak energy, the
typical seasonal, weekly, and weekday distribution of off-peak energy is
approximately 25%, 2% and 0.2% respectively.
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Figure 3-2
Maximum Annual Off-Peak (On-Peak) Energy
Limits for U.S. Electric Utility Systems
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Figure 3-3
Distribution of Off-Peak and On-Peak Energy
On Representative Summer and Winter Peaking Power Systems
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The weekly off-peak energy was found to be divided between the
five weekdays and the weekend on a 55/45 percentage split. More off-peak
energy was found to be available on an average Sunday (0.5%) than on an
average Saturday (0.4%).
The distribution of on-peak energy requirements as a percent of
total annual on-peak energy is about 25%, 2%, and 0.35% on a seasonal, weekly
and weekday basis respectively. The amount of on-peak energy required on a
Saturday and Sunday was found to be almost negligible. The ratio of on-peak
energy requirements on weekdays to the on-peak energy requirements on
weekends is about 93 to 7.
3.2.1.4 Duty Cycle Requirements
The very even distribution of both off-peak and on-peak energy on
a daily and weekly basis throughout the year favors the application of energy
storage systems designed to operate on the daily or weekly cycle rather than
the seasonal cycle. The fact that nearly one-half (45%) of the off-peak
energy is generally available on weekends shows the need for energy storage
systems designed to operate on the weekly cycle.
Detailed analysis of the magnitude, duration, and frequency of
occurrence of the available off-peak energy and the on-peak energy require-
ments were used to develop duty-cycle parameters for energy storage systems
applicable on U.S. electric utility systems. Four possible energy storage
system duty cycles analyzed for utility application included the following:
• Intermediate Duty
+ Daily Cycle
+ Weekly Cycle
• Peaking Duty
+ Daily Cycle
+ Weekly Cycle
Table 3~6 shows the possible ranges of duty cycle operating para-
meters for energy storage systems with a 75% overall efficiency which are
capable of being supported on U.S. electric utility systems. The charge/
discharge power ratios and the storage requirements provide guidance for energy
storage research and development.
All energy storage systems capable of operating within the range of
combinations of charge and discharge time periods of Table 3-6 are technically
suitable for application on electric utility systems.
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Table 3-6
Ranges of Storage System Duty Cycle
Operating Parameters Supportable on u.S. Electric Utility Systems
Duty Cycle
Characteristics
Discharge Time (hrs/day)
Charge Time (hrs/day)
Weekday
Weekend
Charge/Discharge
Power Ratio(l)
Storage Capability (hours)
Annual Operation (hours)
(Annual Discharge Time)
Type of Operation
Intermediate Duty Peaking Duty
Daily Weekly Daily Weekly
Cycle Cycle Cycle Cycle
9-14 9-14 1-9 1-9
5-9 5-9 5-9 5-9
14-34 14-34
1.3-3.7 0.8-2.4 0.15-2.4 0.1-1.5
9-14 17-47 1-9 2-30
2300-3600 2300-3600 250-1000 250-1000
(l)For storage systems with turn-around efficiency of 75 percent. Consult
Appendix 5-2 for calculating power ratio for other efficiency levels.
3.2.1.5 Supportable Power Capacity
The amount of energy storage system power capacity that can be
supported depends on the system generation application, the type of duty
cycle, the assumed base-load capacity level, and the energy storage system
overall efficiency. For the maximum system conditions depicted in Figure 3-2,
the amount of power capacity capable of being supported by U.S. electric
systems is summarized in Table 3-7.
The table shows that more energy storage megawatt capacity can be
supported on U.S. electric systems for the peaking application than for the
intermediate application because of the generally shorter discharge times
associated with the peaking mode. In addition, use of the weekly cycle
substantially increases the amount of capacity the energy storage system
is capable of supporting for either the peaking or intermediate generation
modes.
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Table 3-7
Maximum Energy Storage System Capacity
(100% Efficiency) Capable of Being
Supported on u.S. Electric Utility Systems
System Application
Duty Cycle
Intermediate Peaking
Duty Duty
% of Peak % of Peak
Load Load
Daily
Weekly
8
12
14
20
3.2.1.6 Tie-in Voltages and Power Levels for Utility
Energy Storage Applications
The applications listed in Table 3-6 can be further characterized as
to probable discharge power level. Each application, intermediate and/or
peaking duty, and daily and/or weekly cycles, can be installed in several
places within a utility distribution grid. Each location, in turn, would
have an associated tie-in voltage and power output level. These latter para-
meters are listed in Table 3-8. Large "central station" facilities are included
because there are energy storage technologies, such as pumped hydro, that are
suitable for this application level. Conventional battery electrochemical
systems probably would not be attractive in central station locations.
Table 3-8
Tie~in Voltage and Power Level
for Utility Energy Storage Applications
Storage System
Location(l)
Sub Station
Switching Station
Central Station
Connection (Tie-in)
Voltage, kv
4-34.5
26-230
138-500
Discharge PQT.\fer
Level, J>1l'1
10-100(2)
10-200(2)
500-2000(3)
(1) Intermediate and peaking duty, daily and weekly cycle storage systems
all appear to be useful at each location.
(2) The larger power levels would probably apply to weekly storage cycles.
(3) The larger pO"ler levels represent the Inaxinmm power associated with
current pumped hydro storage technology.
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3.2.1.7 Energy Storage Applications for Solar and Wind Energy
At the request of the NASA Project Manager, the energy storage
applications associated with new forms of energy generation was explored,
including: solar thermal electric, solar photovoltaic and wind generation.
The analysis of the u.S. electric utility industry described earlier involved
the storage of off-pea.k energy obtained from "conventional" base-load
generation equipment, such as coal-fired steam plants and nuclear plants.
Applications for energy storage will most certainly exist for "off-peak"
energy produced by the advanced generation systems. The analysis of
applications in these areas was hampered by the relative lack of published
information on projected large-scale system operation.
It was established that for central stations:
• Solar thermal electric station designs appear to
be in the 50-500 MW range, with projected operation
of about 10 hrs/day, based on solar insolation
characteristics.
• Solar photovoltaic systems are in the 100-1000 MW
(peak rating) range, operating as above. Here,
output voltage remains constant, but operating
current varies with time.
• Wind generators appear to involve smaller individual
units, with a peak output of about 2 MW, although
larger coast-line assemblies have been described
(29-37~ Coupled solar/wind generation has also been
suggested. Wind generators generally operate over
a range of wind velocity, with rotor speed affecting
the output voltage between a low, threshold level
and a high, cut-off level.
A major problem will occur in modelling these energy sources as
inputs to the Redox computer models. For the "solar" sources particularly,
maximum generation capability overlaps maximum load demand, so that a
substantial fraction of the energy produced can be fed directly into the
electric utility grid. Only a fraction of the total energy produced has
to be stored, provided that the solar device is a small fraction of the
system generating capacity. Of course, the solar thermal systems can also
use thermal storage devices, a further complication. No convenient way
was found to estimate the probable energy storage requirements.
at night.
useful.
For wind generation, significant amounts of energy can be generated
Here, an electrochemical energy storage device would clearly be
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It appears that analytical systems studies of these new energy
sources are not yet available in useful form. There is an acknowledged need
for some form of energy storage device to be coupled to intermittantly
supplied solar or wind energy. (29) However, detailed studies matching
generation availability profiles-With utility load demand profiles have not
yet been carried out. These profiles can coincide, making it possible to
deliver energy directly into the utility distribution grid. Energy storage
devices would be used to cover periods of mis-match.
The most extensive review of wind generation characteristics appears
to be that of Simmons (30), who evaluated the prospects for wind power in the
Southern Great Plains area of the U.S., including Texas. He found that:
• Average wind speeds were high and consistent year-round,
with peaks in the spring. "Correct" anemometer placement
and calibration are critical factors in obtaining accurate
quantitative estimates of available wind energy.
• These winds occur during the day and night, with small diurnal
variations, suggesting a clear need for energy storage when the
wind generators are coupled with utility systems exhibiting
either daytime peaking loads (air conditioning) or night-time
peaking loads (electric heating).
• The duration of calm periods is short and the frequency is
erratic, again indicating the need for some form of associated
energy storage to provide reliable service.
In summary, specific, definitive studies were not found
that could be used to provide probable charging and discharging power/energy
profiles for energy storage systems associated with wind generators. This is
a fruitful area for additional study involving analysis of matched wind velocity
patterns and utility operation. As these studies become available, it will be
possible to use the derived charge/discharge profiles as input to the advanced
computer models of Redox system operation. On the other hand, the model costing
precedures are valid only for "utility-type" installations, with their associated
size (>1 MW) and standards of construction. These costing procedures, described
in later sections of this report, are inappropriate for estimating the cost of
"residential type" installations, with their less stringent fabrication and
installation standards.
3.2.2 Electrical Interface Requirements
An analysis was made of the electrical interface requirements for
integrating energy storage devices into an electric utility distribution
system. This analysis is given in Appendix 5-3,in the form of a report by
J. Pirrong of Public Service Electric and Gas Company. The following
interface requirements were covered:
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• Voltage level
• Frequency
• Reactive power requirements
• Harmonics
• Radio interference
• Faults
• Auxiliary power requirements
A brief review of the importance of these electrical interface
requirements is given below. These parameters were approached on a universal
basis. The effect of the energy storage system on existing power system
equipment must be minimized. This approach to interface requirements
acknowledges the substantial investment that exists in distribution equipment;
attempting to modify a distribution system to incorporate an energy storage
system would not be practical or economic. Generally, broad-based require-
ments can be stated; specifically, the effect of each storage/converter
system would have to be examined for compliance within a range of nominal para-
meters.
Of first consideration in interface requirements is the establish-
ment of ac voltage levels and the establishment of the variation of this
voltage about a nominal level. Such variations would occur with battery
systems having performance characteristics that vary with reactant concen-
tration. Similarly, the establishment of a nominal frequency and its varia-
tion is necessary. Ideally, the device should input only real power into
the distribution network. This would dictate a unity power factor for the
device, a concept that is difficult, if not impossible to achieve in real
life conversion equipment. Therefore, the amount of reactive power that
could be absorbed by the distribution system, must be established.
Establishment of maximum harmonic voltages and currents developed
by the storage system and injected into the distribution system is of major
concern. Historical limits to acceptable harmonic levels may be outdated
by closer coupling of power and communication circuits, and by the incor-
poration into the communication network of devices sensitive to harmonic
related interference. Similarly, the allowable levels of radio interference
must be determined.
The dc equipment must be protected from faults and switching that
occur on the ac system. Insulation levels for the dc interfacing equipment
must be established from a review of overvoltage levels on the ac system
during fault conditions or lightning surges. Also, contributions of the
energy storage system to ac faults must be examined in view of the distri-
bution equipment capability and the ability of conversion equipment to
withstand transient conditions. Similarly, the impact of dc faults on the
ac network must be determined.
The impact of energy storage system auxiliaries on the power system
must be examined. For instance, if the storage system requires large horse-
power motors, the resulting voltage dip during starting may be unacceptable
on a distribution system. The impact of faults within the auxiliary power
system of the energy storage device would be ameliorated by use of standard
protective schemes for such systems.
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It appears that a separate electrical interface requirement for
each "application" (peaking vs intermediate load and/or daily vs weekly
cycles) will not have to be established. There was a possibility here
that widely dispersed storage devices might have somewhat different require-
ments, depending on the level of their integration within the electric
utility transmission and distribution system.
The analysis of electrical interface requirements indicated that
a constant voltage is required as input into the utility system, with voltage
level appropriate to the specific installation. A brief review of current
trends in utility transmission and distribution practices showed that storage
device output at the 13 kv level is most likely. Location of the storage device
at different stages in the transmission/distribution grid would probably involve
changes in transformer voltage levels only. Consequently, a simple set of inter-
. face requirements should be sufficient. Here, a major burden would be placed
on the power conditioning section of the battery system. Variable transformers
capable of handling substantial input voltage variations are required. This
would probably be reflected in the cost of the transformers. Table 3-9
lists the voltage levels at various points in the utility grid. Additional
information was given in Table 3-8.
Table 3-9
Voltage Levels In Utility Systems
Functional Level
Approximate AC Voltage Levels, kv
Previous Practice Future Practice
G["e::::::m:::::nl
Switching Station
1
Sub Station1(Disttibution)
Customer
138-230
26
4
500
138-230
13
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The complete set of electrical interface requirements is summarized
in Table 3-10. Again, details of the analysis are given in AppendiX 5-3.
Of course, an appreciation of the full range of technical problems associated
with the integration of large scale dc battery systems into existing utility
networks is a relatively recent development. This is an area that requires
further study for specific battery systems.
Table 3-10
Parametric Bounds for Integration of Energy Storage
Devices Into an Electric Utility Distribution System
Parameter
Voltage (1-1)
Frequency
Reactive Power Exchange with
AC System
Harmonics
+ Maximum Single Voltage
+ Maximum Total Voltage
Radio Interference
Audible Noise at Property Line
Basic Impulse Insulation
Level (BIL)
+ Surge Arresters
Short Circuit Current Limit
Requirement
13,800 V+ 2%
60 Hz± 0.1 Hz
:!:. 2 MVAR
< 1%
< 3%
< 100 microvolts @1 MH
z
< 48 dBA
110 kV
10 kV
< 110% of Rated Current
3.2.3 Other System Requirements, Including Economic Constraints
This phase of our study involved a definition of the system require-
ments or performance goals necessary to make electrochemical storage systems
attractive. Major emphasis was placed on establishing allowable system
capital costs, because this parameter is the most critical quantity affecting
system competitiveness. This analysis was performed by our consultants,
Public Service Electric and Gas Company. The following discussion will
briefly describe the analysis methodology and approach, and will present the
final results of the analysis. A detailed description of this analysis is
available (~).
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The widely accepted methodology for economic comparision in
the utility industry is the present worth (time value of cost) evaluation.
This method calculates and compares the present worth of all annual
revenue requirements for the step-by-step capital expenditures of alter-
native plans of utility plant additions. It provides a consistent means
for evaluating relative economic status on a long-term basis.
Break-even economic costs (1975 dollars) for electrochemical
energy storage systems were calculated by equating the present worth of
all annual costs of the conventional generation system to that of the
energy storage system. The comparison is performed over the range of
energy storage system duty cycles identified as being typical for rep-
resentative U.S. electric utility systems for the peaking and inter-
mediate mode of generation operation. The break-even costs represent
the maximum installed capital cost for which the energy storage systems
would be economically competitive with conventional intermediate and
peaking generation over a long-range time period.
The assumed technical and economic parameters used to carry
out the break-even cost analysis are shown in Table 3-11. Two types of
battery energy storage systems were considered. Lead-acid batteries
were selected as a near-term storage technology, which could be commer-
cially prior to 1985.. In addition, an advanced battery system was
included, with characteristics expected for systems that would be
available in the 1985-2000 time period. The conventional generation
technologies used for comparison with the energy storage systems include
simple cycle gas turbines for the peaking application and combined cycle
units for the intermediate application.
The economic competitiveness of the battery energy storage
systems was determined based on a comparison with conventional generation
technologies for peaking and intermediate generation application on
electric utility systems. This economic competitiveness is described
in terms of break-even capital costs for energy storage systems on a
$/kW basis. To determine the break-even cost, the present worth values
of all future annual revenue requirements, including fixed and variable
operating (operation, maintenance, and fuel) costs, of both the conven-
tional generation and the energy storage system were calculated over
the study period and equated.
The break-even economic calculations were performed on a unit
capacity (kW) basis and a time period of 25 years into the future. Time
periods were selected to match multiples of the expected life of the
various technologies being compared. The study period for all battery
storage systems covers 25 years. The study periods for the near-term
energy storage technologies begin in 1980, and the intermediate-term
technologies in 1990.
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Table 3-11
Assumptions for Battery Energy Storage Systems and
Conventional Generation Used in Break-Even Economic Analysis
Battery Energy Storage Systems
Conventional Generation Near-Term Intermediate-Term
Combined (1976-1985) (1985-2000)
Parameter Gas Turbine (3) Cycle(4) Lead Acid Battery Advanced Battery
Expected Life, Yrs(l) 25 25 5-10 25
Annual Carrying
Charges, %(2) 15 15 27-19 15
Efficiency
Generation, BTU/
kWh (5) 12, 100·-1l, 000 8,900-8,100
Storage, % 60-75 70-80
O&M Costs (1975 Basis)
Fixed, $/kW/Yr
Variable, mills/kWh 5.3 4.1 2.7(6) 2.7(6)
Installed Cost (1975
Basis), $/kW 100 (7) 225(8)
(1) Assuming 200 cycles/yr or 1·-2000 cycles for near-term and 5,000 cycles for advanced
batteries.
(2) Expressed as a percent of total capital cost, including interest, depreciation,
taxes, and cost of money during construction (construction compound interest factor).
Salvage value for lead-acid batteries taken as 25% of energy storage cost.
(3) Unit size 100-300 MW.
(4) Based on 255 MW unit (175 MW gas turbine + 80 MW fossil steam turbine).
(5) Near-term to intermediate-term heat rates.
(6) Costs assumed to be one-half of conventional simple cycle gas turbine installations.
(7) Average industry 1975 capital cost, including equipment and installation.
(8) Same as (7); if cooling towers required, capital cost would increase by about 20
$/kW.
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To make the results of the break-even economics applicable to
the electric utility industry in general, the break-even calculations
were performed over a range of estimates for the economic variables which
should encompass the greater part of the electric utility industry today
and in the future. The generation technology assumptions of Table 3-11,
together with the system economic variable assumptions of Table 3-12
describe the range of parameters over which the break-even costs were
calculated. Within these ranges, economic sensitivity analyses were
also performed to determine those economic variables which might have
the greatest impact on break-even economic costs for the energy storage
systems for the peaking and intermediate mode of generation operation.
Fossil fuel costs (1975) were assumed to range from $1.50/MBTU
to $2.50/MBTU in the study. In each case, a 6 percent annual escalation
of fossil fuel cost was assumed over the study period.
The average incremental cost of off-peak energy on a utility
system is a function of the generation mix of units used for charging
energy storage systems. This incremental off-peak energy cost generally
ranges today anywhere from 2 to 3 mills/kWh for individual nuclear units
up to about 10 to 20 mills/kWh for the base-capacity generation mix of
units. It is anticipated that on any given electric utility system with
the increased use of nuclear baseload capacity, that future incremental
off-peak energy costs will decrease. Because the levelized incremental
cost of off-peak energy for charging energy storage systems in the
future could decrease, remain the same, or increase, depending on the
utility's generation expansion capacity program, levelized incremental
off-peak energy costs from 30 to 5 mills/kWh were evaluated in the
break-even cost calculations.
To carry out the 25 year utility system expansion study with
near-term batteries, starting in 1980, it was assumed that 5 year batteries
would be installed in 1980 and replaced with 10 year batteries in 1985
and 1995.
The resulting break-even capital cost ranges for battery storage
systems are presented in Table 3-13 for peaking duty applications and Table
3-14 for intermediate duty applications. Each analysis was carried out over
a range of assumed storage equipment operating (discharge) time, using
the range of parameters given earlier in Table 3-12. In addition, an
analysis was made using the baseline parameters shown in Table 3-12. The
resulting break-even costs are given in Table 3-15.
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Table 3-12
Assumptions for Utility System Operations
in Break-Even Economic Analysis
Operating Parameter
Annual Generation Operating
Time, Hrs.
Peaking Application
Intermediate Application
Fossil Fuel Cost (1975
Basis) for Gas Turbine
and Combined Cycle Units,
$/MBTU
Installed Capital Costs
(1975 Basis), $/kW
Gas Turbine
Combined Cycle
Escalation Rates, %/Yr
Capital (Installed) Cost
Operation/Maintenance Cost
Fossil Fuel Cost
Levelized Incremental Cost
of Off-Peak Energy, mills/
kWh (1)
Parameter
Range
~2,000
2,000-4· ,000
1.50-2.50
75-150
175-275
6
6
6-9
5-30
Baseline Value
Assumed as Typical
1,000
3,000
2.50
100
225
6
6
6
20
(1) Based on expected mix of generation units to be used for charging
energy storage systems.
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Table 3-13
Break-Even Capital Cost Range for Battery
Energy Storage Systems in Peaking Duty
Annual
Operating
Time, Hrs
Nominal
Battery
Discharge
Capacity, Hrs
Break-Even Capital Cost for
Indicated Battery Technology, $/kW
Near-Term Intermediate-Term
(1976-1985) (1985-2000)
Lead-Acid Battery Advanced Battery
400
1,000
2,000
2
5
10
50-120
50-230
50-410
Table 3-14
140-240
210-440
310-790
Break-Even Capital Cost Range for Battery
Energy Storage Systems in Intermediate Duty
Break-Even Capital Cost for
Annual
Operating
Time, Hrs
2,500
3,000
4,000
Nominal
Battery
Discharge
Capacity, Hrs
10
12
15
Indicated Battery
Near-Term
(1976-1985)
Lead-Acid Battery
20-430
0-490
-40-620
Technology, $/kW
Intermediate-Term
(1,985-2000)
Advanced Battery
330-830
350-950
390-1,190
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Table 3-15
Probable Break-Even Costs for Battery Energy Storage
Systems in Peaking and Intermediate Duty
Break-Even Capital Cost for
Nominal Indicated Battery Technology, $/kW (1)
Annual Battery Near-Term Intermediate-Term
Operating Discharge (1976-1985) (1985-2000)
Application Time, Hrs Capacity, Hrs Lead-Acid Battery Advanced Battery
Peaking D,uty(2) 400 2 100 210
1,000 5 180 390
2,000 10 310 670
Intermediate
Duty(2) 2,500 10 300 680
3,000 12 340 780
4,000 15 410 960
(1) Using baseline parameter values indicated in Table 3-12.
(2) The incremental 1evelized on-peak to off-peak energy cost ratio is about
4 for the peaking duty and 3 for the intermediate duty.
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This analysis indicates that as .the operating hours for the
battery storage system increases, the level of break-even costs increases.
The relatively low break-even costs for the lead-acid battery are due
primarily to the shorter expected life of 5 to 10 years, compared with
25 years for the advanced technology battery. Also, for the intermediate
duty case in Table 3-14, the lower break-even cost for the lead-acid battery
decreases as operating hours in~rease. In this case, tne cost of battery
operation increases faster than the operating cost for the combined cycle
unit used for comparison. This low range break-even cost comparison
involved a combination of economic variables that favored the combined
cycle operation. These variables included 30 mill/kWh incremental cost
of off-peak energy and 1.50 $/MBTU fossil fuel cost.
An economic sensitivity analysis was performed to determine the
effect of incremental changes in key economic variables on the battery
energy storage system break-even capital costs for the peaking and
intermediate modes of generation operation. The effects on the energy
storage system break-even capital costs were evaluated for variations
in the following parameters: fossil fuel costs and off-peak charging
energy costs, annual hours of operation, efficiency and capital cost of
conventional generation, and energy storage efficiency and life for the
battery systems. These results are shown in Tables 3-16 and 3~17 and Figures
3-4 to 3-6.
Tables 3-16 and 3-17 include the baseline parameter values and the
incremental changes for peaking and intermediate duty, respectively. The
incremental changes in break-even capital costs should be compared with
the probable values given in Table 3-l2~ As expected, increases in fossil
fuel costs make the energy storage systems more attractive. Conversely,
improvements in conventional generation efficiency or heat rate, will
reduce the break-even investment cost for battery storage systems. Small
variations in the remaining economic parameters had relatively little
effect on the break-even costs.
It should be noted that the intermediate duty system is more
sensitive to changes in fossil fuel cost and usage than the peaking duty
system. This is primarily due to the longer annual operating time
associated with the intermediate application.
Figure 3-4 shows the battery energy storage system 1975 break-even
capital costs as a function of the ratio of the levelized (yearly average)
incremental on-peak to off-peak energy costs for the peaking and inter-
mediate generation modes. The lower energy cost ratios of Figure 3-4
correspond to off-peak energy costs of 30 mills/kWh and the upper energy
cost ratios correspond to 5 mills/kWh off-peak energy.
The effect of improvements in near-term battery life or break-even
costs is shown in Figure 3-5. Clearly, battery life has an important effect
on permissible battery storage system investment costs. On the other hand,
the effect of battery efficiency, shown in Figure 3-6, is less pronounced.
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Table 3-16
Break-Even Cost Sensitivity Analysis for Battery
Energy Storage Systems in Peaking Duty
Incremental Change in Break-Even
Capital Costs for Indicated
Battery Technology, $/kW(l)
Near-Term Intermediate-Term
Incremental (1976-1985) (1985-2000)
Parametric Variable Baseline Value Change Lead-Acid Battery Advanced Battery
Fossil Fuel Cost,
$/MBTU 2.50 +0.50 +35 +65
Fossil Fuel Escalation
Rate, %/Yr 6 +1 +30 +90
Levelized Incremental
Off-Peak Energy Cost,
mills/kWh 20 -1 +3 +4
Annual Operating
Time, Hrs 1,000 +100 +15 +30
Energy Storage
Efficiency, % 75 +1 +1 +1
Full Load Heat Rate of
Gas Turbine, BTU/kWh 12,100 (Near) -1,000 -15 -30
11,000 (In-Term)
Gas Turbine Capital
Cost, $/kW 100 +10 +5 +10
(1) Battery systems compared with gas turbine unit.
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Table 3-17
Break-Even Cost Sensitivity Analysis for Battery
Energy Storage Systems in Intermediate Duty
Incremental Change in Break-Even
Capital Costs for Indicated
Battery Technology, $/kW(l)
Parametric Variable Baseline Value
Incremental
Change
Near-Term Intermediate-Term
(1976-1985) (1985-2000)
Lead-Acid Battery Advanced Battery
Fossil Fuel Cost,
$/MBTU
Fossil Fuel Escalation
Rate, %/Yr
Levelized Incremental
Off-Peak Energy Cost,
mills/kWh
Annual Operating
Time, Hrs
Energy Storage
Efficiency, %
Full Load Heat Rate
of Gas Turbine,
BTU/kWh
Combined Cycle
Capital Cost, $/kW
2.50
6
20
3,000
75
8,900 (Near)
8,100 (In-Term)
225
+0.50
+1
-1
+100
+1
-1,000
+25
+80
+65
+10
+7
+3
-45
+13
+145
+205
+10
+20
+3
-90
+25
(1) Battery systems compared with combined cycle unit.
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Figure 3-4
Effect of Levelized On-Peak/Off-Peak Energy Cost Ratio
On Break-Even Cost For Near-Term Lead-Acid Batteries
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Figure 3-5
Effect of Battery Life on Break-Even Cost
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Figure 3-6
Effect of Battery Efficiency on Break-Even Cost
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In addition to the break-even capital costs discussed above,
it is possible to assign credits for expected savings in deferred or
eliminated transmission and distribution line investment when energy storage
equipment is located close to load centers. These credits are quite site-
specific and should not be assigned on a general basis.
Summing up, this analysis of energy storage economics has
developed approximate investment cost targets for candidate electrochem-
ical (battery) systems. These economic factors will probably be decisive
in determining the long-range attractiveness of battery systems.
Secondary characteristics, such as overall efficiency and life or cycle
life, have been factored into the analysis via their impact on expected
break-even costs. We found no direct requirements or goals for the
specific energy and specific power characteristics of batteries in non-
mobile, large-scale energy storage applications. Of course, extremely
low values for specific energy and power will show up in a detailed
economic analysis via increased reactant inventories, building and
land requirements.
Tentatively, it was mssumed that Redox energy storage systems
can be considered equivalent to the advanced batteries used in the
Public Service analysis. The break-even calculations could be repeated
in the future using modified parameter values that reflect expected
Redox system characteristics more closely.
Lastly, this economic study was carried out using parametric
variables that reflect possible ranges of future utility operation.
The analysis methodology does not consider the impact of energy storage
devices on the actual mix of future generation equipment. In other
words, the availability of suitable energy storage devices can influence
the decision process used to acquire future prime generation. A much
more complicated analysis would be required to define this effect,
using utility generation expansion models that simulate the future
growth in capacity on a year by year basis. Further, the complete
systems economic benefits that could be derived from weekly storage
cycles, versus daily storage cycles, can only be inferred from the
present economic study. Although both cycles could have the same annual
hours of discharge operation, the respective charging operation would be
quite different. The longer charging times of the weekly cycle could
change the actual system investment, but there is no simple way to esti-
mate the credits involved for using weekend off-peak power, other than
to assign a relatively lower cost for the off-peak power, compared with
daily cycle operation.
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3.2.4 Comparison of Storage System Requirements
and Electrochemical System Characteristics
The characteristics of candidate electrochemical systems were com-
pared with the requirements for bulk energy storage systems. The purpose of
this comparison was to highlight potential mis-match problem areas. The
following discussion covers the general interactions between system require-
ments and battery characteristics. Individual battery systems are discussed
where appropriate, based on available information. The specific characteristics
of the battery systems are summarized in Table 2.10-1 (pages 89-90) in the review
of battery technology found in Volume 2 of this report. Detailed discussion
of the Redox system concept is not included below. Redox system characteristics
are covered in a later section.
The applications and requirements for energy storage systems in
electric utilities can be grouped into several areas, listed below:
• Application ranges, including operating duty (peaking or
intermediate load) and energy storage cycle type (daily,
weekly or seasonal).
• Voltage and power level requirements.
• Economic requirements, including capital investment cost,
facility life and turn-around energy storage efficiency.
• Other factors, such as environmental and safety considerations.
3.2.4.1 Operating Duty and Storage Cycle Considerations
The analysis of electric utilities, described earlier, showed that
two general types of operations exist: intermediate load duty (requiring
power delivery over relatively long daily time periods) and peaking load duty
(involving power delivery over shorter daily time periods). The approximate
time periods for this operation were given as braod ranges, characteristic
of the U.S. electric industry as a whole. However, for specific utilities,
the power profiles should be represented as sequential step-wise variations
with time. An example is shown in Figure 3-7, in the form of highly idealized
step pyramids, involving incremental increases or decreases in power demand
or availability. Utilities must provide sufficient power to meet these variable
load power demands.
Arrays of electrochemical storage devices (strings of batteries) could
be assembled to supply the required power-time profile. Operationally, the
entire array could be used in a "load -following" mode, with variable power
output. Alternatively, individual strings of batteries could be cut into
operation during the successive build-up of the demand load, with each string
operating at relatively constant power.
Figure 3-7
Idealized Electric Utility Load Profile
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The situation would be reversed during the off-peak charging
operation. Here, it is clear that charging power also becomes available
in step-wise increments. Thus, the entire battery ensemble could be
recharged at variable power levels (variable rates) or individual strings
of batteries could be charged at constant power, with sequential addition
of strings as more power became available. In either case, the power
conditioning section must be sized (and costed) for the maximum power level
used. This could greatly increase the storage system equivalent energy
storage cost, $/KWH, if the equipment is used for short time periods.
A more serious concern is the ability of battery systems to accept
a variable charging rate. High charge rates are generally unfavorable for
chemical batteries, such as the lead-acid system, particularly when coupled
with the deep depth of discharge required to increase battery utilization and
minimize battery investment costs. Substantial reduction in battery life can
occur, caused by specific effects of charge rate on mass and heat transfer and
surface morphology within the electrode structures. Conventionally, batteries
must be de-rated to accomodate these effects, resulting in higher installed
investment costs. These trade-offs for the lead-acid battery are fully
discussed in the battery assessment report in Volume 2.
The characteristics of the advanced battery candidates are less
well-known than those of the lead-acid system. All battery systems can be
classified according to their mode of reactant storage, as shown in Table 3-18.
It is probable that the performance of systems retaining one or both reactants
within the battery container (or electrode structure) will be sensitive to
variations in charging rate. Decoup1ed systems, such as the Redox and slurry
zinc-air batteries, on the other hand, should be less susceptible to damage.
Decoup1ing the energy storage and power functions should allow greater flexi-
bility to accomodate varying power profiles.
Table 3-18
Reactant Storage Characteristics of Electrochemical Systems
Reactants (Couples) Retained Within Battery Container
None(l) one(l) Both
Redox
Slurry Zinc-Air
Zinc-Chlorine
Zinc-Air
Nickel-Hydrogen
Lead-Acid
Sodium-Sulfur
Sodium-Antimony Trichloride
Lithium-Iron Sulfide
Nickel-Zinc
Organic Electrolyte
(l)These "dynamic" systems require some form of auxiliary power for
reactant circulation.
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With respect to the energy storage cycle requirements, daily and
weekly cycles appear suitable for the candidate electrochemical systems.
The seasonal cycle is only of theoretical interest, since very large storage
capabilities would be required. Even the weekly cycles may involve excessive
reactant storage for some battery systems, particularly those which retain
both reactants within the battery shell. For these systems, energy storage
(kwH) and power (kw) functions are coupled in a fixed ratio. These systems
could scale-up approximately linearly with energy storage level. Decoupling
of the energy storage and power functions, as in the Redox battery, allows
a deeper consideration of storage of energy produced on the weekends.
Other comparisons in this area include load following, turn-around
time and cell balancing requirements. The response time of all battery systems
should be adequate to meet utility operating demands, which are generally
predictable, based on many years experience. Adequate time should be available
to switch in electrochemical energy storage systems, particularly the passive
(static) systems that do not require auxiliary operating power. These systems
were listed in Table 3-18. Dynamic (circulating or flowing) systems may
require special attention. Auxiliary batteries or the main utility grid may
be used to provide the start-up power for reactant pumps, air blowers, valves
and cooling fans. Elevated storage of external reactants could provide a
gravity flow for start-up operation. Compressed gas or air could be used to
shorten the start-up time of gas electrode batteries. Proper system design
should yield systems capable of handling short duration power demand transients.
On the other hand, the problems associated with cell balancing may
have a severe impact on the operability and life of some electrochemical energy
storage systems. All cells in an energy system are not exactly the same with
respect to quantity and performance of active material. In addition, operating
conditions for each cell may be slightly different. As a result, an imbalance
in the state of charge of the cells may occur after some period of operation.
This is particularly true for static battery systems. This imbalance must be
corrected periodically to ensure system design performance and life. The
general approach is to over-charge or over-discharge the system. This may
be allowable in some cases and not in others. The conditions that can be used
to balance a series string of some battery systems are given in Table 3-19.
Table 3-19
Battery
Lead-Acid
Nickel-Zinc
Nickel-Hydrogen
Zinc-Chlorine Hydrate
Cell Balancing Conditions
Balancing Operation(l)
Over-Charge
Over-Charge
Over-Discharge
Over-Discharge
Operating Voltage Level,
Volts (IR-free)
2.6
2.0
0.1
-0.1
(l)TO restore equal state of charge among cells.
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Alkali metal batteries could be damaged by over-eharge or discharge.
Balancing these cells will probably require special procedures. Fortunately,
the open circuit voltage of these batteries provides some measure of their
state of charge. The sodium-sulfur battery, for example, has a sloping OCV
curve for the higher states of discharge. It may be necessary to disconnect
the batteries in a series string, measure the OCV and then charge/discharge
the batteries to a given OCV voltage to put all the batteries into an equal
state of charge.
An automatic system to balance in this manner would be quite costly
and complex. Manual checking and balancing would be very costly. High
temperature alkali metal battery systems may require housing under argon
atmosphere. Manual cell balancing would be quite troublesome.
Use of circulating reactant systems, such as the Redox or slurry zinc-
air batteries, appear to offer a clear advantage in this case. Operating and
cell imbalances are normalized instantaneously by mixing the effluent reactants
in the external storage system.
3.2.4.2 Voltage and Power Requirements
The tie-in voltage and power level requirements for bulk energy
storage systems were defined earlier. The megawatt power levels are. in
general within the capabilities of battery energy storage systems, if suitably
arranged in series/parallel strings, and with isolation of power conditioning
equipment. Large installations could be limited by the physical size of the
energy storage complex and environmental considerations but not necessarily
by technology.
Analysis of the tie-in voltage showed that 13 kv +2 percent is a
likely value for storage systems at sub-station locations. -This level would
be achieved by suitable ac transformation, rather than by series connection
of battery strings. Parasitic losses and safety considerations will probably
limit the maximum battery system de voltage to 1000 v or less. Here, circulating
reactant batteries, having a common electrolyte path between cells and battery
modules, will be at a disadvantage. Excessive shuntage power losses may limit
the maximum series voltage for these systems to 200 volts or less. In turn,
this will affect the cost of power conditioning equipment, as discussed in the
battery assessment and Stage I computer model documentation, found in Volume 2
of this report. The battery assessment contains an in-depth review of power
conditioning-battery interactions. In particular, the possible derating of
batteries with sloping voltage-current response curves was analyzed. Power
conditioning for large scale battery systems is an area that requires additional
study.
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From a safety standpoint, the effect of short circuits within the
battery system also must be considered. The rapid failure of many cells
in s~quence might affect the utility grid. Fusing systems should provide
adequate protection, but large scale dc switch gear can be expensive. Here
decoupled energy storage/power conversion systems, such as the Redox battery,
may have an inherent advantage.
3.2.4.3 Economic Requirements
The break-even capital investment costs for electrochemical energy
storage systems were defined in a previous section. Economic requirements
imposed on these storage systems will probably be crucial. The cost of energy
storage devices has been represented by the following equation (1, 3):
C = Cp + Cs x t D, - -
where C is the installed system capital cost in $/kw, C is a power-related
investment cost coefficient in $/kw, C is an energy-re£ated investment cost
coefficient in $/KwH and t D is a sUita~le operating time parameter, say dischargetime for a daily cycle dev~ce. A review of the literature showed that value
ranges for these coefficients have been estimated. The power cost coefficient,
C , has been estimated to be 50-100 $/kw, depending on the degree of optimism
iR assigning costs for power conditioning and other site-related investments.
The energy coefficient, C , can have values of 65 to 77 $/KwH for lead-acid
battery systems (see the gattery assessment in Volume 2) and 20-35 $/KwH for
advanced electrochemical systems. The latter are particularly ill-defined,
as noted in an earlier section.
The projected costs for lead-acid and advanced battery systems are
compared with their respective break-even cost target ranges in Figures 3-8
and 3-9. It can be seen that the expected cost of lead-acid battery systems
is considerably higher than required. On the other hand, the advanced battery
cost estimates appear quite attractive, but this may reflect optimistic pro-
jections for systems at an early stage of development.
The impact of facility life and turn-around energy storage efficiency
on system cost targets were discussed in a previous section. In general, .
advanced batteries will be required to have useful lives approaching 20 years.
Turn-around efficiencies between 70 and 80 percent should be adequate.
Finally, additional effort will be required to define the operating
and maintenance (0 and M) costs of electrochemical energy storage systems.
At present, insufficient information is available on the operating characteristics
for complete advanced battery systems. Thus, reliable a and M cost projections
are not available.
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Figure 3-8
Comparison of Projected Investment Cost For Lead-Acid
Battery Systems With Break-Even Investment Costs
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Figure 3-9
Comparison of Projected Investment Cost For Advanced
Battery Systems With Break-Even Investment Costs
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3.2.4.4 Environmental and Safety Considerations
Energy storage systems could be located at various points in the
utility network. Various economic credits can be projected for storage
units in the distribution network, close to demand loads. But the cost of
land, environmental factors, safety, maintenance requirements, etc. may
dictate the location of the storage system at central station sites.
Battery energy storage systems have inefficiencies, in both the
battery and the power conditioning equipment. These inefficiencies appear
as heat. Even relatively small systems, 10-50 MW, could place a large
thermal load on the environment. Large systems will require special provi-
sions for cooling. Battery systems, such as sodium~sulfur and lithium-iron
sulfide, will produce heat at elevated temperatures and require different
cooling methods than lead-acid systems, which produce their heat at near
ambient temperatures.
If cooling is provided by circulating air over and through
stacks of batteries, fumes and vapors could be released to the environment
in normal operation. In the event of a catastrophic failure, hazardous
chemicals could be released to the environment. Oxygen from the air could
react with the battery materials (e.g., sodium or lithium) and cause fires.
Secondary coolant loops may be required, with heat exchange to cooling air
or water. For example, it has been proposed that alkali metal, high
temperature battery rooms be filled with argon, since the hot alkali metals
will react with nitrogen. While this reduces hazards, it introduces maintenance
problems.
If secondary coolant loops are not used, prOV1S10ns would have to be
made to scrub the coolant air. The scrubbers would have to be sized to handle
the catastrophic failures. The volume and, to a lesser extent, the weight of
the battery system, enters into the site selection. While the volume is
important, the physical spacing of strings of batteries, the access for main-
tenance, cooling loops, etc., will determine the land area for the site. The
area needed will probably be similar for all battery systems. TheRedox system,
which at first glance has a volume density less than lead-acid for active
components, is probably more compact in final form than other systems. Battery
buildings may be required for temperature control or hazard contaminent control.
This will probably not be true for the nickel-hydrogen, zinc-air and Redox
systems. However, Redox systems may use large volumes of potentially hazardous
supporting electrolytes, such as hydrochloric or sulfuric acids.
Lastly, noise emissions must be considered for energy storage systems,
particularly those located close to urban load centers. Typical current noise
limits on utility installations are set at about 48 db, at the property line.
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Noise sources for battery energy storage systems include power conditioning
equipment, cooling air, pumps and reaction air (for zinc-air batteries).
Power conditioning equipment could be designed to meet the noise level re-
quirements. Cooling air requirements could be quite large for some systems,
particularly low temperature, inefficient batteries. Well-designed blower
installations will be required for these systems. Liquids pumps will
probably not contribute significantly to noise levels. The zinc-air system
would require an air flowrate of about 106 CFH for a 10 MW system. Larger
systems would appropriately scaled. Again, air blowers would have to be
appropriately designed to minimize noise emissions.
Summing up, it appears that available candidate electrochemical
systems can meet the technical and environmental requirements for bulk energy
storage in electric utilities, but at variable cost. Ultimately, the
cost factors will predominate.
3.3 Task III Studies - Redox Battery Model Development
and Systems Analysis
In Task III of this program, mathematical models of Redox battery
energy storage systems were developed and programmed for use with high speed
electronic computers. The models, labeled Stages 1, 1.5 and 2, are of in-
creasing complexity and sophistication. These models were then used to carry
out a techno-economic systems analysis of the Redox battery concept for the full
range of peaking and intermediate duty energy storage applications in daily
and weekly cycles, as defined earlier. In their present state, the models
are useful for scoping feasibility studies of Redox systems aimed at uncovering
basic characteristics and limitations. In turn, these analyses can serve to
identify potential problem areas to be emphasized in on-going and future
Rand D studies of the Redox battery.
3.3.1 Stage 1 Model Development
The Stage 1 Model is a relatively simple characterization of the
Redox battery system, using time-averaged values for key operating parameters,
including charging and discharging utility grid power levels and electrochemical
performance factors. The basic outline of the Stage 1 Model was provided by
NASA. Suitable sub-routines were added to size and cost the required auxiliary
sub-systems comprising the complete, installed Redox storage facility. Detailed
descriptions of the calculation procedures used, including computer program
software items, are given in the Stage 1 Model documentation package, found in
Volume 2 of this report. The Stage 1 Model program was developed using
Fortran IV language and an IBM 370/168 computer. The program software is also
compatible with the Univac 1106 computer available at the NASA Lewis Research
Center. Copies of the completed program tape may be obtained from the NASA
Program Manager. The documentation in Volume 2 does not include a program
listing.
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The following discussion is a brief review of the Stage 1 Model
highlights. The items discussed include the overall process flowplan,
specific subsection design philosophy, cost estimating details and comments
on the limitations of the Stage 1 Model. The reader is urged to consult
the Stage 1 Model documentation package in Volume 2 for further information.
3.3.1.1 Redox System Flow Plan and Components
A representative Redox system plot plan was selected
a basis for sizing and costing the required plant sub-systems.
plan, shown in Figure 3--10, includes the following sections:
to serve as
The plot
+ Redox converter section, including assembled Redox flow cells
and bus-bars.
+ Tankage sections, including associated system manifold and piping.
+ Pump section
+ Filter section
+ Heat exchanger (cooler) section
+ Power conditioning section
• Redox Cell, Stack and Trailers
A parallel rib, bipolar electrode cell configuration, typical of
current electrochemical industry practice, was selected for inclusion in the
model. The cell configuration is shown in Figure 3-11. Individual cells are
assembled into stacks using filter-press technology. The cells are connected
in series, electrically, with the number of cells in a stack calculated to
yield the desired stack charging voltage, regardless of possible shuntage
current problems. Suitable end plates are used to constrain the assembled
stack. These stacks are then assembled into shippable trailers for delivery
and installation. To simplify the logic, fractional sections of stacks are
allowed within individual trailers, and fractional trailers are allowed as
part of the final installed storage facility. The latter permits exact delivery
of the imposed voltage and power demands. Costs are developed for the stack
components on the basis of adjusted material costs, and for the assembled trailer,
including estimated bus-bar costs. Materials costs are selected by the program
user. It is assumed that noble metal catalysts are not used. An installation
cost estimate is also included.
• Tankage and Manifold Piping
The tankage section includes provision for storing the reactant
solution inventory. The use of PVC-lined, carbon steel tanks is assumed,
compatible with the expected use of corrosive supporting electrolytes, such as
hydrochloric acid (18, 38). Costs were estiamted for individual tanks ranging
in capacity from 1000 to-500,000 bbl. The latter represent a considerable
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Figure 3-10
Base-Line Plot Plan For Redox Storage System
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Figure 3-11
Schematic Cell Design for Stage 1 Model
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extrapolation from current industry practice. The tankage section includes
a spare tank, used as a hold-tank during routine maintenance or emergency
upsets on the active, working tanks.
Associated system manifold and piping were estimated by carrying
out an initial, rough pressure balance. An allowable piping pressure drop
was calculated, based on estimated or assumed pressure drops for the filters,
Redox cells, heat exchangers and storage tank height. The system plot plan,
shown in Figure 3-10, was used to estimate the length and number of fittings
in the system. Cost estimates were made for PVC-lined carbon steel pipe
and Hastelloy fittings, ranging from 4 to 18 inch diameter. Subsequent analysis
showed that the piping costs were relatively small and that a complete pressure
balance and line sizing procedure could not be included conveniently in the
Stage 1 Model. Therefore, the piping and manifolding costs were included
as part of the tankage section costs, assuming that smaller size pipe would
be associated with small tanks, etc. The final tank section cost centers
are listed below:
+ Tanks (delivered and erected)
+ PVC lining for tanks and spill walls
+ Mixers, including labor
+ Tank foundations, including labor
+ Materials and labor for other items: spill walls, manifolds,
total system piping and pipe lining (PVC), tank insulation
and tank painting.
• P~s
Centrifugal pumps with Hastelloy casing and internals were assumed.
A two pump system is used for each reactant, with each pump rated at 60 percent
of full system capacity. A separate sparing philosophy was developed for flow
rates exceeding the maximum assumed pump capacity of 6200 gpm. The maximum
discharge pressure associated with the pumps is about 300-600 psig, depending
on size. Pump drivers are also included, so that an estimate can be made of
parasitic power consumption. Costs were developed for pump assemblies including
driver motor controls and foundations.
• Filters
The filter section contains a number of parallel-manifolded cartridge
filter assemblies, each consisting of several filters in a simple housing,
based on vendor discussions. The maximum flow rate capacity of each assembly
was estimated at 275 gpm. Subsequent analysis showed this approach to be
quite costly. Further discussion of the filter problem is given in Section 3.3.4.
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• Heat Exchangers (Coolers)
A heat balance was incorporated into the Stage 1 Model, using
heat generation terms supplied by NASA. The heat duty on the exchanger
system is equal to the total heat generated in the Redox converter cells.
It is assumed that the Redox reactant streams leave the cells at the desired
(assumed) cell operating temperature. These streams are cooled to a lower
temperature for adiabatic storage in the tank system. This temperature is
then considered to be the subsequent inlet temperature to the cells. In
effect, the circulating Redox streams swing in temperature between T 11
and T Duty requirements are calculated for charge and disch~fgeopera~fgli~g~ndthemaximum value is selected for sizing the exchangers.
Modular, closed-loop air-fin exchangers are assumed, using Hastelloy tubes.
The calculation procedure also estimates the blower horsepower required,
and the costs. Exchanger costs were developed for systems rated at 2,20
and 200 M BTU/hr for interpolative costing routines.
• Power Conditioning
Estimates of the required power conditioning equipment size and
cost were made using data from a recent study by Westinghouse (39). As a
basis, the maximum operating power level was used to size the power conditioner.
This power level could be the input ac power to the system during charging,
or the output dc power from the system during discharge. For costing purposes,
the voltage level associated with the maximum power level was selected. This
is an important factor because the cost of the power conditioner increases
from about 80$/kw at 1000v to l50$/kw at 200 volts. These costs are for a
current-fed, naturally commutated inverter system, which was selected on the
basis of general low cost and constant operating efficiency over a wide load
range.
• Cost Estimation Approach
Simplified cost estimating procedures were used in the Stage 1 Model,
consistent with the level of detail and sophistication employed to calculate
the system performance characteristics. Costs are estimated for each process
section, using the bases described above and in the documentation package.
Generally, these estimates are made by interpolation from cost curves that
were derived from cost estimates made for individual test cases that covered
a broad range of equipment size. Associated piping and manifolding require-
ments are factored into the overall section equipment cost. The process
section equipment costs (tankage, pumps, filters and coolers) have been
reported as total installed costs, on a lQ76 basis (instantaneous costs).
Materials and equipment are assumed purchased on the Gulf Coast, with installation
in the S.E. USA.
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In general, indirect costs include detailed engineering at 5%,
erection fees at 2% and basic engineering at 2% of direct materials costs.
The tanks and tank linings are assumed to be subcontracted items, involving
the basic engineeri~g charge only. Preliminary analysis showed that the
process section installation was not labor intensive. That is, labor costs
were a small fraction of total direct costs. A 20% project contingency is
applied, to account for unexpected site-specific factors. The costs of land
and site improvement are not included, since it was assumed that the Redox
system is installed at existing utility facilities.
The costing approach for the Redox converter and power conditioning
sections is somewhat different. Direct equipment costs are calculated in a
straight-forward manner. Then, suitable cost factors, generally expressed
on a $/kw of power basis, are used to estimate the total installed cost.
This factor approach has proved useful in other studies of large utility -
scale electrochemical systems. Finally, the solution inventory costs are
calculated, including both reactants and supporting electrolytes on the basis
of assumed delivered costs.
The Stage 1 Model costing routines thus provide an estimate of the
total installed capital investment cost. Attempts to estimate associated
operating and maintenance costs were not made, due to lack of information
on specific 0 and M requirements for candidate Redox battery systems, e.g.,
specific Redox couple chemistry, etc.
3.3.1.2 Stage 1 Model Performance Characteristics and Output
Analysis of the Stage 1 Model revealed some interesting features.
The Stage 1 Model logic permits the calculation of anyone of the following
daily cycle storage system characteristics, given the other three:
+ Time-averaged AC charging power(~)
+ Charging time (tC)
+ Time-averaged AC discharging power(6b)
+ Discharge time (tD)
The model is energy-conservative, in that all charged (stored) energy is
required to be discharged in the indicated discharge time. This is accomplished
by suitable adjustment of the Redox cell current density during discharge.
Thus, for a fixed charge time (and a fixed charge power level), the discharge
power level decreases as discharge time is increased. This results in operation
at lower discharge current density, where voltage losses are lower. In turn,
the overall storage system turn-around efficiency increases.
In an analogous manner, if the discharge time (and charge power)
are held constant, then the discharge power level increases as the charge time
(hence energy stored) increases. An exception to this occurs when the charge
time is long and the discharge time is relatively short. Here, the model
calculates a high discharge current in order to fully discharge the stored
energy in the required time span. The model selects a value of discharge
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current density that results in operation well beyond the peak power out-put
of the system, an undesirable feature.
Algebraic analysis of the Stage 1 Model also showed that the main
system inputs (fD, -PC, tc and tD are related in a straightforward manner, using
the nomenclature provided by NASA and described in the documentation package:
(la)
where:
CX2 = vR - ~
CX3 = EfcffDic(b]) + oP)
or:
Therefore:
~D =EbcE~I~:C) (~~) (lb)
Note that Equations (la) and (lb) are equivalent. Equation (la) contains
only those parameters specified prior to the use of the Stage 1 Model program.
Further algebraic manipulation yields:
t =D
(2)
(3)
(4)
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Equations (la) and (2-4) are used to determi~e the~issing parameters,
given initial values for three of the fo110~ng: ~D zrc t D t C•, , ,
6tMAX,
It can also be shown that the maximum discharge power level,
is calculable:
(5)
2lj'~ D = Cl.1C1.2 C
MAX 4C1.3
The energy storage efficiency atlPD ,1:6'D ,also can be calculatedMAX MAX(f~DMAX = 1/2 Cl.1C1.2
where the efficiency has its usual definition neglecting
by the system auxiliaries~ ! D t D
l ~C t c .
(6)
power consumed
Lastly, the maximum possible efficiency can be estimated:
(7)
These algebraic expression can be used for pre-analysis of
prospective Stage 1 Model parameters.
The completed Stage 1 Model contains 65 parameters whose values
are user-specified as input data. These parameters include electrochemical
performance, system design and component cost factors. The input data display
is discussed in the documentation package. A sample printout of the Stage 1
Model output package is given in Table 3-20.
3.3.1.3 Stage 1 Model Limitations
The Stage 1 Model provides an adequate basis for preliminary
scoping studies of the Redox energy storage system. However, some critical
features of Redox battery operation are lacking in the model. The possible
deficiencies of the Stage 1 Model include:
+ Model logic is restricted to analysis of daily cycles.
+ System sizing is based on time-averaged quantities.
+ No consideration is given to the shape of the charge/discharge
cycle.
+ No consideration is given to factors associated with multi-cycle
operation, e.g., component lifetimes, operating and maintenance
costs, solution regeneration, cycle to cycle variations in
charging or discharge profiles.
+ No consideration is given to overcharge and overdischarge.
+ No consideration is given to flow-electrochemical performance
interrelationships, total system pressure balance or shuntage
current losses.
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Table 3-20
Sample Printout from Stage 1 Model
DATA OF SEPT. 2, 1916
CASE 2-1
SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
RUN SEPT. 1, 1976
----CHARGE------- -------DESCRIPTION------- -----DISCHARGE---- --UNITS---
TC
SCRPC
CAPPC
CAPIC
Ie.
ER
CAPVe.
AI..
BC
DELVe
VC
PC
QC
SIC
S2C
~dC
W2C
FIC
F2C
5.000
21.965
20.86b
41.133
0.100
0.95"
500 ~ooo
0.0
0.5ec
0.050
0.875
O.O~1
1.789
0.247
0.241
;).247
0.24,7
1.000
1.COO
TIME
TIME AVERAGED AC POWER
CONVERTER POWER
CONVERTER CURRENT
CELL CURRENT DENSITY
RECTlfIYING/lNVERSION EFF.
CONVERTER VOLTAGE
NON-OHMIC COEF.--INTERCEPl
NON-OHMIC COEF.--$LOPE
NON-OHMIC CELL POLARIZATION
CELL VOLTAGE
POW£' R DENSI TV
WASTE HEAT
GENERATION / CONSUMPTION
OF SPECIES 1 AND 2
REACTANT fLOW, SPECIES 1
REA0TANT FLOW, SPECIES 2
SOLUTION FLOW/CELL,SPECIES 1
SOLUTION FLOW/CELL,SPECIES 2
4.000
20.000
21.053
52.114
0.125
0.':150
403.915
0.0
C ..500
a ..062
0.706
0.088
-2.795
0.3(;9
0.309
O.3U9
0.309
1.000
1.000
1D
SCRPD
CAPPO
CAPID
ID
EI
CAPVD
AD
BO
DELVO
VO
PO
\,10
SID
SlD
WID
W20
flO
F2D
hUURS
MW
MW
KAMPS
AMP/CM2
VOLTS
VOLTS
V.CM2/AMP
VOLTS
VOLTS
W/CM2
i"lW
KMOLS/SEC
KMQL$/SEC
KMOLS/SEC
KMOLS/SE:C
----------------------CELL DATA----------------------
TOTAL CELL AREA ••••••••••
NUMBER Of SERIES CELLS ....
NUMbER OF PARALLEL CELLS ••
TOTAL NUMBER OF CELLS ••••
AREA PER CELL ••••••••••••
THERMAL EFf ••••••••••••••
FARADAIC EFF. (eHARGEj ••• ~
FARADAic EFF.' (DISCHARGE).
CELL VOLTAGE •••••••••••••
MEMBRANE THICKNESS •••••••
SPECIFIC RESITIVITY ••••••
23841.223 CAPA
572. NS
261. NP
149292. CAPN
1597.354 AXA
1.(:00 ET
1.000 E FC
1 .. ('1'00 t: FD
0.800 VR
Co.tnee DELTA
25.000 RHO
M2
CI"12
VOLTS
CM
OHM.CM
---------------------------$P ECI EOAT A----------------------
MOLECULAR WEIGHT •••••••
MOLES INVOLVED IN CHAR~E
ELECTRONS TRANSFERRED ••
TOTAL REACTANTS REQUIRED
VOLUME OF SOLUTION •••••
REACTANT CONC ••••••••••
ELECTROLYTE CONCa ••••••
REACTANT UTILIZATION •••
MOLES OF ~LECTROLYTE •••
--SPECIE 1--
I5fj.~OO ~IWl
444ti.781 Ml
1. ZI
444&.781 SCRMI
4448.781 CAPVl
I.COC Cl
5.00,) CIS
I.CGG U
44487.812 MS
--SPECIE 2--
I50.0na MW2
04448.781 M2
1. Z2
4448.1b 1 S(.RM2
4448 .. 181 (.APV2
1.000 C2
5.000 C2S
KMOlS
EQ/MOL
KMOLS
KLITRES
MOLS/L
MOL$/L
KMOL$
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Table 3-20 (Cont'd)
CA~E 2-1
SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
DATA UF SEPT. 2, 1916
INVE:SIMt:NT COSTS
(THOUSAND $)
RUN SEPT. 7, 1976
FUNCTIONAL
SECTION
TANKAGE
PUMPS
FILTERS
COOLERS
TRAILeRS
POWER CUNDITIONING
TOTAL EQUIPMENT COST
SOLUTION (,OSTS
REACTANT 1
REACTANT £
ELECTROLYTE
TOTAL CHEMICAL COST
TOTAL INSTALLED INVESTMENT COST
INVESTMENT COST
(BASED ON DISCHARGE UPERATIONS)
INSTALLED
LOST
2010.
535.
8153.
2429.
4166.
19987.
350.
350.
204.
904.
20891.
1045. $/KW
261. $/KIoiH
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Table 3-20 (Cont'd)
DATA OF SEPT~ 2, lY7b
CASt: 2-1
SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
RUN SEPT. 7, 1976
POWER GENERATION
(MEGAWATT:::.)
CHARGE DISCHARGE
GROSS POWER GENERATED
AUXILIARY POwER CUNSUM~O
PUf-IPS
TANKS
COOLERS
TUTAl
NET POWER DELIVERED
0.11
(l.02
0 ..(;4
21.,96
0.76
22.73
0.11
G.OZ
0.04
20.00
0.16
19.24
----ENERGy STORAGE EFFICIENCY----
EXCLUuING AUXILIARY POW~R CONSUMPTION
INCLUOING AUXILIARY POWER CON~UMPTION
-----STAGE 1 MODEL UNITING CONOITIONS-----
'72 .. 84
67.72
MAXIMUM DISCHARGE POWER
EfFICIENCY AT MAXIMUM POWER
POW E R
(MW)
(% )
CON D I T ION 1 N G
48.33
41.2:6
SYSTEM MAXIMUM POWER (MW)
~YSTEM MAX VOLTAGE (VULTS)
COST RATE ($/KW)
eQUIPMENT COST (K$)
CO:::'1, INSTALLEU (K$)
21 .. 96
5 ;)0.·00
102.65
2254 .. 72
2694.
CHARGE
CHARGE
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Table 3-20 (Cont'd)
DATA Of SEPT. 2, 1976
CASE 2-1
SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
RUN SEPT. 1, 1916
E QUI P MEN T DE: TAL L S
Rf::ACTANl 1 RE ACTANT 2 COMi"tON SPARE
TAN K. 0 A T A
SIZE
t"UMI3 ER OF TAN"S
MIXER
COST, INSTALLED
(SSl)
(HP)
(K$)
32551.
1.
11 ..
670.
32~51 ..
1.
11.
670.
32551.
1.
11.
610 ..
P U M P 0 A T A
~YSTEM FLOW RATE
NUMBeR Of PUMPS
PUMP SIZE
MOTOR POWER
COST, INSTALLED
(GPM)
eGPM)
( HP)
(1\$)
4932.
2466.
231.
268.
4932.
3.
2460.
23'1.
268.
COO L E R DATA
4932.
"t.7b
211.
DISCHAkG E
25.
1215.
4932.
4.76
211.
DISCHARbE
25.
1215.
(HP)
e1\ $)
FLOW RATE (GPM)
(MEGA tHU/HR)
(FTZ)
SYSTEM
DUTY
PLOT AREA
DESIGN CONDITION:
fAN POWER
COST,INSTAl.LED
OUTLLT TEMP (DEG.C)
CHARGE:
DISCHAR<7E
51.03
48. -11
F 1 L T E R D A T A
SYSTEM FLOW RATE tGPM)
NUMBER OF FILTERS
fILlER ~IlE (GPM)
COST, INSTALLED (K$)
4932.
11.93
215.
4017.
4932.
17.93
275.
4071.
- 66 -Table 3-20 (Cont'd)
UAJA UF SEP1. 2, 1976
CASE 2-1
SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
RUN SEPT. 7, 1976
E ~ U I P M tNT DETAILS
CELL I STACK. OAT A
POWER RAfINGS:
CELL POWE.R LiENS. (MI L LIWA nS/CM2)
STACK POWER tKW)
TRAILEK POWER (Mw)
CHARGE
ti7.50
19.95
1.34
01 SCHARGE
88.28
8C'.66
1.35
CELL DATA:
SIlE
AKEA
TtJlCKNESS
MENdRANE AREA
PLASTIC. VOLlJME
CURRENT COLLECTOR VOLUME
ELECTkODE DEPOSIT
CELL MATERIAL COST
NUMBER OF CELLS IN SlACK
IUTAl CELL COST
END PLATt:
THICKNESS
PLAsnc VOLUME
CONDUCTIVE HATtL VOLUME
tCM)
(CM2)
(eM)
(CM2)
(CM3)
(CM3)
(GM)
($)
tK$)
(eM)
(CM3)
tCM3)
39.91
1591.35
C .,13
1157.C9
liH8.19
lObO .61
17 .57
8.56
'572.
2.50
1(,2 b6 .1:)7
5750.87
4.89
NUMbER OF END PLATES IN STACK 2.
TOTAL MATERIAL COST FOR STACK END PLATES (K$)
fOTAL STACK MATERIAL COST
0.03
4.92
STACK MANUFACTURED COST
STACK SIlING:
bARF LENGTH
BAK.E WIUTH
dARt HEIGHT
VOLUME INSTALLED
TRAILER VOLUME
STACKS / TRAILER
CELLS / TRAILER
NUMBER LF TRAILERS
SINGLE TRAIL~R CO~T
SINGLE TRAILER INSTLID COST
TOTAL TRAILER COST,INSTALLED
(K$ )
(Ct'l )
(01)
(CM)
(M3)
(M3)
(K$)
(K$ )
(K$ )
423.
55 ..95
55.95
5 ..37
90 ..
16.73
9567.
15.6("
12.34
240.
267.
4166.
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The program user must "assume" quantities which are not, in reality,
independent variables. These quantities include the form and coefficients
of an expression for non-ohmic cell polarization; which actually depends on
cell temperature, cell design, flow rates and local reactant concentrations
within the cell. In effect, the specific characteristics peculiar to the
Redox cell concept have been neglected in the model.
The use of time-averaged quantities is a considerable oversimpli-
fication. Redox cell performance critically depends on the concentration level
of reactants and the achievable reactant conversion levels that can be obtained
in cell operation. Reactant utilization factors, concentrations and charge
and discharge rates cannot, in fact, be assigned independently.
Redox cell operation involves a considerable interaction between
hydrodynamic and electrochemical factors. It is expected that Redox couples
with high exchange current density will be selected. This means that
activation polarization losses will be small. Major sources of voltage loss
will be confined to concentration polarization and ion-resistance losses.
In turn, concentration polarization critically depends on the hydrodynamic
environment established within the flowing electrolyte Redox cell.
These possible deficiencies were recognized at the beginning of the
study program. More sophisticated models of the Redox battery were developed
to overcome them.
3.3.2 Stage 1.5 Model Development
As indicated above, the Stage I Model logic is limited to the
analysis of daily energy storage cycles. Therefore, an intermediate
Stage 1.5 Model was developed to permit the analysis of promising weekly
storage cycles. The Stage 1.5 Model is a simple extension of the Stage I
Model, modified to include a variable reactant inventory. The Stage 1.5
Model is still constrained to single values of the discharge and
charge power levels, but these levels can now be imposed for varying
times in a weekly pattern. An optimization feature was added, allowing
a search for a value of the charging current density that yields a mini-
mum system investment cost. The basic electrochemical performance and
system design and cost characteristics remain unchanged. The Stage 1.5
Model is described in detail in a separate documentation package, found
in Volume 2 of this report.
search for
trailers.
parametric
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3.3.3 Stage 2 Model Development
The Stage 2 Model is an expanded version of the Stage 1 and
1.5 Models,designed to overcome the disadvantages of these simple models,
particularly in the area of load-following capability and electrochemical
performance-hydrodynamic interactions. The Stage 2 Model can process a
user-supplied profile of discharge power and time requirements and charge
power and time availability. Power profile variation is permitted over
any time interval. Thus, the model is able to handle a wide range of
potential utility operation.
The Stage 2 Model is limited to simulation. The user specifies
an initial system estimate of reactant inventory and number of Redox
converter trailers. The model carries out system operation as demanded,
using the logic described below. Successfully completed cycles are
sized and costed, using the Stage 1 Model approach. Output signals are
provided to guide the user if the required cycle requirements cannot be
attained. Examples here include insufficient reactant supply and/or
insufficient number of Redox converter trailers.
The model does not contain internal optimization routines to
minimum cost combinations of reactant inventory and number of
In effect, the user carries out the optimization search by
variation of key input variables.
The following discussion is a brief review of important fea-
tures of the Stage 2 Model. Detailed description of the model software
is presented in the documentation package found in Volume 2. Design
equations, logic diagrams and operating experience are included.
3.3.3.1 Stage 2 Model Logic
The Stage 2 Model features a load-following capability. At
any time, t, the model attempts to match the required grid power level
(discharge or charge), using instantaneous values for reactant composi-
tion. A nested series of logic loops is used, shown in Figure 3-12,
including:
+ Assumed value of time increment, ~t
+ Assumed value of cell voltage, Ec
+ Assumed value of average cell current density, i
+ Assumed value of path length increment through the Redox
cell, ~x
+ Assumed value of local current density required to satisfy
electrochemical and mass transfer performance, i local.
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Figure 3-12
Simplified Logic Sequence for Redox
System Performance Evaluation
• Given PGrid @tl
• Given concentrations
@ t 1
No
No
No
Tolerance/Convergence
Factors
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Evaluation of shuntage current losses, heating effects and
flow rates are included at appropriate places within the loops. Initial
estimate routines are provided for the assumed parameter values to speed
convergence. Tolerance testing is provided, with tolerance limits set
by the user. This approach was used to provide a maximum opportunity
for the user to modify the program in an intelligent manner, as experi-
ence and learning occur during subsequent program operation.
The performance calculation proceeds for a time increment, 6t,
such that the variation in cell performance caused by changes in input
reactant concentration is within a prescribed tolerance, or until P .d
changes. A well-mixed reactant tankage system is assumed, with logf~l
to handle multiple tank arrays.
3.3.3.2 Redox Cell, Stack and Trailer Design
An assumed cell and stack configuration was selected in order
to carry out the design of the Redox converter section. A number of
possibilities existed for each. For the individual cell design, the
following bases were considered:
+ Fixed electrode, parallel plate filter-press construction
versus fluidized bed electrode design.
+ For the fixed electrode case, bipolar or mono-polar con-
struction can be assumed. In either case, a flow-by or
flow-through electrolyte configuration can be used.
+ For the flow-by, bipolar designs, the electrode deposit
can be placed on the bipolar plate or on the separating
membrane.
The flow-by and flow-through designs are depicted in Figure
3-13, together with a brief listing of potential advantages and dis-
advantages. For the Stage 2 Model, a relatively simple design was
chosen, involving:
+ Fixed bipolar electrodes assembled in a parallel plate,
filter-press configuration.
+ Flow-by electrodes with the catalyst deposit placed on the
bipolar plate. A simple non-conducting woven screen insert
would be used to brace the membrane and to provide eddy
promotion to enhance local mass transport rates within the
electrolyte flow chambers.
Figure 3-13
Cell Configuration Schemes
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The constructional features of the parallel plate assembly are
relatively well understood and are tractable, using modern fabrication
techniques. The use of the bipolar plate configuration, with adjacent
cells stacked electrically in series will eliminate current flow losses
associated with the side-tab current draw-off required with mono-polar
designs. Placing the catalyst deposit on the surface of the conducting
bipolar plate will eliminate the problems associated with current collec-
tion and non-uniform current flux within the cell. This placement also
eliminates the need for a conductive bracing structure to conduct
electrons from the surface of the catalyst deposit to the bipolar plate.
Typically, these structures can be parallel ribs or cylindrical protru-
sions on the surface of the bipolar plate. The parallel rib geometry,
while used in electrochemical cell design, would complicate the analysis
of internal cell mass transfer, as discussed below.
The flow-by configuration also was chosen, again on the basis
of relative ease of analysis. No immediate operational advantages were
seen for the flow-through design. On the other hand, the flow-through
cells would be thicker and, therefore, more costly to construct.
Turning to the operation of the cells, a co-current flow assembly was
selected, illustrated in Figure 13-14. Here, both reactants enter at
the same edge of the cell and flow in parallel, maintaining a reasonably
constant inter-compartment pressure drop across the membrane. In turn,
this will reduce bulk electrolyte flow through the membrane. Again,
this practical configuration was chosen for ease of analysis. The alter-
native counter-current flow and cross-flow systems are both complicated,
requiring iterative calculations for mass-balance and current generation
and give higher pressure drops across the membrane.
Lastly, the flow operation of the stack was considered. The
filter-press assembly design could use entrance and exit manifolds that
would couple the cells in parallel, hydraulically. As shown in Figure
13-15, the flow through the stack can be arranged as either "feed-
forward" or "feed-backward," with a single pass through individual cells.
The feed-forward form appears more attractive, based on a preliminary
analysis of literature studies on flow distribution. An alternative,
multiple-cell pass operation, also illustrated in Figure 13-15, was re-
jected as adding unjustified complexity and higher flow path pressure
drops.
The assembled stacks are assumed to be factory-mounted in
shippable trailer-sized packages, as in the Stage 1 Model.
Operationally, the user of the Stage 2 Model will specify the
dimensions, assembly details and cost factors associated with the
selected Redox designs, as described above. Internal dimension checks
are carried out to ensure a consistent design. These procedures are
fully described in the Stage 2 Model documentation package.
3.3.3.3 Redox Kinetics and Electrochemical Performance
A comprehensive analysis was carried out to define the effects
on Redox cell performance of local variations in concentration-dependent
reversible potential, activation and concentration polarization and ohmic
losses. The approach ·used is essentially that of Bockris and co-workers
(40,41).
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Figure· 3-14
cell Flow Schemes
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The model assumes iso-potential electrode operation and derives
the local potential balance, including a concentration-dependent form of
the Butler-Volmer relation between current density and electrode over-
potential. Surface and bulk reactant and product concentrations are
inter-related, using a Fick's law diffusion equation involving a flow-
rate-dependent mass transfer coefficient across the local diffusion
boundary layer. Here, the flow distribution among all cells is assumed
to be perfect. The Redox kinetics equations are modified to account for
the presence of a flooded diffusion electrode deposit, using the approach
described by Austin (42).
Lastly, procedures were suggested to establish the likely
values of the electrode reaction transfer coefficient and the concen-
tration dependence of the apparent exchange current density.
The Redox kinetic expressions are incorporated into an internal
reactant material balance that is used in conjunction with a step-wise
marching procedure down the flow path length of the Redox cell. Local
values of the current density are calculated, consistent with the imposed
(assumed) cell voltage and the local reactant concentrations and mass
transfer conditions. The iterative procedures involved were discussed
briefly in Section 3.3.3.1 and are covered in greater detail in the
documentation package.
3.3.3.4 Redox Cell Mass Transfer Coefficients
The mass transfer coefficient estimation routines incorporated
in the Stage 2 Model are based on the recent, extensive studies carried
out by Landau and Tobias (43). Prior to selecting the Landau correla-
tions, the literature on mass transfer effects and cell design for
electrochemical systems was reviewed briefly. This design reference
bibliography was assembled and is presented in Appendix 5-4. The Landau
correlations were de"lleloped using electrochemical techniques and appear
to be quite suitable for characterizing mass transfer from the bulk phase
to the electrode surface in two dimensional channel geometries. The
correlations are valid for laminar and turbulent flow within the Redox
cell. Again, full details are given in the documentation package.
3.3.3.5 Membrane Considerations
The Redox cell designs currently being studied at NASA and
elsewhere employ an ion-selective membrane to separate the electrolyte
flow chambers. Typically, an anion-selective membrane is used with
systems employing cations as reactive species. In principle, only the
anions associated with the supporting electrolyte, say CI-, will pass
selectively through the membrane, providing an ionically conductive path
to complete the cell circuit. Cations, such as Fe+2 , Fe+3 , Ti+3 and Ti+4
would be excluded. In operation, there would be a net flux of CI- across
the membrane in one direction during charging, and in the reverse direc-
tion during discharge. This ideal operation poses no special problems,
from the point of view of the Stage 2 Model.
On the other hand, a brief review of the literature on ion-
selective membranes revealed some disturbing phenomena (44-46). These
are highlighted below:
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• In general, ion-exchange membrane selectivity decreases as
the concentration level increases. Thus, the ability to
exclude cations will decrease as more concentrated Redox
storage solutions are used. This Donnan effect will result
in cross-transport of reactive cation species from one
chamber to another, perhaps influencing the local reaction
kinetics. At the very least, the effective concentration
of reactive species in the desired chamber will decrease,
lowering the solution energy density. Unfortunately, it is
desirable to use high concentrations to maximize the energy
density, thus reducing investment costs associated with
solution tankage and flow lines.
• Concentrated solutions of reactive cations in supporting
electrolyte usually form charged complexes, such as:
+ (z+l)Cl-
"
...
These complexes can affect local reaction kinetics, and may
also move across the membrane slowly as equivalent anions.
Again, complexing is usually responsible for the high
apparent solubility that is needed for increased energy
density.
• Substantial amounts of water can be transported across the
membrane via electro-endosmotic effects. This complex effect
can result in water flux rates exceeding 50 moles/Faraday,
in the positive or negative direction, depending on ionic
species and concentration, membrane composition, current
density and local hydrodynamic conditions. The water flux
seems to be lower in concentrated electrolyte solutions,
perhaps due to lower water clustering around the moving ions.
This effect can be quite important. Movement of water will
change local bulk concentrations down the cell path, result-
ing in changes in reversible potential, solution physical
and transport properties, local solubility limitations,
electrolyte volumetric flow rates, storage tank ullage re-
quirements, and local thermal effects due to heats of dilu-
tion.
In summary, the treatment of ion exchange membrane phenomena
appears to be quite complex, even when specific membranes and solution
compositions are known in advance. However, a generalized treatment of
these important effects was considered beyond the scope of the current
Stage 2 Model effort. The present Stage 2 Model assumes that no specific
ion or water transfer occurs across the membrane. These effects could be
introduced into the local material balance sub-routines in the future,
pending availability of data on real systems.
3.3.3.6 Shuntage Currents, Flow Distribution
and Thermal Effects
After reviewing
current loss predictions,
Lewis was selected (47).
a number of approaches to the problem of shunt
the model developed by P. Prokop ius of NASA-
This model was the most understandable and
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flexible one uncovered. As noted above, the shuntage power loss is assessed
within each ~t slice performance evaluation. This loss is treated as an
equivalent auxiliary power loss.
The shunt current model is used for the series-connected substack
assembly, using the average cell current density, i, as load current. It is
recognized that shunt current paths are present in the anolyte and catholyte
manifolds between substacks within a stack. However, insufficient time was
available to program a general form of the revised set of current balance
equations. Also, shuntage current losses between stacks and between trail~rs
are neglected. Here, it is assumed that piping connections are long enough to
minimize shuntage.
These shuntage current calculations are carried out on an ex post
facto basis. There is no feedback iterative provision for adjusting individual
cell performance estimates, taking into account shuntage current effects. This
level of sophistication is well beyond the scope of the Stage 2 Model.
Effort was expended to develop a general approach to the analysis of
intra-stack flow distribution and stack pressure drop. A closed set of equations
was devised for the relationship between local flow rates and point-by-point
pressures at sections within the manifolds and across the cells. This was done
for the flow scheme selected earlier, and shown in Figure 3-16. Here, an
expanded, equivalent hydraulic flow network for the stack is presented. Once
the geometric configuration of end plate manifolding and cell entry port designs
are established, the flow distribution through the stack can be analyzed for
fixed values of cell thickness, entry port diameter and length, etc. Account
is taken of the difference between laminar and turbulent flow. The manifold
analysis includes an assessment of local frictional pressure drop losses and the
effects of momentum recovery on pressure at each flow branch point (into or out
of a cell). This analysis is an expanded version of the perforated-pipe
distribution problem described by Acrivos(48) and Greskovich(49).
The cell pressure drop contributions were also analyzed, for local
laminar or turbulent flow conditions, including the effect of:
+ Contraction from the entry port
+ Flow through the entry port
+ Expansion into the active cell area
+ Flow in the active cell area
+ Contraction into the exit port
+ Flow through the exit port
+ Expansion into the exit manifold
+ Overall change in elevation between manifolds.
Lundgren's analysis for contraction and frictional losses for laminar flow
in rectangular ducts was used(50). Perry's Handbook was used for turbulent
flow expansions and contractions and friction factors(5l).
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Figure 3-16
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Unfortunately, insufficient time was available to program the flow
distribution and pressure drop analysis and to incorporate the subroutine into
the Stage 2 Model. The programming procedures involved are not trivial.
Derivation of the flow distribution model and suggested recursive computational
techniques are given in Appendix 5-5. A subroutine based on this analysis could
be used in the Stage 2 Model to assess the extent of flow mal-distribution in the
Redox stacks and to assess the trade-off between pressure drop losses and improved
mass transfer rates as reactant flow rates thru the cells are increased.
It should be noted that the Stage 2 Model does not carry out a system
pressure balance and pressure drop calculation for the reactant flow circuits
Again, to do this in a general manner would be well beyond the scope of the
Stage 2 Model effort.
Subsequent to this analysis, it was found that a similar study of flow
distribution had been carried out at NASA (52) and that a comprehensive review
of flow distribution manifolds was publishe~by Bajura and Jones(53). The
approach of these authors appears similar to the one described above. Also,
a recent text by Jeppson reviews the general area of flow network analysis (54).
Lastly, thermal effects associated with Redox cell operation are
estimated during each ~t time slice. The Stage I Model approach is. used, re-
sulting in an instantaneous value of cooler fan horsepower consumption. Coolers
are sized and costed on the basis of the maximum duty noted during the complete
weekly cycle. Note that thermal balance is assumed at all times. Thermal
effect carryover into the storage tank system is neglected.
3.3.3.7 Other Design and Costing Features
The Stage 2 Model includes procedures for tankage, pump and filter
design and costing, as well as reactant solution costing. As noted earlier,
the user must specify an initial reactant inventory. This may be apportioned
into multiple tanks, using Stage I Model logic. During operation of multiple
tank systems, the Stage 2 Model assesses the state-of-charge of each tank
contents. Tanks are di.spatched sequentially. The Stage 2 Model logic also
includes procedures for estimating the tank compositions, assuming a well-mixed
tank model. Tank costi.ng procedures are identical with those in the Stage I
Model.
The Stage I Model routines are also used for the pump section. The
size and cost of the pump system are based on the maximum flow rate encountered
during the user-imposed duty cycle.
For the filtration section, the conservative external cartridge filter
design used in the Stage I Model was retained. Other filter designs and place-
ment were considered, as discussed in a later section.
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3.3.3.8 Stage 2 Model Operation and Output
Final debugging of the Stage 2 Model took place during
the writing of this report. Consequently, thorough evaluation of the model capa-
bility was not carried out. Initial results suggest that the model is responsive
to changes in cell design and operating parameters. The completed Stage 2 Model
contains about 110 user-specified input parameters, so that a complete exploration
of all reasonable parameter interactions would take significant time and effort.
This time pressure was recognized at the outset and a substantial number of
user-adjusted software factors are included to permit fine-tuning of the model,
as experience warrants. In particular, the number of iterations required to
achieve imposed tolerance closure levels in many iterative loops simply is not
known. Therefore, the user is given the opportunity to adjust the maximum
permissible iterations for each loop. A set of output signals is incorporated
into the Stage 2 Model print-out to alert the user that unexpected operating
limits have been reached. This flexible approach should make the model quite
adaptable to future learning experience. These features are discussed further
in the documentation package.
To analyze a specific energy storage application, the user would be
expected to define a complete charge/discharge power profile, along with the
required (assumed) Stage 2 Model parameter values. A search technique would be
initiated, using combinations of the major input variables: the number of Redox
trailers and the reactant inventory. The Stage 2 Model output will provide the
following information:
+ Ability to meet the imposed duty cycle: delivered discharge
power and time versus charge power and charging time consumed,
consistent with assigned operating limits (reactant concentration
or cell voltage levels, etc.).
+ Total installed investment cost for successfully completed
duty cycles.
+ Reactant inventory profile, so that extent of reactant under
or over-utilization can be assessed.
An output matrix would evolve that could be displayed graphically, as shown
hypothetically in Figure 3-17. Classical procedures could then be used to
search for optimal combinations of trailer number and reactant inventory, leading
to minimum investment cost for energy storage systems that satisfy the required
duty cycle.
3.3.4 Redox Energy Storage Systems Analysis
An extensive analysis was carried out, using the Stage 1 and 1.5
Models, to assess the feasibility of the Redox energy storage system. The
models were used to project the total installed cost of Redox systems over the
full range of potential daily and weekly energy storage cycle applications.
A sensitivity analysis was also carried out to define the response of total
system cost to changes in the model input parameter values and to identify
major cost centers in the Redox battery concept.
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3.3.4.1 Redox Model Parameter Values
The Stage 1 and 1.5 Models contain many parameters whose values
must be assumed or chosen by the user. Suggested base-line values for these
parameters were developed, together with possible ranges for the parameter
values. In addition, an optimistic set of values was prepared, to explore
the ultimate potential of fully-developed Redox battery systems. A complete
description of the parameters, including definitions and suggested values,
is given in Tables 3-21 and 3-22.
The base-line values noted in these tables were developed as follows:
+ The electrochemical and Redox couple property parameters
were based on a conservative extrapolation of currently achieved
Redox battery characteristics(38). A relatively low energy
couple was assumed, together with hydrochloric acid as sup-
porting electrolyte.
+ The membrane parameters were also based on demonstrated
performance, at least for short time periods (55,56).
+ The Redox converter cell design was chosen on the con-
servative side. The cell frames were assumed to be polypropylene
and graphite was assumed for the conductive structures.
+ The stack fabrication factor and Redox trailer internals, assembly
and installation cost factors were based on previous experience with
large-scale electrochemical facility designs.
3.3.4.2 Preliminary Analysis of Stage 1 Model Predictions
As an adjunct to the system studies, the Stage 1 Model logic was
examined to define the likely bounds of performance that will meet the daily
cycle application requirements. Using the relationships developed earlier and
the baseline parameter values, the ideal storage efficiency (neglecting parasitic
power consumption) was calculated as a function of imposed discharge time, tn'
and charge time, t,. This relationship is given in Figure 3-18, which also
shows the bounded a~ea enclosed by the daily cycle application limits of t
(5-9 hrs.) and t n (1-14 hrs.). The loci of all sets of t and t n values rg-su1ting in constant efficiency operation (n = 0.5 to 0.8)care also shown.
For example,if t = 5 hrs. a target efficiency of 0.75 can be obtained when
t n = 5.2 hrs., ana so on. Corresponding values of the ratiolPD/~ are plotted
versus efficiency in Figure 3-19. Again, a power ratio of't9 /lfr ~ 0.727 is
required for an efficiency of 75 percent. It should be noteR tRat the baseline
parameter values yield a maximum efficiency of 82.5 percent, much higher than
is probably' required, based on' the economic analysis presented in Section 3.2.
3.3.4.3 Analysis of Daily Cycle Energy Storage Systems
The Stage 1 Model was used to analyze the daily cycle applications
for peaking and intermediate duty energy storage systems, as defined in
Section 3.2. A mini-matrix of computer runs was evaluated consisting of all
combinations of:
Table 3-21
Parameters Specified in NASA Stage 1 Model Outline
Symbol
ER
EI
ET
E
FC
EFD
Vc
i c
aC,aD
bC,bD
VR
o
p
Definition
AC to DC rectifying
efficiency
DC to AC inversion
efficiency
Cell thermal efficiency
Faradaic cell efficiency
during charge
As above, discharge
Converter charging voltage
Time-averaged charging
current density
Coefficients in expression
for non-ohmic polarization,
charge or discharge
As above
Time-averaged reversible
cell voltage
Membrane thickness
Membrane specific
resistivity
Computer Program Baseline Suggested Range of
Notation Units Value Parameter Values
ER
- 0.95 0.9-0.98(0.98)**
EI - 0.95 0.9-0.98(0.98)
ET
-
1.00 0.8-1.2(1)
EFC - 1.00 0.8-1.0(1)
EFD - 1.00 0.8-1.0(1)
I
CAPVC volts 500 200-1500(1500) 00N
IC amps/cm2 0.100 0.01-0.50(0.5)
AC, AD volts 0.0
*
(0)
BC, BD volt cm2/amp 0.50 0.0-0.2(0)
VR volts 0.8 0.4-1.5(1.5)
DELTA cm 0.010 0.002-0.015(0.002)
RHO ohm cm 25 10-100 (0)
* Generally, this parameter will = 0, but linear approximations of Tafel equation at high current could yield
effective negative values.
** Optimistic parameter values are indicated paranthetical1y.
Table 3-21 (Continued)
c
Computer Program Baseline Suggested Range of
Symbol Definition Notation Units Value Parameter Values
---
n Number of parallel cells NP -
**
·k,'(*
P
u Reactant utilization U - 1.0 0.5-1.0(1)
factor
fl c ' f Zc Solution flow rates per FlC,F2C - 1.0 1.0-2.0(1,1)
flD' f ZD cell, charge and discharge FlD,FZD - 1.0 1. O-Z .0(1 ,1)for reactants 1 and Z
MWl,MWZ Reactant molecular wt. MWl,MWZ gms/gm mole 150 75-Z50(150)
(Complete compound basis,
Le. , FeC13 not Fe)
2l ,2Z Electrons transferred per 2l,2Z eq/gm mole 1 1-3(3,1)
mole 00
w
CvCZ Initial concentration of Cl,CZ gm moles/liter 1 1-5(5,5) I
reactants 1 and Z
CIS' CZS Supporting electrolyte ClS,CZS gm moles/liter 5 1-10(5)
concentration
*** The Stage 1 Model calculates the cell area using np • In order to keep projected cell size
approximately constant as given charging power <ac) is changed, we recommend using Un~IZ~?
where~c is in MW. The Stage 1.5 Model was modified to permit the direct entry of aesired
cell size.
Table 3-22
Additional Parameters Included in Final Stage 1 Model
Symbol
PSOL(l), PSOL (2)
Cpl,Cp2
MWSE
CR(l), CR(2)
Definition
Average solution density,
reactant + electrolyte
Average solution heat
capacity
Molecular weight of sup-
porting electrolyte
Delivered cost of reactant
solutions
Computer Program
Notation
RHOl,RH02
CPl,CP2
MWSE
CRl,CR2
Baseline
Units Value
---
gms/cm3 1.05
cal/gmOC 0.8
gms/gm mole 36.4
$/kg 0.5
Suggested Range of
Parameter Values
1-2(1.05)*
0.7-1.0(0.8,0.8)
30-150(36.4)
0.5-10.0(0.5,0.5)
CSE Delivered cost of support-ing electrolyte
CSE $/kg 0.12 0.1-1.0(0.12) 00
+:--
e
T
Yc
YE
PE
Pcp
Pcc
Electrode deposit thickness EE
(on either side of membrane)
Flow channel thickness TAU
Current collector thickness GAMMAC
End plate conductor thick- GAMMAE
ness
Apparent bulk density of RHOE
electrode deposit
Density of cell plastic RHOCP
Density of current collector RHOCC
material
em
em
em
em
gm/cm3
gm/cm3
gm/cm3
0.01
0.05
0.60
1.50
0.5
0.9
1.8
0.005-0.05(0.005)
0.02-0.2(0.02)
0.1-0.8(0.1)
1-2(0.1)
0.4-2.0(0.4)
0.8-2.2(0.8)
1-3(1.8)
* Optimistic parameter values are indicated paranthetica11y.
Symbol Definition
Table ,3-22 (Continued)
Computer Program
Notation Units
Baseline
Value
Suggested Range of
Parameter Values
°SW
°SH
°SL
T'H
T'W
T'L
&r
Tcel!
Tair
f1(l), f 1 (2)
f TU (1), f TU (2)
Ccp
Ccc
CE
%
Stack installation clear-
ance, width
Same, height
Same, length
Shippable trailer external
height
Same, width
Same, length
Trailer inboard clearance
Converter operating tem-
perature
Ambient air temperature
Solution inventory factor*
Tank ullage factor**
Cost of cell plastic
Cost of cell current col-
lector material
Cost of cell electrode de-
posit
Cost of cell membrane
DELTSW
DELTSH
DELTSL
THUS
TWUS
TLUS
DELTT
TCELL
TA1R
FIl,F12
FTUl,FTU2
CCP
CCC
CE
CM
cm
cm
cm
ft
ft
ft
cm
°c
°c
$/kg
$/kg
$/kg
$/m2
30
20
30
10
10
40
30
50
25
1.05
1.1
0.57
3.30
2.20
9.0
20-40(20)
10-30(10)
20-40(20)
Fixed
Fixed
Fixed
20-40(20)
25-80(50)
5-40(25)
1.0-1.1(1,1)
1.0-1.2(1,1)
0.5-15(0.5)
1-10(1)
1-10(1)
1-20(1)
00
IJ1
* Ratio,
~'(* Ratio,
Total solution inventory volume
solution inventory for calculated
Nominal tank volume
Nominal liquid content
(Accounts for reactant hold-up volume in process equipment
charge and cells.)
Table 3-22 (Continued)
Computer Program Baseline Suggested Range of
Symbol Definition Notation Units Value Parameter Values
fm Stack fabrication cost FM - 2.5 2-3(2)
factor~b,("'(
~P Cost of trailer internal CTP $/kw 5 5-15(2.5)piping
CTBB Cost of trailer internal CTBB $/kw 10 5-20(5)
busbar + electrical con-
nectors
CTS Cost of trailer structura1s CTS $/kw 5 5-15(2.5)
CT1 Cost of trailer instrumen- CTI $/kw 5 5-15(2.5)
tation
00
C1 Trailer installation cost CI $/kw 20 15-30(15) 0'\
CPC1 Power conditioner instal- CPCI $/kw 20 15-30(15)lation cost
*** Ratio, Fabricated stack cost
Stack material cost
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Figure 3-18
Stage 1 Model Efficiency Predictions As
a Function of Charge and Discharge Time
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Figure 3-19
Stage 1 Model Power Ratio Predictions As
a Function of Energy Storage Efficiency
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Discharge power,~~ = 10, 100, 1000 MW
Discharge Time, t D 1, 4, 7, 10, 13 hrs.
Charge Time, t = 5, 7, 9 hrs.
c
The typical effect of charge/discharge time on installed power in-
vestment costs is shown in Figure 3-20. Here, the investment costs are expressed
as $/KW, based on the net discharge power level. For a fixed charge time, the
system cost exhibits a shallow minimum as required discharge time is increased.
In general, the minimum occurs near the point where charge and discharge times
are roughly equal. The reason for this appears to be the resulting balance in
system flow rates in charge and discharge operating mode. This minimizes the
associated filter section costs, a factor which will be discussed further below.
The major finding from these results is the general level of installed
costs. Using the base-line parameter values, the minimum investment costs exceed
1000 $/KW (based on discharge conditions). As expected, considerably lower
investment costs were projected for Redox systems using the optimistic para-
meter values. Figure 3-20 also contains the range of break-even cost targets for
advanced batteries in utility energy storage systems. These break-even costs were
developed in Section 3.2. As indicated, the investment costs for Redox systems
designed with conservative base-line parameter values are substantially higher
than the target values. On the oth£r hand, use of the optimistic parameters
yields quite attractive investment costs. There appears to be considerable
latitude in selecting Redox system parameter values yielding cost-effective
energy storage systems. Clearly, the Stage 1 Model can be used to develop
composite targets for Redox couple characteristics and system operation.
An alternative display of these results was used, plotting the energy
investment costs, $/KWH, versus the daily discharge time, as shown in Figure 3-21.
The energy investment cost was calculated by dividing the power investment cost,
$IKW, by the system daily discharge time. Figure 3-21 includes estimates for
the costs of lead-acid and projected advanced battery systems, discussed earlier
in Section 3.1. The energy investment costs for these battery systems were
calculated from:
100 + (65 to 77) t DLead Acid: $/KWH =
t D
100 + 30 t DAdvanced Batteries: $/KWH t D
The energy investment cost range for base-line parameter Redox systems
exceeds that of lead-acid batteries. However, costs for optimistic parameter Redox
systems are lower than those projected for the advanced batteries, particularly
for long discharge times. In general, Redox system operation in long discharge
time cycles appears more favorable than in shorter, peaking cycles. This means
that the Redox system has relatively large power-related cost components and
relatively low energy-related costs. The latter was expected.
C-d-
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Figure 3-20
Effect of Charge/Discharge Time on Daily
~cle Redox System Investment Costs
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Figure 3.-21
Energy Investment Costs Look Good
For Redox Case Using Optimistic Parameters
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The daily cycle system cost estimates were analyzed in more detail.
A typical distribution of sub-system installed costs is shown in Table 3-23,
using the base-line and optimistic parameter values.
Table 3-23
Sub-System Cost Distribution for Daily Cycle Redox Battery Systems
Baseline Parameters Optimistic Parameters
Installed
Sub-System $/kw % $/kw %
Tankage 100 10 19 9
Pumps 27 3 6 3
Filters 409 38 25 12
Coolers 121 12 29 14
Redox Trailers 208 20 29 14
Power Conditioner 135 13 86 43
Reactants 45 4 11 5
1045 $/kw 205 $/kw
O~ = 20 MW (Daily cycle)
tc = 5 Hrs. t D = 4 Hrs.
Additional results from this analysis are displayed in Figure 3-22. The
following points can be made:
• The filter costs are clearly excessive and must be reduced.
Possibilities here include:
+ Alternative filtration technologies, such as sand bed
filters, that provide lower cost in scaled-up configurations.
The problem here would be to find chemically stable filtration
media and to assess the particle size removal characteristics
of deep bed filters.
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Figure 3-22
Composite Display of Typical Stage 1 Model Results for Duty Cycles
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+ Use of by-pass filtration schemes, with only part of the
flowing reactant stream passing thru the current cartridge
filter equipment at anyone time. This approach would affect
the reliability and/or life of the Redox converter equipment.
+ A variation of the above would be to by-pass the filter section
entirely during the charge and discharge operation. Instead,
the stored reactants would be filter polished by recycling
through the filter section during the time periods between
charge and discharge operation. The problem here is to ensure
that the filter throughput capacity and pump capacity are
large enough to accomplish the required polishing in the avail-
able inter-operating time period. Of course, a parasitic power
requirement is involved during this pumping/filtration period.
This will reduce somewhat the overall system energy storage
efficiency, but the (hopefully) lower costs associated with a
smaller filter section could make the approach attractive.
+ The current maximum filter flow rate of 275 gpm is an estimate
based on a probable allowable pressure drop of 15 psi across the
filters. Nominal filter particle retention size is assumed to
be in the 50-100~ range. Perhaps the minimum critical dimensions
in the Redo~: converter (probably the entry port zone) could be
increased in size to permit the use of larger pore filtration
cartridges having lower pressure drop. This could permit in-
creased capa.city per filter, perhaps increasing the current 275
gpm limit to 1000 gpm or so. In turn, this would reduce the
number of filter assemblies, resulting in lower overall costs.
+ Another opportunity for major cost reduction would be to replace
the present external filter assembly with porous plate filter
discs located within the Redox converter trailer, perhaps on
the inlet manifold lines to each stack module. Again, additional
study is needed to ensure that compatible filtration action and
flow rate capacity can be obtained, consistent with the stack
reactant flow rate requirements. The major problem here would
involve a more labor-intensive maintenance program to replace
plugged filters, together with the periodic removal of Redox
trailers from active service during the maintenance periods •
• The Redox trailers are the next most expensive item (for the
base-line parameter case). Here, considerable opportunity
exists for future optimization of component (plastic) thickness
and for adjusting the estimated costs of associated instal-
lation requirements.
8 Power conditioning costs also seem somewhat high, but these
costs are based on estimates made by Westinghouse for EPRI.(39)
Perhaps future optimization and selection of balanced charge/
discharge operation could reduce these costs. Occasional pro-
jections to the 50 $/KW level have appeared in the literature.
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• The tankage section costs were examined in some detail. On
average, the following distribution of costs in the tankage
section was found:
Item % of Total Installed Cost
Tankage (delivered and erected) 20
Tank and spillwall PVC lining 26
Mixers and foundation 9
Other (spil1wa11s, manifolds, 45
all piping and ~ipe lining,
tank paint and insulation)
The relative contribution of "other" items to the total cost appears
to increase as tank size increases. Again, the piping and manifold
costs in the Stage 1 Model are gross values based on initial estimates
of line sizes associated with some high volume tankage systems.
It should also be noted that the Stage 1 Model approach to providing
spare tankage can be optimized, within limits. For example, if each reactant
requires a 200,000 bb1 tank for storage, a third 200,000 bb1 tank is used as the
required spare. Preliminary calculations show that some savings can be made by
using !!£ 100,000 bb1 tanks for each reactant and adjusting the size (and cost)
of the single spare tank to 100,000 bb1 capacity. Additional study is required
to define the optimal size, but the Stage 1 Model costing procedures are not
sensitive enough. It will be recalled that the "tankage section" costs include
piping and manifolding components, and the effect of these items on total cost
will influence the determination of optimum tank size and number.
Figure 3-22 shows the corresponding efficiency and charge power for
the cases depicted. In general, the efficiency levels (including auxiliary
power requirements) are attractively high. In addition, Figure 3-22 shows how
varying the discharge time (at constant charge time • 5 hrs) can affect the
balance between discharge power level (fixed at 10 MW) and the required
charge power level.
The computer results were also analyzed to determine the effect of
system power level (size) on cost. As shown in Figure 3-23, ~here appears to
be no real "economy-of-sca1e" effect. The modular nature of the Redox
converters, filters, air fin coolers and power conditioning resultR in
substantially constant $!Kw costs.
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Figure 3-23
Effect of Scale on Redox System Investment Costs
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Lastly, it was noted that daily cycles with short discharge time
(t = 1 hr) resulted in required cooler effluent temperatures below ambient
tegperature (25°C). The effect of increasing the solution flow rates from
the base-line value (fD = 1) was evaluated. The effect of doing this on system
costs is shown in Figure 3-24. Only the filter, pump and cooler costs were
affected. As shown, there is a trade-off between pump and cooler cost as flow
rate is increased. However, this trade-off effect is swamped by the abnormally
high filter costs noted previously. Incidentally, flow rates above f D = 2 were
required to obtain thermodynamically possible exit temperatures.
3.3.4.4 Sensitivity Analysis for Daily Cycle Energy
Storage Systems
A sensitivity analysis was carried out using the Stage 1 Model to assess
the impact of parameter variations on the predicted investment cost of the Redox
battery system. Each parameter in the model was varied independently over the
range of likely parameter values. This analysis was carried out for a fixed
daily cycle operational system having discharge power, tg D = 20MW, charge time,
t c = 5 hrs and discharge time, tD = 4 hrs. Previous analysis showed that this
power level was typical for storage systems at the substation level and that the
operating times yielded minimum installed investment costs. The baseline para-
meter values gave a system investment cost of 1045 $/Kw (based on discharge
power). This is~the un-adjusted cost, including full filtration subsystem, etc.
The specific parameter values explored and the resulting impact on
investment cost are displayed in Table 3-24. The cost sensitivities were
analyzed and ~he parameters were gr@uped according to their effect as:
• Major impact parameters (±20% change in cost)
+vR
+ i c
+ Cl,CZ
+ Zl,Z2
+ Efc, Em
+ ~lc,f1D,f2c,f2D
+ '::
+ Ccc
e Secondary impact parameters (±1.O% chang~ in cost)
+ bc,bD
+Er
+u
+ Tair
+'1 c
+ CR(l), CR(2)
• Minor impact parameters « 10% change in cost)
+ All remaining parameters
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Figure 3-24
Effect of Flow Rate on Section Costs
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Table 3-24
Sensitivity Analysis of Baseline Redo~ Syetem
a..eU... Parameter Case: &D • 20 HII, to • 5 hra, tn· 4 hrs
Total Investment Cost (b..ed on discharge) • 1045 $/Kw
Effect on BaseUne InvesttDent Cost Optimistic
Parameter Parameter Values with Indicsted Parameter Value. $/Kw Parameter
Parameter Grouping Name Svmbol Units
_..l!!!!- ~~ Min ~ Value !!ill!
• Redox Couple Parameters
+ Electrochemical Reversible cell voltage vr volts 0.6 0.8 1.0 +340 -185 1-5
(1)
Non-ohmic polarization Be, an volts - 0,0 - -- -- 0,0 (2)
Non-ohmic polarization "c. bn volt cm2/amp 0,0 0.5,0.5 1,1 -123 +166 0,0 --
Electrons transferred 21 22 eq/gm mole - 1,1 2,2 -- -277 3,1 (3)
Thermal efficiency Er' -- 0.8 1 - +195 -- I
Faradaric efficiency Efc, EfO -- 0.8,0.8 1,1 - 4428 --
1,1 I
+ Physical Reactant molecular wt. MWl MW2 gms/gm mole 75,75 150,150 250,250 -18 +23
150,150
--
...
...
Reactant concentration Cl /;2 gm moles/liter - 1,1 2,2 -259 5,5 (4) I
Electrolyte concentration Cl~, C2s gm moles/liter 1,1 5,5 10,10 -9 +10 5,5
Electrolyte molecular wt. MWse gms/gm mole 30 36.4 150 -2 +31 36.4
Solution heat capacity Cpl,Cp2 cal/gmOC 0.7,0.7 0.8,0.8 1,1 0 -1 0.8,0.8
Solution density Psol(1),:aol(2) gms/cm3 1,1 1.05,1.05 2,2 0 -1 1.05,1.05
+ Con Reactant cost CR(l), CR(2) $/kg - 0.5,0.5 2 -- +105 0.5,0.5 (5)
Electrolyte cost Cse $/kg - 0.12 1 -- +74 0.12
• Redox Syste.. Operational
Parameter.
+ Redox Converter Charging voltage Vc volts 200 500 1500 +54 -37
1500
Charge current density i c amps/cm2 0.1 ------- See Notes -------
0.5 (6)
No. cells in parallel np -- -------- See Notes ------- -1 0 --
(7)
Reactant utilization u
--
0.5 1 +117 -- I --
Solution flow rates (fl C, f 2C) -- - Q:D (5,5) -- +2179 1,1 (8)fID, f2D -- - 5,5 1,1
Cell temperature Tee11 °C 40 50 80 447 -41 50 (9)
Rectifying & inversion efficiency ER Er
--
0.90,0.90 0.95,0.95 0.98,0.98 -163 -35 0.98,0.98
Ambient temperature Tsi.r DC 5 25 40 -32 -130 25
Solution inventory FIl, Fr2
--
I 1.05 1.1 -6 +5 1,1
Tank ullage fTlll, f TU2 -- I 1.1 1.2
-8 +7 1,1
o OJ~ ...,~A
.. ~
"tlQ
(') ~~.\,>
,,,.,.,i .~
~,#&"',
t~
i-:i ,..-1~m
Table 3-24 (Continued)
Senaitivtty AnalYli8 of Ilaaeline Redox Srat..
IlII.Ua. P.r....t.r eal.1 D· 20)11. t c • 5 hrl. t D • 4 hra
Tot.l Inveltment COlt (baled on dilcharge) • 1045 $/Kw
Par~~ter Grouping
• gedox Conv'rter" Para-
met.ra
+ Structural
+ Colt
~~
~t5~~
,ot"'f
g2~
t-.; 0
1:3t':1
/>..-if-;
. "1 [/)
Effect on IlIleUne Inveltlllllnt COlt Optilllistic
Parameter Perameter Valuel with Indicated Param~ter Value. $/Kw Parameter
Name Sytnbol Units J!!!L.. ~ --l!!1L ~ ~ Value !!E!!!.
Channel thickness T em 0.02 0.5 .2 -3 +13 0.02
Membrane thickness d em .002 .01 .015 -52 +34 0.002
Membrane sensitivity P ohm cm 10 25 100 -41 +273 10
Electrode thickness e cm .005 .01 .05 -1 +4 0.005
Collector thickness
'Ie cm .1 .6 .8 -104 +41 0.1 -- IEnd plate conductor thickness Yo! cm 1 1.5 2 -1 0 0.1 .. gElectrode deposit densi ty PE gm/em3 .4 .5 2- 0 +2 0.4 --Cell Plastic density Pap gm/cm3 .8 .9 2.2 -1 +14 0.8Collector density Pec gm/cm2 1 1.8 3 ~54 +80 1.8Stack installation clearance G~w.6s~ cm GrJ dg,3) 140,4) 20,20cm 1".30 0 0 10llSH cm 30 40 20T
Membrane Cost CM $/m2 1 9 20
-27 +35 1Stack fabrication cost fm -- 2 2.5 3 -32 +32 2Cell plastic cost Ccp $/kg 0.5 0.57 5 ·1 +77 0.5Collector cost Cec $/kg 1 3.3 10 -85 +245 1Electrode Cost CE $/kg 1 2.2 10 0 +2 1Trailer piping cost CorP $/kw 2.5 5 IS -3 +10 2.5Trsiler busbar cost CorBB $/kw 5 10 20 ·6 +10 5Trailer structurals cost CIs $/kw 2.5 5 15 -3 +10 2.5Trailer instrument cost CII $/kw 2.5 5 15 -3 +10 2.5Trailar inltallation cost CI $/kw 15 20 30 -6 +10 15Power conditioner installation Cpc1 $/kw IS 20 30 -6 +11 15
coat
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Notes for Table 3-24
(1) Varied over range 0.4-1.5 volts. See Figure 3-25.
(2) Not varied, assumed zero throughout.
(3) Varied over range 1-3 eq/mole. See Figur~ 3-25.
(4) Varied over range 1-5 gm moles/liter. See Figure 3-25.
(5) Varied over range 0.5-10 $/kg. See Figure 3-25.
(6) Varied over range 0.01-0.5 amps/cm2. See Figure 3-26.
(7) Values of ~ adjusted to give:
Level
--Min
Baseline
Max
axa, cm2
400
1600
3600
a,cm
20
40 (Also used for Optimistic Case)
60
(8) See Figure 3-24 for additional data.
(9) Varied over range 25-90°C. Cell temperature of 25°C, coupled with 25°C
ambient temperature gave thermodynamically impossible heat transfer
conditions.
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The definition of each of these symbols is given in Tables 3-2land 3-22
and is also discussed in the Stage 1 Model documentation package. Of course t
the magnitude of the cost sensitivity is a function of the specific limiting
values assigned for each of the parameters. Comparison of the effect on
cost of a fixed percentage change in each parametric variable could also have
been made t but the present approach yields more useful information.
Several of the parameters were varied over a wide range. Figure 3-25 shows
the effect on cost of the following parameters: reversible cell voltage (v),
electron transfer number (Z), reactant concentration (C) and reactant cost ~CR).
As expected, increasing VR Z and C decreased the.investment cost. Here, the
effective energy density of the Redox couple increases, yielding a smaller,
cheaper plant. Additional discussion of this effect is presented below. The
results in Figure 3-25 also show that system cost increases lineary with increas-
ing reactant cost.
The effect of large changes in charge current density, i c , was also
explored. As shown in Figure 3-26 t there is an optimum value of i that results
in minimum investment cost. Fortunately, for the base-line parameter values,
this occurs at i c = 0.1 amps/cm
2
, the current density assigned as a base-line
quantity.
Further analysis of this effect was made by exam~n~ng the variation of
subsystem costs as a function of the charge current density. These results are
given in Figure 3-27. As shown, the Redox converter cell (trailer) cost initially
decreases as i c increases. This is caused by the resulting increase in dis-
charge power density, requiring fewer cells for a fixed8 D = 20 MW. Eventually,
at very high i c values, the trailer power levels increase to a point where the
power-related costs (piping, busbars, structurals, instruments and installation)
predominate, and the investment costs for the installed trailer increases.
Counter-balancing the initial effect of i c on the trailer cost, there is agradual increase in the cost of the remaining subsystems as i c increases. Here,
an effect was seen of increasing flow rate and decreasing system energy storage
efficiency (not shown in Figure3-27) on overall system costs.
The sensitivity analysis was expanded to determine the effect of i c
on C0~ts at several levels or vR the reversible cell voltage. A ~trix of
computer runs was made at vR ~ 0:4-1.5 volts and i c = 0.02-0.5 amps/cm2•
The results of this analysis are shown in Figure 3-28, which is a map of vR versusi c containing isopleths of constant investment cost. The locus of optimumch~rge current density is also shown. Optimum i c increases gradually as vR
increases. Figure 3-28 also shows clearly that lower investment costs, approach-
ing the break-even targets, can be achieved by using Redox couples with high
reversible voltage.
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Figure 3-25
Effect of Key Parameters on Redox System Investment Cost
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Figure 3-26
Effect of Charge Current Density on Investment Costs
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Figure 3-27
Breakdown of Redox System Costs
As a Function of Charge Current Density
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Figure 3-28
Optimum Charge Current Density Varies Slightly With
Reversible Cell Voltage
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Lastly, the composite results of the sensitivity analysis were
analyzed. This was done by calculating the apparent energy density, WH/liter,
of the Redox solutions as the parameters were varied. Here,
Apparent Energy Density, WH!l =
(fD - PAUX) t D 103
(V1 + V2)
where:
= AC discharge power, MW
= Auxiliary power requirement, MW
= Discharge time,hrs
= Calculated volume of reactant solutions, k liters
The results, shown in Figure 3-29, indicate the pronounced effect of energy
density on system costs. It appears that combinations of Redox couple charac-
teristics and system operating parameters resulting in an apparent energy
density greater than 50 WH!l will prove attractive.
An algebraic analysis of the Stage 1 Model was made to define the
reactant concentrations (solubility) that are required to achieve 50 WH!~.
Using the base-line parameter values, and assuming that the reactant concen-
trations are equal (C1=C2=C), it was found that couples with equivalence factors(Zl/Z2) of 1/1 will g1ve 50 WH!~ at concentration levels between 5 and 6 moles!
liter. These are clearly achievable values for many couples. The required
concentration level is plotted versus the charge/discharge time ratio, tC/tD,in Figure 3-30. The effect of increasing the couple equivalence factor 1S also
shown. For example, a couple with Zl/Z =1/3 would require only 3.5 to 4 molar con-
centration to achieve 50 WH/~. Again, ~hese should be achievable target levels
for Redox couples under study in other phases of NASA's program.
3.3.4.5 Analysis of Weekly Cycle Energy Storage Systems
Analysis of Redox energy storage systems was extended to include
weekly cycles, using the Stage 1.5 Model described earlier. Cycles with the
following characteristics were evaluated.
+ Discharge power level, ~D=20 MW (constant throughout cycle)
+ Charge power level, ~C=10-30 MW (constant throughout cycle)
+ Discharge time profile: 1-11 hrs. on Monday thru Saturday
+ Charge time profile: 5-9 hrs. on Monday thru Saturday
10-24 hrs. on Sunday (maximum available)
+ Base-line parameter values
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Redox Systems Investment Costs Respond Favorably to Increased Energy Density
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Figure 3-30
Redox Reactant Concentrations
Required to Achieve 50 WH/L Energy Density
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The analysis was carried out with a form of the Stage 1.5 Model that truncated
the daily charge time to prevent a reactant inventory "build-up". In other
words, if less than the available maximum daily charge time was sufficient to
restore the solutions to their initial charged condition, the program terminated
the charge cycle. This program option also included an optimization sequence,
involving a search for a value of charge current density, i , that yielded min-
imum power investment cost, $/kw. c
A number of cycles were found to be thermodynamically impossible.
Here, the ratio:
Total Weekly Energy Required to Meet Discharge P-t Profile
Total Weekly Energy Available from Charge P-t Profile
exceeded the maximum system efficiency, calculated using the base-line parameters
in the Stage 1 Model. It will be recalled that:
v
Efficiency (ex-auxiliary power) = __D__ EI ER EFD EFC
V c
where: vD' Vc = Discharge and charge voltage
EI , ER = Inverter and rectifier efficiency
Faradaic efficiency for discharge and charge
reactions.
In the limit, as iC~ (), V c and v~ v , and the maximum attainable effic-iency is given by the efficlency t~rm pr~duct.
The Stage 1.5 Model uses exactly the same component sizing and cost-
ing routines as the Stage 1 Model to obtain the total installed cost of each
weekly cycle system. This cost, divided the (constant) discharge power level,
is defined as the power investment cost, $/kw. Conversion of this cost to an
energy-related basis, $/kwh, is less straight-forward. Here, the maximum
discharge time, (tD) was calculated, equivalent to the length of time
a fully charged inven~fy could be run to supply the required discharge power
level. This hypothetical (tD) was used to calculate the energy investment
costs for the weekly cycles. 6fxcourse, for the daily cycle analysis, t D
and (tD) are the same. Figure 3-31 shows a hypothetical weekly cycle andreactant~fiventory profile. An illustrative value of (tD) is shown forf h 1 'f' . maxurt er c ar1 1cat10n.
Power investment costs for composite weekly and daily cycles are
plotted versus discharge time parameters in Figure 3-32. The break-even
cost target range for advanced batteries is included in this figure. As
indicated, weekly cycles provide a very attractive application for the Redox
battery concept. Although the base-line parameter systems continue to be
expensive, systems having maximum discharge times exceeding 18 hrs. begin to
fall within the cost target range.
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Weekly cycle energy investment costs for the Redox system were
compared with conventional and advanced battery cost projections. As shown in
Figure 3-33, the weekly cycle Redox systems compare favorably with other bat-
tery systems. The conservative base-line parameter cases have lower energy
investment costs than lead-acid batteries for maximum discharge times exceed-
ing 18-24 hours. Correspondingly, the optimistic parameter Redox systems
appear less costly than projected advanced batteries for discharge times ex-
ceeding 5-6 hours.
T~i~ analysis led to an exploration of the possibility of defining
systems opt1wlzed on the basis of energy investment costs, $/kwh, rather than
power-r~~ated costs~ $/kw. A modification of the Stage 1.5 Model was developed
to do.th1s. ~erunn1ng the weekly cycle cases with this new program option gave
some 1nterest1ng .results .. A typical case is shown in Table 3-25, which com-
pares theanalY~1s o~ a g1ven power-time profile using both program options. As
shown, substant1al d1fferences in $/kw and $/kwh were obtained. Examination
of the program output showed that the $/kw optimization option resulted in
lower current aensity operation, with high efficiency and minimum use of
~~nday po~er for recharg~ng~ The $/kwh optimization gave a low cycle effi-
C1enC}, .h1gher al:solute 1nvestment cost, but, as expected, much lower relative
energy 1nvestment cost.
The attractiveness of either option would depend on specific electric
utility operational requirements. At this point, the major significance of this
analysis is to show the considerable design flexibility possible with the Redox
energy storage concept.
A final modification was made to the Stage 1.5 Model to assess the
value of allowing a daily i'overcharge", early in the week, to help overcome long
late-week discharge demands. These oemands could occur with "asynnnetric"
discharge time profiles.
Several asymmetric discharge time profiles were analyzed using this
~odified program. A typical case is displayed in Figure 3-34 and Table 3-26.
Analysis of the same profile with the original (truncated discharge time) ver-
sion of the Stage 1.5 Model is also shown. Figure 3-34 shows the inventory pro-
file, during the week, of reactant 1 in the charged state. Note that a point
of "zero" inventory occurs in both model options. Truncating the charge cycles
early in the week to match the early discharge cycles shifts this "zero" point
to Friday afternoon, at the end of the maximum discharge period. Permitting
"overcharge" early in the week shifts the point of "zero" inventory. Both
options are technically acceptable and result in balanced, steady-state opera-
tion. These operations, however, differ from each other, as shown by the data
in Table 3-26. Permitting temporary "overcharge" resulted in lower current density
operation, higher efficiency, slightly higher overall power investment costs
and lower energy investment costs. Again, the adaptability of the Redox concept
was demonstrated.
Both program options were also used to analyze a symmetric discharge
time profile case. As shown in Figure 3-35 and Table 3-27, substantial differ-
ences in energy-related costs were obtained. It appears that a family of solu-
tions exists that can satisfy the technical requirements of an imposed power-
time profile or cycle. It is not clear, at this time, what the best "figure-
of-merit" should be for selecting an "optimum" case from this family.
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Figure 3-33
Energy Investment Costs for Batteries in Weekly Storage Cycles
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Table 3-25
Comparison of Weekly Cycle Analysis Using Stage 1.5 Model
With Different Optimization Parameters
Cycle Characteristics(l)
Charge current density, i C
Discharge current density, iD
Number of Redox trailers, NT
Efficiency (incl. aux. power), %
Maximum discharge time, (tD)max' hrs
Component Investment Cost, K$
Tankage
Pumps
Filters
Coolers
Redox Trailers
Power Conditioning
Reactants
Total
$/kw
$/kwh
(1) PD = 20 mw, Pc = 25 mw. Time profiles:
Optimization Parameter
$/kw Vkwh
0.076 0.205
0.078 0.302
24 8
73.1 49.4
5.6 13.0
2519 5951
516 629
7718 10311
1866 5923
5166 2438
3066 3066
1206 3628
22057 31946
1103 1597
197 123
Mon. Tue. Wed. Thu. Fri. Sat. Sun.
Required tD 5 5 5 5 5 5 0
Available tc 5 5 5 5 5 5 24
Actual t c ($/kw) 5 5 5 5 5 5 0.7
Actual t
c
($/kwh) 5 5 5 5 5 5 14.2
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Figure. 3-34
Reactant Inventory Profiles for Asymmetric Discharge Time Case
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Table 3-26
Effect of Charge Options on Analysis
Of Asymmetric Discharge Time Profiles
Stage 1.5 Model Option(2)
Cycle Characteristics(l)
Charge current density, iC
Discharge current density, i D
Number of Redox trailers, NT
Efficiency (incl. aux, power), %
(tD)max, hrs.
Component Investment Cost, k$
Option A
("Overcharge" Possible)
0.113
0.125
16
67.2
8.0
Option B
(Truncated Charge)
0.106
0.115
17
68.4
5.0
3458 2374
535 531
8153 8060
2428 2319
3765 3950
3066 3066
1810 1118
23215 21418
1161 1071
145 214
Tankage
Pumps
Filters
Coolers
Redox Trailers
Power Conditioning
Reactants
Total
$/k2
$/kWh
(1) P = 20 mw, Pc = 25 mw. Time Profiles:D
Mon. Tue. Wed.
Required t D 1 1 1
Available t
c
5 5 5
Actual tC(A) 5 5 1.1
Actual tC(B) 1.1 1.1 1.1
(2) Optimized on basis of $/kw
Thu.
1
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Figure 3-35
Reactant Inventory Profiles for Symmetric Discharge Time Case
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Table 3-27
Effect of Charge Options on Analysis of Symmetric
Discharge Time Profiles
Stage 1.5 Model Option(2)
$/kw
$/kwh
Cycle Characteristics(l)
Charge current density, i C
Discharge current density, i D
Number of Redox Trailers, NT
Efficiency (1ncl. aux. power), %
(tD)max, hrs.
Component Investment Cost, K$
Tankage
Pumps
Filters
Coolers
Redox Trailers
Power Conditioning
Reactants
Total
(1) PD 20 mw, Pc = 20 row. Time profiles:
Option A Option B
("Overcharge" Possible) (Truncated Charge)
0.084 0.087
0.112 0.118
17 16
69.4 68.9
5.0 1.0
2368 866
530 532
8031 8081
2283 2344
3898 3779
2582 2582
1115 222
20807 18406
1040 920
208 920
Mon. Tue. Wed. Thu. Frio Sat. Sun.
Required tD 1 1 1 1 1 1 0
Available t c 5 5 5 5 5 5 24
Actual tC(A) 5 3 0 0 0 0 0
Actual tc(B) 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3 0
(2) Optimized on basis of $/kw.
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3.3.4.6 Cost Reduction Opportunities for Redox Energy Storage Systems
The preceding analyses have shown that the Redox battery system
can be cost-competitive in a number of utility energy storage applications,
if certain combinations of system parameter values can be achieved. The fol-
lowing discussion will focus on likely areas of improvement, leading to reduced
sub-system and total system investment costs. Emphasis is placed on schemes for
reducing the cost of the auxiliary sub-sections.
• Redox Couple Selection
The sensitivity analysis, discussed earlier, showed that the
apparent energy density, WH/liter, of the Redox couple strongly
influenced the total system cost. More energetic couples required
lower tank volumes, reactant inventory, and solution flow rates.
All of these factors contributed to lower investment costs. Addi-
tional analysis was carried out to better define the effect of energy
density on costs. A series of computer runs was made varying only
those parameters that play a major role in defining the Redox couple
apparent energy density. These parameters include the reversible
voltage, the number of equivalents/mole and the reactant concentra-
tions. All remaining parameters, including the cost factors, were
kept constant at their base-line value. The results of this analy-
sis are shown in Figures 3-36 and 3-37. Here, increasing the
energy density to 100 WH/liter still leaves the investment cost
for the daily cycle somewhat off-target, 500 $/kw versus 187-373
$/Kw. On the other hand, the weekly cycle begins to fall into the
target CObt: zone at abol1f- hO-80 WH/liter.
Clearly, the search for improved Redox couples is desirable and
should be encouraged. Improvements, however, are still required to
develop lower cost process flow plans and optimized sub-systems.
This analysis was restricted to the key electrochemical para-
meters. Naturally, the cost and dynamic electrochemical performance
(polarization effects, reversibility, stability, faradaic efficiency,
etc.) of the couples must also be considered. These factors require
experimental determination.
• Tankage
The computational models of the Redox system assumed that corro-
sive supporting electrolytes would be used. Consequently, a conserva-
tive, lined-tank approach was chosen for solution storage. Cost
analysis indicated little economy of scale for large-scale tanks.
Figure 3-36
Improved Redox Couples Help, But Additional
System Cost Reduction Is Needed To Meet Daily Cycle Targets
Figure 3-37
Weekly Cycle Targets Are eloser, Especially
With Improved Redox Couples
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The upper limit of conventional steel tank volume is approaching the
one million barrel level, for petroleum products. Such tanks, if
they could be lined safely, could be useful for high power level
weekly cycle storage systems. Installed costs for these tanks,
however, may remain relatively high.
Alternative approaches could be considered. In-ground, con-
crete tanks, perhaps lined or surface-impregnated, might be suitable.
However, estimating the cost of these tanks would be quite diffi~ult,
in the general case. In-ground structure costs are very sensitive to
site-specific factors, such as ground quality and hardness and water
table.
All plastic. or reinforced fiberglass tanks might be useful for
smaller stored volumes. Here, too, field-erection costs might be
excessive, if labor requirements are high. The use of manifolded
plastic pipe was judged too expensive.
A potentially attractive tankage concept was uncovered, in the
form of flexible bladders, made of corrosion-resistant rubber (57). These
factory-fabricated bladders could be installed with minimal weather
protection. Maximum available bladder size was not established. Another
variation of this approach involves the spray-coating of a concrete
surface over inflated structures or air bubbles.(58, 59). These approaches
should be studied further. Opportunities also may exist for minimizing
the cost of the plastic spillwall liner. Some protective lining would
probably be required, based on environmental factors, but lower cost solu-
tions may exist.
• Pumps
The computer models assume the use of corrosion-resistant pumps
having high discharge pressure rating (300+ psig). This limited the
maximum pump size to about 6200 gpm, requiring the use of multiple
pump assembles for high solution flow rates. Larger pumps, showing
some economy of scale, could be used if the discharge pressure require-
ments were reduced. It would require a com~lete system pressure balance
analysis, through each reactant loop, to specify suitable pump locations
and discharge pressure ratings. A general solution to this problem was
beyond the scope of the Redox 'modelling effort.
• Piping
Piping costs were relatively low in the Redox systems studied.
The use of lined-pipe was assumed. Switching to an all-plastic pipe
system might reduce the piping material cost, but field erection labor
costs would increase. Shorter sections of plastic pipe are used, to
compensate for thermal expansion effects. Flexible hosing may be a
possibility for smaller storage systems.
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• Heat Exchangers (Coolers)
Opportunities for heat exchanger cost reduction may be limited
to exploring optimized system operating parameters. Here, trade-off
studies involving design point inefficiencies and flow rates are
required. Interestingly, the search for Redox couples that are
active at low temperature may be counter-productive, if this reduces
the available ~T driving force for the heat exchanger section. Lower
temperature may be desirable from a systems corrosion standpoint, but
excursions to higher temperature should be permitted.
The extent of self-cooling on stand in the storage tanks was not
assessed. Clearly, the heat exchanger section must be sized for the
worst-case conditions, probably hot summer afternoons, when utility
peak load demands are high.
• Power Conditionig[
As indicated earlier, the power conditioning section costs were
based on a study reported by Westinghouse. These costs appear higher
than earlier literature estimates, and future cost reduction might be
expected. Cross-comparisons between Redox systems costs and available
advanced battery costs should be normalized to reflect the same power
conditioning cost basis. The operating voltage level is a key parameter
here. Redox systems may be limited to low voltage levels, if parasitic
shortage current losses become excessive.
• Redox Cells
The Stage 1 and 1.5 models used a conservative Redox cell design.
Substantial reductions in cost should be possible, using optimized
thinner cell designs. The base~line parameters assumed the use of
inexpensive polypropylene, combined with more expensive graphite
conductive structures. Other potential materials and designs should
be explored.
• Filters
Major cost reduction should be possible in the filter sub-section.
As discussed earlier, approaches here include the use of in-line porous
metal or plastic filters or strainers and, perhaps, large-scale sand
bed filters. Identification and development of alternatives to the
filter cartridge assemblies used in the computer model simulations is
a critical area, requiring further study. Final solution of the filter
problem may require additional detailed design studies on a specific
Redox battery system, including complete flow balance and pressure
drop analysis of the circulating reactant solutions. For these studies
to be meaningful, a fixed Redox cell, stack and trailer geometry must be
assumed, based on pre;aminary trade-off studies with specific achievable
Redox couple characteristics.
Cost reduction scenarios can be projected, based on the expected
results of sub-system design and optimization studies. Based on the foregoing
discussion, anticipated cost reduction factors were estimated for each Redox
battery sub-system. Moderate and substantial levels of cost reduction were
assumed, as shown in Table 3-28. No reduction in reactant cost from the base
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Table 3-28
Expected Levels of Sub-System Cost Reduction Factors
Expected Cost Reduction Factors
Redox Battery
Sub-System Moderate Level Substantial Level
Tankage 0.9 0.7
.Pump 0.9 0.8
Filter 0.5 0.3
Heat Exchanger 1.0 0.8
Redox Trailer Assembly 0.8 0.7
Power Conditioning 0.7 0.7
Reactant Supply 1.0 1.0
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line levels was assumed, but parametric variations could be carried out to
establish the sensitivity of optimized Redox battery system cost to varying
reactant cost.
These cost reduction factors were applied to several hypothetical
Redox battery systems, analyzed earlier during the discussion of Redox couple
apparent energy density. Typical daily and weekly cycles were included. The
results are given in Tables 3-29 and 3-30 and Figures 3-38 and 3-39. As indi-
cated, lower Redox couple energy density levels are now required to meet the
upper cost target limit,for the weekly cycle. Costs for the daily cycle appli-
cation remain somewhat high.
In summary, a number of pathways exist for reducing the cost of
Redox energy storage systems projected using the Stage 1 and 1.5 model
analysis. These models remain useful tools to focus attention on potential
problem areas.
Insufficient time was available to carry out a Redox systems
study using the Stage 2 Model. Initial results from this more advanced
model emphasized the strong interactions among Redox cell performance
and hydrodynamic and mass transfer factors. These results indicate
that use of the Stage I Model time-averaged performance parameters
may have seen quite optimistic. The preliminary findings are discussed
further in Appendix 6. Clearly, additional effort is required to search
for optimal parameter combinations, using the Stage 2 Model to confirm
the systems conclusions reached above.
Table 3-29
Projected Cost Reduction for Daily Cycle Redox Battery System
Case No. (1) ------------1------------ ------------2------------ ------------3------------ ------------4------------
Redox Couple Energy Density
8.65(4)WH/L 35.5 57.2 114.7
Sub-System Installed Base- Substan- Base- Substa~ Base- Subs tan- Base- Substan-
Cost at Indicated line Moderate tial line Moderate tia1 line Moderate tia1 line Moderate tial
Factor Reduction
Level, k$
Tankage 2010 1809 1407 870 783 609 663 597 464 445 400 312
Pumps 535 482 428 205 184 164 166 149 133 131 118 105
I
Filters 8153 4076 2446 1999 1000 600 1249 624 375 626 313 188 ~
-..J
Heat Exchangers 2429 2429 1943 2520 2520 2016 2261 2261 1809 2477 2477 1982 ,
Redox Trailers 4163 3330 2914 4163 3330 2914 3457 2766 2419 3457 2766 2419
Power Conditioning 2694 1885 1885 2693 1885 1885 2582 1807 1807 2582 1807 1807
Reactants 904 ~ ---.2.Qi 401 401 ~ -2!..L -2!..L -2!..L 287 287 287
Total, k$ 20888 14916 11927 12851 11181 8589 10955 8781 7584 10005 8168 7100
$/kw(2) 1044 746 596 643 559 429 548 439 379 500 408 355
$/kwH O) 261 186 149 161 140 107 137 110 95 125 102 89
(1) Daily cycle: Discharge power - 20 MW; Discharge time = 4 hrs.; Charge time = 5 hrs.; Typical cases with various
combinations of Z (1,2); C (1, 2, 5); VR (0.8, 1.0).(2) Based on discharge power level.
0) Based on discharge time
(4) Base-line parameter value
<'-
Table 3-30
Projected Cost Reduction for Weekly Cycle Redox Battery System
(1) ------- 1 ------------ -------- 2 ----------- -------- 3 ----------- -------- 4 -----------Case No. (4)
23.1 69.6 116.3Redox Couple Energy Density, WH/L 8.99
(tD) hrs. 22.5 22.4 22.5 22.5max, Base- Substan- Base- Substan- Base- Subs tan- Base- Subs tan-
Sub-System Installed line Moderate tia1 line Moderate tia1 line Moderate tia1 line Moderate tia1
Cost at Indicated
Factor Level, k$
Reduction
Tankage 7501 6751 5251 3643 3279 2550 1601 141+1 1121 1193 1074 835
Pumps 516 464 413 260 234 208 154 139 123 130 117 104
Filters 7786 3893 2336 3054 1527 916 1028 514 308 618 309 185
Heat Exchangers 1964 1964 1571 1944 1944 1555 2106 2106 1685 2232 2232 1786 ....
N
Redox Trailers 4717 3774 3302 3457 2766 2420 3324 2659 2327 3338 2670 2337 00
Power Conditioning 2582 1807 1807 2582 1807 1807 2582 1807 1807 2582 1807 1807
Reactants 4878 4878 4878 1934 1934 1934 1663 1663 1663 1602 1602 1602
Total, k$ 29947 23531 19558 16874 13491 11390 12458 10329 9034 11695 9811 8656
$/kw(2) 1497 1177 978 844 675 570 623 516 452 585 491 433
$/kWH(3) 67 52 43 38 30 25 28 23 20 26 22 19
(1) Weekly cycle: Discharge Power = 20 MW; Discharge time
5 hrs. daily + 24 hrs. Sunday
(2) Based on discharge power level
(3) Based on (t
D
)
max
7 hrs. daily; Charge Power = 20 MW; Charge Time Available =
(4) Base-1ineparameter value
Figure 3-38
Projected Cost Reduction for Daily Cycle Redox Battery System
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Figure 3-39
Projected Cost Reduction for Weekly Cycle Redox Battery System
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4. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Studies carried out in this program have defined the opportunities
and requirements for energy storage devices in electric utilities, including
an assessment of candidate electrochemical systems. Major emphasis was placed
on defining the techno-economic characteristics of the Redox battery, a
promising concept for large-scale energy storage applications.
A review of U.S. electric utility operations, involving the demand
for on-peak power delivery and availability of off-peak power for storage,
established broad composite requirement categories. Basically, these were
peaking and intermediate load demands, distinguished by the average daily
demand time period. Roughly, peaking demands occur over a daily range of 1 to9
hrs, whereas intermediate load demands occur over a longer, 9 to 14 hr daily period.
A further characterization defined daily and weekly operating cycles for potential
storage systems. Weekly cycles appear particularly attractive, because about
45 percent of the total off-peak energy for storage is available on the week-end.
The energy available during the weekend should form an active part of the storage
inventory and not be used merely as a convenient source of energy for topping
or charge-balancing battery systems.
Brief analysis of new solar and wind-based energy sources-established
a clear need fo~ auxiliary energy storage capability, but little useful infor-
mation was uncovered to define specific duty requirements for these applications.
The electrical interface requirements for electrochemical energy storage
devices also were studied. Storage systems can be placed at several points in
the electric utility transmission and distribution grid. Substation locations
are likely initial locations, operating at the 13kv voltage level with discharge
power levels of lO-lOOMw. An average power level of 20Mw is a convenient size
for modelling and analysis purposes. Other interface requirements were established,
assuming that storage devices would have to operate with minimal disturbance to
existing distribution system operation. Plans to integrate large-scale dc
battery systems into utility networks are a relatively recent development, requir-
ing further study for specific battery systems and power conditioning equipment.
Lastly, economic requirements for electrochemical storage devices were
established. Cost factors are likely to be the major determinant deciding the
future role of these devices. The economic analysis was carried out by defining
the break-even capital cost of near-term and long-range battery systems in
competition with direct power generation alternatives, including gas turbines for
peaking demands and combined cycles for intermediate demands. Rather stringent
investment cost targets were defined. Investments in the 20-30 $/KWH range may be
required for high probability of acceptance and market penetration.
These studies showed that battery installation life is critical. Life-
times approaching 20 yrs appear necessary for effective competition with direct
generation. Long life is required to minimize investment amortization charges.
Turn-around energy storage efficiency levels of 65-80 percent appear adequate
for battery systems.
The assessment of available electrochemical storage systems showed that
only the lead-acid battery can be considered for near-term (to 1980) application.
However, this system was judged to be too costly and short-lived for wide-spread
use. Likely advanced battery system candidates were defined, including: sodium-
sulfur, lithium-iron sulfide, sodium-antimony trichloride and zinc-chlorine hydrate.
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Here, it was found that costs for complete advanced battery systems were ill-
defined. Insufficient experience exists at the multicell level to define operating
and maintenance requirements, such as charge-balancing to ensure long-life
and good performance. The cost-effectiveness of solutions to materials selection
and fabrication problems remains unanswered, although no technological restraints
were found that would prevent attainment of required goals in this area after
extensive Rand D. Available advanced battery cost projections range near
the lower limits of the break-even investment targets, but more detailed studies
may reveal additional investment requirements for reliable, large-scale systems.
Clearly, on-going advanced battery program developments should be monitored to
assess the prospects for attaining economic goals.
Two other areas require continued study. First, utility generation
expansion analysis should be carried out to assess the impact of wide-spread
availability and use of weekly energy storage systems on future generating
equipment mix and the resulting cost of delivered energy. These studies would further
clarify the attractive opportunities for weekly cycle electrochemical storage
systems in electric utilities.
Second, and more urgent, there is a need to monitor long-range trends
in utility operation, particularly the availability and cost of off-peak power.
The utility industry analyses carried out in this study were based on operating
data obtained prior to the oil embargo and natural gas shortage. Although these
incidents tend to escalate fossil fuel prices and make direct peaking and
intermediate power generation devices less attractive, the resulting higher
energy costs may affect utility load demand profiles. Trends in load management
and off-peak pricing to smooth load profiles should be studied, because they will
affect the need for peak power production and the amount of off-peak power available
for charging energy storage devices. Similarly, the impact of delayed nuclear
construction on the avai.1ability and cost of off-peak power must be reviewed.
In effect, reductions in the amount of off-peak power and/or increases in the
cost of this power will tend to limit the opportunities for electrochemical
(or other) storage devices. Lower break-even investment cost targets would be
imposed to compensate for these factors, and battery cost projections may already
be too optimistic. Prospective competition from high efficiency fuel cells and
from down-rated coal-fired power plants should also be factored into future
analyses.
A broad-based study was made to analyze the Redox battery concept.
The chief feature of the Redox concept is the decoup1ing of energy storage and
power generation functions~using circulating, dissolved reactants. In turn,
this permits considerable flexibility in designing systems to cover the full range
of potential energy storage applications.
The analysis was carried out using relatively simple models of the Redox
system, the Stage 1 Model for daily cycles and the Stage 1.5 Model for weekly cycles.
The limitations of these models were defined, including the use of time-averaged
performance parameters, rather than concentration-dependent performance. Per-
formance-concentration interactions are a characteristic of Redox battery operations.
In turn, reactant concentrations will change with time, so that performance will
also be time-dependent. However, the simple models appear adequate for scoping
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feasibility studies, aimed at uncovering important parameter interactions and
investment cost centers.
A more sophisticated Stage 2 Model of the Redox system also was developed.
This model features full load-following capability with Redox cell performance
variations as a function of time-varying reactant concentration. In turn,
interactions between electrochemical reaction kinetics, mass-transfer and
hydrodynamic conditions are included. A more comprehensive Redox cell design
analysis is permitted, but here, too, the model contains only one of several
alternative approaches to cell configuration. Only limited testing was carried
out during program debugging, so the full capability of the Stage 2 Model remains
unexplored.
A systems analysis of the Redox battery concept showed that it is
economically feasible, if certain performance parameter values can be attained,
and if an auxiliary component cost-reduction program can be carried out success-
fully. Use of relatively conservative base-line parameter values in the Stage 1
and 1.5 Models resulted in high predicted storage system investment costs, well
above the break-even cost targets described earlier. Optimistic parameter values
were also defined and gave very attractive systems costs. This analysis showed
that there is considerable latitude in projecting parameter values that will
produce cost-effective designs, although complete attainment of all optimistic
parameter levels is unlikely.
The decoupled Redox system is particularly suitable for use in weekly
energy storage cycles. Current component cost estimates suggest that the
power-related costs of the Redox system are high and the energy storage-related
costs are relatively low. Therefore, weekly cycle applications with long discharge
time capability are favored.
Other Redox system conclusions reached included:
• The modular nature of the Redox battery trailer configuration
and system auxiliaries result in little economy-of-scale beyond
10 MW system size.
• The apparent energy density, WH/liter, of the Redox couple, is a
key parameter that correlates well with total system cost. Energy
densities above 50 WH/liter will probably be required for cost-
effective Redox systems.
• Excessive costs were predicted for the cartridge filter con-
figurations used in the Redox system plot plan. Alternative
approaches are required. In fact, cost-reduction opportunities
exist for all Redox battery sub-systems.
• Use of volatile, corrosive supporting electrolytes, such as
hydrochloric acid, may pose some environmental hazards.
is at an appropriate early point
reduction in projected cost, if
These studies would be more meaningful
couple with known physical and electro-
suggested to develop lower cost
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• No attempt was made to develop operating and maintenance
costs for the Redox battery. Specific 0 and M requirements
depend on the final choice of Redox couple chemistry and
the possible need for periodic reactant and electrolyte
regeneration to remove by-products formed after long operating
times.
The Redox storage system concept
in its development, capable of substantial
incisive process analysis is carried out.
if they were focussed on a specific Redox
chemical properties. A. plan of action is
Redox systems. This plan includes:
• A search for Redox couples yielding an apparent energy density
of at least 50 WH/liter, preferably 100 WH/liter. In addition
to high reversible voltage and multi-electron reactants, highly
soluble couples are desirable. Polarization effects, reversi-
bility, faradaic efficiency and stability should be defined
experimentally. Real reactant costs should be established.
The Redox system should be looked at primarily as a decoupled
system. Thus, a broad view should be taken in defining what
constitutes an acceptable couple. A search for suitable non-
corrosive supporting electrolytes would also be helpful.
• The Redox models assumed perfect ion-selective membrane behavior.
Assumed parameter values were used for membrane thickness,
resistivity and cost, but the general question of membrane life
and ion or water transference was not covered. Efforts to develop
suitable selective membranes should continue, including measurements
of these transference properties in operating cell configurations.
• Cost reduction analysis, to be carried out for each Redox sub-
system. A brief outline follows:
+ Tankage - Explore use of flexible bladders with or without
sprayed concrete coating.
+ Filters - Develop alternative filtration approaches, including
use of in-line porous filters or strainers mounted within the
Redox trailer assembly. External sand-bed filters should also
be considered. Final resolution of this problem will require
a complete reactant loop pressure balance analysis coupled
with analysis of specific Redox cell designs. Again, this
study should be made for a specific storage application
design.
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+ Redox Cells - Define specific geometry and materials of
construction for the cell frames, conductive structures
and electrode deposits.
+ Pumps - In conjunction with the overall system pressure
balance, define the minimum acceptable pump discharge
design pressure and throughput capacity.
+ Piping Consider the use of all-plastic piping or flexible
hosing.
+ Heat Exchangers - Carry out trade-off studies to define the
effect of Redox cell operating parameters on cooling duty
with specific Redox couple performance.
+ Power Conditioning - Explore opportunities for projected
cost reduction in inverter/rectifier equipment.
In the area of further model studies, continued study and expansion
of the Stage 2 Model should be considered. Preliminary testing of the Stage 2
Model, carried out during the debugging process, showed that parasitic power
losses due to shuntage currents were high for cell designs with relatively short
ports. Future work should stress cell designs and/or operating schemes to
minimize shuntage effects. Also, permissible reactant utilization appears to
decrease when concentration effects are included in the Redox kinetic predic-
tions. This effect was expected, but additional study, using the Stage 2
Model, is required. A comparison of Stage 2 Model results with those of simpler
models should be made to verify the systems conclusions described earlier.
The following features should be added to the Stage 2 Model:
• Incorporation of the flow distribution and pressure drop
analysis to permit trade-offs to be made on the effect of
increased reactant flow rate on mass transport within the
Redox cell. To be meaningful, the total system pressure
balance should be considered, but this is difficult to do
in a general computer model. The study should focus on a
specific energy storage application, say a well-defined
weekly cycle, rated at 20 MW maximum discharge power output.
• Modification of the material balance relations within the
Redox cell to account for expected non-ideal behavior of
the separating membrane. Ion and water diffusion parameters
should be added and model predictions of electrolyte manage-
ment should be checked against experimental data on real
cells.
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In summary, the studies made in this program show that the Redox
battery is an attractive concept that could fill an identified need for utility
energy storage systems. However, additional Rand D studies are required to
verify that specific electrochemical performance goals can be achieved experi-
mentally. A number of pathways exist for reducing the cost of the Redox energy
storage systems. These pathways also must be explored, to ensure that the
Redox system will be competitive with other advanced battery systems and
alternative power generation approaches for meeting utility peaking and
intermediate load demands. In a sense, Redox battery development is in its
infancy, lacking definition of the "best" real couples for further study.
These couples simply must be selected before the Redox concept can be exploited.
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APPENDIX 5-1
THE POTENTIAL FOR APPLICATION OF ENERGY STORAGE CAPACITY
ON ELECTRIC UTILITY SYSTEMS IN THE UNITED STATES-PART 1
V. T. Sulzberger J. Zemkoski
This paper briefly describes the results
ot the first phase of the systems analysis
part of a research project to assess energy
storage systems suitable for use by electric
utilities. U.S. electric utility systetr.s
load and generation data that were collected
and analyzed in order to select a nu~ber of
systems most representative of the electric
utility industry are described. The
representative systems in turn are used to
determine the potential total amount and
distribution of off-peak energy available on
individual systems on an annual, seasonal',
weekly and daily basis. The amount of off-
peak energy is described as functions of
annual hourly load shape, capacity level
assumed availahle for producting off-pe~k
ener,:/y, generator perfornlance characteristics
(forced and maintenance outages), ane energy
stora~c cevice round tri? efficiency.
ADSTRACT
Publi<: Service Electric and Gas Company
Newark, New Jersey
~~e extent to which energy storage
capacity can be utilized on an electric
utility system depends amonq other factors on
the utility's system load characteri~tics,
the system generation mix, the energy storage
device characteristics, and particularly, ~1e
economicS of energy storage capa~ity co~p~red
to other alternative types of peaJ:ing And
intermediate generating capacity. ~asee on
these factors the system analysis part of
this project proceeded Wi~l the collection
and analysis of U.S. electric utility
industry systCl:l load and generation elata.
rrom this data representative electric
utility systems were selected for ~cre
detailed analysis in order to deter'l'1ir.e the
amount and distribution of off-peal: energy
available on an annual, seasonal, wecl.l~' and
daily uasis as a function of load $la~C ~nc
assumed generation capacitJ levels. In
addition, practical lilllits to the amount of
off-peak energy were also identifiec uS u
function of energy storage conversion
efficiency.
WTftODUCTIOi.
The utilization of off-peak energy by
el~ctric utilities for charging energy
stora<"e capacity for usc during the peak load
tir.,c of c..ay hilS received increased attention
recently Lecause of the energy crisis. The
er.crcJY crisis cr.lphasized the need to make
~ore effective use of available installed
capacity as well as the need to search for
new forms of more environmentally acceptable
forms of electric generation interr.!ediate and
peaking capacity. However, the multitude of
unl;nowns associated with the availability of
off-peak energy, the required operating
parameters of energy storage devices for
electric utility application, and the
cmcr~ing energy storage technologies
estilLlished tile need for a technology
assessment and system analysis in order to
identify potential markets, system
requirements, and quidelines for R&D
priorities. This paper describes the results
of the first phase of the systcl:l analysis
part of such a project entitled "An
Assessment of ~nergy Storage Systems Suitahle
For Use Cy Llectric Utilities".
Transactions paper published in
IEEE publication, "Energy
Development II," 76 eH 1102-3-PWR,
1976, pp. 15-23. Will also be
published in Transactions on Power
Apparatus and Systems.
In ~Ie second phase of the sj'st.c.
analysis to Le l)ublisl1ed at a lc1ter date,
typical er.ergy storac;e operatinc; j,Jc1r.lIl'1e:tcrs
such as opcrati~c; I~ours, <.h.:t:t- c:,"clc~ n:-..c!
stora~e requirer.:cl.ts will be .Lcc;;ntifiec for
servJ.ny both the peaking and interr.:c~i.:::e­
(.;uty systel:l applicatior.s. l.ll estir.:4lte of the
amount of energy stora~e lJower cupacity t!lC'.t
could be supported by a typical elt.:ctric
system will be made. III addition the
relative economic competitiveness of energy
storage capacity will be examinecl and
breakeven costs for whieh energy storage
could be competitive with other more
conventional methods ot peaking and
interrr~diate generation will be determinec.
EL£CTRIC L~ILITY SYST~~ DATA
Data-Base Description
The year 1971 was selected as the base
data ye<J.r for the project because it t/as the
most current year for which consistent load
and generation data as well as annu<J.l :.ourly
system load data for U.S. electric utility
systems were available. The sample utility
data-base consists of load and capacity
charac~eristics of 199 privately and publicly
owned el~~if.tc systems collected from various
sources.
For the most part the data-base consists
of privately owned systems having annual
electric operating revenues of $2.5 million
or more and publicly owned systems with
opcr<J.ting revenues of $50 million or ~~rc.
Several large cooperative systems wore also
included in the data base so as to be n~re
representative of tile U.S. electric utility
industry. To be exact, of the 199 syntcms,
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TAUU:: I
AVLRAG~ ELECTRIC ~TItlTY SYSTEH
SIZE - 1971 DATn DnSE
163 are privatoly owned, 26 aro municipals, 5
are federal power agencies and 5 aro
cooperatives.
Avcra':je SystCM Size
h statistical analysis13 of tile 1971
utility ~ata basc was made to determine the
average utility system size in terr.3 of vea~
load and annual energy produced for load.
'l'able I sho\,s the results of that annl:lsis.
Of the 199 systems, G5~ were sun:mer peaking
systems which supply 70~ of the total energy
yenerated in the U.S.
The average size system in terms of peak
load was found to be about 1500 megawatts.
The avcra~e summer peaking system is about
600 meC)awatts larger than the average winter
peaking system. However, the system with the
lar~est peak in the sample is a winter
peaking system. The systems with the
smallc:ost peak loads in the sampe are a sumr.:er
peaking system with a 17 ,.n~ load, and a
winter peaJ~ing system with a 6 HU load.
SWOJllcr \·o'ir.ter
I'eakin~ Fe:al:inl,j
SvstelT.s SVSccr..s
All
SystemsDescription (~)
The average size system in term. of
system annual energy produced for load
cO~8idering all 199 systems is about 7900 x
lIP ti\'Jh. The annual energy of tile av!rac;e
summer pcakinC) system is about 2300 x 10 1;\'/h
yreater than "the winter peaking system.
However, once again the system with the
largest amount of annual energy is a winter
peaking system. A winter system also had the
smallest amount of annual energy with 27,000
l·1\'lh.
Load Factor Analysis
The annual system load factors of the 199
systems in the 1971 data base were analyzed
to dotermine the range of annual load factors
representative of U.S. electric utility
systems. Table II sUJlll!1Arizes the results of
tilis analysis. The annual load factors are
expressed in percent a~d are defined as the
percentage ratio of net annual energy for
load to the product of annual pea~ lond (one
hour integrated peak demand) and ar.~~~l
hours.
Tl.BLL II
I:LI:CTRIC U'l'IIoI'l'Y 1971 Almt:AL
SYSTI:l·: Lol,I;' rl,C';.'OI: /.i;M.YSI~
During the course of this study more
recent load factor data Alfcared in tile
litcraturu for the yeAr 1974.1 Tlus di1t~ was
analyzed in the s~me manner and the average
unweighted and weighted annual sy.tem load
factors ~or 1974 were essentially identical
to the 1971 results.
Ran~e 4S 40 31
lo'iniluur.1 Value 37 37 :'>1
Haxiluunl Value 82 77 b2
Averi1ge
Unwei<;hteu 59 57 6;;:
Ueiyhteci
(I'cak Loael) 60 59 65
Weic;hteti
(l~nual 61 59 65
Lnergy)
The annual load factors were found to
range about 4S [lercenta~c poi:1ts fron: ~ low
of about 37\ to a high of alJout 82~. 'l'he
range of the annual load factors tor the
summer peaking companies was 9 percentage
points more Ulan Ule winter pear-inC)
companies. In general the annual load
factors for the winter peal:ing. companies are
higher than the summer peaking companies.
Since the system peak loads and annual
system energy of the data-base were four.c to
vary over a.wide range, tile average anr.ua1
load factors were calculated on oOtil ar.
unweighted and weighted (peak load or annual
energy) basis. On a weighted (peal~ loa(~ or
energy) basis, the average system lo~d
factors· were found to be only A few
percentage I~ints higher than on an
unweil)pted basis. For sw:uner peaJ~inCJ
companies, on a weighted baai., the average
annual load factor i. 59'. On A si~lAr
basis, tile average annual load factor for
winter peaJ;ing companies is 65'.
Winter
Peakin~
Systems
Sun;mer
All Peaking
Systems systems
Nun~er of Systems 199 129 70
System Peak Load (mi)
Average 1,500 1,700 1,100
Minimum 6 17 6
Maximum 16,700 11,000 16~100
System Annu,l Energy(KWh x 10 )
Avera~e 7,900 8,700 6,400
Minimum 27 85 27
I-lAximum 93,500 54,000 93,500
Although this data-base of 199 systems
represents less tilan 10\ of the utilities in
the U.S., it represents about 90~ of the
total installed capacity of 367,000 megawatts
and 97U of the 1.6 billion megawatt-hours of
net energy generated in the U.S. in 1971.
The load data collected consists of
annual system load factors, system peak
loads, peak season, and total net annual
energy produced fOr load. The generation
data includes the system installed _ capacity
and its percentage generation mix according
to the four general categories: fossil ·or
steam, hydro and pumped storage, gas turbines
and diesels, and nuclear. Also included is
data on utility annual electric operating
revenues, type of ownership (private or
public), and llational Electric Reliability
Council nllmC) mel:lbership.
Consistent with the 1971 data-base, the
£tiison Llectric Institute made available on a
confidential basis the 1971 annual hourly
load data for about 150 individual utilities
and/or pools which had been collected as part
of an eel load diversity study.12 This data
was made availilble because of the possible
benefit of the energy storage assessn.ent
study to the elpl""t-ric utility in<!ustry in
':jcneral.
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Generation Characteristics
REPRESWT1I.TIV!: SYSTI:HS
The 1971 10~d factor ana1YBis also showed
that the sample data of annual load factors
very closely represented a normal
distribution. The frequency distribution of
the annual load factors for the 1971 utility
data base is shown in Figure 1. 1I.lso shown
on this figure are separate distributions for
~le winter and summer ~eaking systems. The
peak load weighted average annual load
factors for all systems, summer peaking
systems and winter peaking systems are also
identified.
Figure 2 shows the cumulative frequency
annual load factor distribution.
Approximately 140 or 70\ of the 199 systems
were found to have ~nual loa~ factors
between SO and 65\, 20\ had load factors
belOW 50\ and only 10\ had load factors above
65\.
The generation capacity mix of each of
the utilities in the 1971 data base was
categorized into four general types as
follows: conventional steam units, hydro
and/or pumped storage, gas turbines and/or
diesels, and nuclear units. Only In of the
199 utilities reported nuclear capacity on
their system, half of the utilities reported
having hydro and/or pumped storage units, as
percent of the utilities reported having so~e
conventional steam capacity, and auout 2/3 of
utilities included gas turbines and/or
diesels in their capacity mix. The analysis
showed that the average generation capacity
J:lix of electric utilities in 1971 on a
percentage basis consisted of conventional
steam, 80~: hydro and/or pumped storage, lIt;
gas turbines and/or diesels, 7\; and nuclear,
2\.
The eight representative systems selected
are shown in Table III. Systems 11., nand C
are summer peaking with annual load factors
of 48~. 60\ and 68\, respectively. Those
systems arc representative of the sou~ern
regions of the U.S. with system peak loads in
the rango of 2000- 7000 megawatts.
Based on a statistical ~alysis of
utility system annual load factors,
availability of annual hourly load shapes,
system size, generation mix, regional or
~eographic representation of the U.S., and a
valley to peak load ratio analysis, a total
of eight typical systems were selected from
~e 1971 electric utility data-base as
representative of the range of U.S. electric
utility systems. Because of possible
differences in load characteristics of summer
and winter peaking systems, ~ree sun~er
peaking systems and three winter peaking
systems re~rcsantative of averagel high and
low annual lOud factor systems were selected.
In addition, in order to provide some insight
into the effect of power pooling on the
amount and distribution of off-peak energy, a
major power pool and a member company of that
pool were included as representative syste~s.
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TABU: III
IWPru:;SI:UT1\TIVE I:LI:CTnIC SYSTI;M
Peak Season System Annu<ll Load Factor(\)
Sumnltlr A 48
n 60
C 68
Wintor A' 55
B' 63
C' 76
Summer y 54
Z 61
The selected representativ~ winter
peaking systems identified in Table III as
systems A', D' and C' have annual load
factors of 55\, 63\ and 78t, respectively.
These winter peaking systems are
representative of the northern region of the
C.S. encompassin9 a r<lnge of systems with
annual peak lO<lds of about 600 to 2000
megawatts.
'Lable III shows thpt both the power pool,
system Z and tile member company, system Yare
sUII.mer peakiny systems. The power pool has
an al~ual load factor of 61~ and the memLer
cor.ltlany has an annual 'load factor of about
S4~.
TADLEIV
SEASONAL AVJ:MGJ: WEEJ:LY
PEAK LOADS AS A pJ:I\Carr
OF 1\llUU1\L PEAK W1\D
System Season
Chnter SprJ.ng SUlluner .'all
A (118) a S3 51 83 56
B (60) 78 72 85 78
C (68) 86 81 89 86
A' (55) 811 65 511 72
B' (63) 88 75 78 811
C' (78) 89 87 88 90
Y (511) 68 66 80 68
Z (61) 76 71 84 711
a) Annual System Leat!. Factor
Period Load-Factors
~able V shows the average 5e<l~0r.a1,
weekly and daily ;,.criod load-factors for t:lC
representative systems. ~iote in general tl\ilt
for all systems ·~le ~riod load-factor
progressively increases going fro~ ti.c annu<ll
period down to the daily llCriod.
TABU; V
AVI.;RJ\GJ.: PERIOD LO',O rt,C'ro~ (t) \·~I'l·1I DtVIA'rIO:;5
tlote that systems Band B' are more
represent<ltive of ~le averaye U.S. summer and
winter ~c<lking utilities, respectively. The
avera~c annual load factors of these systems
are !iimilar to the average annual loac!
factors of TaUle II for summer peaking and
winter ~eakins systems.
Genera tion ::ix
The average percentage mix of the
~eneratinq capacity of systems. A, S, C, A',
ll' and C' was found to be as follous:
Conventional steam, 83t; hydro and/or pumped
storage, 14\; and gas turbines and/or
diesels, 3t. lione of the selected
..reI>resentatJ.ve systems haa any nuclear unJ.ts
in service in 1971. This~average percentage
generation mix for the six representative
systems very closely approximates the average
yeneration mix of the 1971 utility data base.
The generation DUX of the power pool is
as follows: conventional steam, 7S\: hydro
and/or pumped storage, 3\; gas turbines
and/or diesels, 20\; and nuclear, 2\. The
·~er system generation mix is as follow~:
73~, 2\, 2St with no nuclear, respectively.
weekly Peaks
Table IV shows for all representative
systems a tabulation by season of tho average
weekly peak loads in percent of the annual
peak load. This analysis indicated that the
differences in weekday peaks between the pea~
season and the other three non-peaking
seasons is the main reason why electric
systems have poor system annual load factors.
~~le IV also shOWG that represcntativQ
utility systa. Y very closely followa the
weekly peaking l>attern of power pool Z.
~_~e~ Annual Seasonal \,·ecY.ly uaily
A 4& 59+9.9 75+4.4 33+3.
B 60 66+5.1 75+2.2 CO+2.~
C 6S 7Ot2.O 7Gt2.9 S6tl ;0
1\' 55 65+3.6 75+:.9 ::1+1.5
B' 63 69+1.7 76+1.4 \14:+0.5
C' 78 SOtl • 7 S4t3.~ S9I1.3
Y S4 61+7.1 74+4.3 83+1.7
Z 61 67I5.0 76I3.4 03£1.5
Period \
-
Period Energy (l-~:h) x 100
Load Factor tlaxil~UIlO Period Peal: (t-I\':) >:I'criO<.i Iirs
~he actual seasonal load factors were
found to vary more for the systems with lower
annual load factors than for the'syste~s with
higher annual load factors. For example, the
seasonal load factors of system A varied from
50 to .69 percent while the sensonal load
factors of system C' vary only from 78 to SZ
percent. However, to a large extent this W<lS
cue to the assumption made to uivide tIle year
into 13 week seasons. If a division more
representative of the load level had Ucen
selected less variation in the seasonal load
factors may have been observed.
The weekly load-factor of all systems was
found to be more stable than the seasonal
load-factors averaqing about 75\ for all
systems except C'. The averaqe daily load
factqr was calculated to be about 83\ with
very little deviation whatsoever.
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TABLE VI
U.S. ELECTRIC UTILITY
LOAD SllJ\PL RJ\'l'IOS (,)
WITH DEVIATIOHS
Load Shape Ratios
A valley to peak load ratio analysis was
performed to determine if. the selected
representative systems were typical of the
U.S. electric utility industry as far as load
curves or shapes are concerned. From the
annual hourly load data of approximately 100
utility systems for which such data was
available, average annual weekday, Saturday
and Sunday daily load curves were used to
determine valley to peak 10cld ratioes for
average Saturday, Sunday and weekdays. The
results of this electric utility analysis are
shown in Table VI.
Description
Averaye Weekuay
Valley Load/Peak Load
Average Saturday
Valley Loau/Peak Load
Averaye Sunday
Valley Loati/Peak Load
J\vera~e Saturday Peak/
l'ieekclay P~ak
Average Sunciay Peak/
Wee".uay l'eak
Load Ratio
in order to provide a more realistic
indication of the amount of off-peak ener9Y
available. Published industry average forced
and maintenance outage rates of 10 percent
and 5 weeks Ver year respectively were
applied to the baSE! capacity., 14 lio base
capacity maintenance outages were schedulcC:
during the peak load seasons and the
allocation of maintenance to the three other
seasons was performed on the basis of
levelizing both the base load maintenance
outages as well as the overall systeM reserve
capacity over the year:
Figure 3 pictorially shows how the off-
peak energy was calculated for a ~iven
assumed capacity level. P~presentutive
system B average seasonal weekday and .,lee};er:.d
load shapes are used here to represent the
annual hourly 8760 system L loads actually
used in the computer analysis. ~he assu~ed
capacity level of 70~ (of peak load) .,las
adjusted for forced and mainten.:lnce outages
as previously "(:5cr~LJed.
The avercgc seasonal capacity ilvailaLle
to sUPi'ly ::;ysten base load recruire~~e:~ts and
charge off-i'eaL c:l·:rgy stora~e l:evice:s after
outaCje ad]u:;t'-cnts is shown to be about SCot.
(of rea:; 1 0<1<..) lC' t.he siJrin<], fall ar.d winter
seasor.s and abou t GJ t. in 'the sUI"r.cr. :.S
system!l is il SU~lr.'er ?eal:in<; s:/ster.:, r.e
maintenilr.ce was permitted on the l:i'SC
capilci t:.: in t:.c SUrT\Cr scasor:. ~!lercfcr(',
the i:lvcri'C;c aV.:li1.:lLlc uase ca:,,Jcitj' for' I
sumner sear,on WilS <lc'.justcd only fOI' c c .'
outa<jes.
'l.'able: VI indicates that the vilriation in
tiaily load sh.:li,e is ~reater on a weekday than
on an ilvera<jc Saturd.:ly or Sunday since the
wce:];day valle:.' load to weekdily i,eak loau
ratio i:; less than that of ::;aturday or
SunC.:ly. A conparison of the lilst two ratio:;
of 'i:iilJlc VI also sho\·/s t11at Saturday pe.:l}~
loads arc generally higher than SunC.:lY peaks.
Exce?t for system C' the representative
systems valley to peak load ratios for the
annual average weekdily, Saturday, and Sunday
were found to be within one standard
deviation of the electric utility averages.
OFF-PEAK r:UERGY
Analysis 'l'echniCjue
The amount and distribution of off-peak
enerqy on each of the representative systems
was determined by computer analysis of the
1971 hourly load data. For the analysis tPe
calendar year was divided into four seasons
each consisting of thirteen weeks. The
Spring, Summer and ~'all seasons consisted of
thirteen consecutive weeks while the Winter
season was divided into two parts composed of
the last 3 weeks of December and the first 10
weeks of the year.
For each system, a number of assumed
base-load capacity levels were specified and
the amount of off-peak energy associated with
each level was determined. The specified
capacity level was adjusted on a seasonal
uasis for both n~intenance and forced outages
"he off-peal~ er.erc;y c.J.lcul.1tcc.: c:c ,-. ':uilj"
basis in the: cor-puter pro<;rar' is she::, c:' t::<..
shaded area below the adjusted cUi';lei ~:' level
.me above the loae rc<;uirements. ;,1:;0 5 ..0·.;n
on the ~ia(;ri:lrr, .:Ire ti;e seilson2~ _'caL ';'c:-"'- .:; •.e
~le seasonal ~ir.imu8 lo.Jc for sy~t~r u to
~cmonstrate tile ext.ent of t:-.c V.:lri.~tlOI" in
the system u loati curve.
Total rJ\'ount
Figure 4 shows "he gcnerillized
relationship obzervcd b~twcefi the total
annual amount of off-peak energy avail.:lble on
an electric system, the system annual loa~
factor and any assumed base-load capacity
levels represented as a percent of systen
peak load. This figure .,/as duveloped L::"
plotting the total amount of off-peak energy
associated with the various assumed base-load
capacity levels for each of the
re~resentative systems. S~ooth curves were
then ura\<In through the points associated ~1i th
a particular capacity level.
Although developed for the representative
systems, these curves could Le used to
estimate the total ar~ual amount of energy
available on any electric utility. For
example, for representative system n wltich is
a suron~r peaking system with a 60\ annual
load factor, at an assu~ed base-load Cilpacity
level of 70% of peak load, the amount of off-
peak energy available on an annual basis
amounted to 8\ of the total energy produced
for load by system B.
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In qeneral, Figure 4 shows that the ufi:'
pe~k energy availability begins to become
si9nificant as the assumed CilPilcity leve:l
approaches the load factor o'f the system. It
allllo shows that for the systems with the
lower annual load factors, more off-?ca}:
energy as a percent of total system cner~y
becomes available at any given capacity
level. *
The total amount of off-peak energy that
can be utilized by any electric systc~ is
limited by the 'energy storage conversion
efficiency. For example, for a 100 ~rcent
energy storage conversion efficiency, the
base-load capacity level for which the olf-
peak enerCJY is equal to the on-peak energy
defines a system limit for the extent to
,which energy storage capacity could uC
utilized. Ueglecting distribution, this
equal energy criterion provides a first
approximation to the limit of the annual
amount of off-peak energy on the
representative systems. If one were to
assume a lower conversion efficiency, ~le
amount of on-peak energy capable of being
supplied by off-peak energy would be reduced.
The dashed lines shown on Figure 4
represent tho upper off-peak energy limits
for electric systems assuming energy storage
conversion efficiencies of 40, SO, 7S and 100
percent. The off-peak energy located below
theso curves can be viewed as the practical
range of off~peak energy availability which
may bo considered for use with energy stora90
capacity.
Seasonal Distribution of Off-Peak Energy on Representative
Systenl l3 for the 70t Capacity Level
Fig. 3
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* These relationships will be discussed further in the next monthly.
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'i'his analysis shows thnt bnsed on an
energy storage conversion efficiency of lOOt,
utilization of all the off-peak energy
available on an annual basis could
theoretically supply approxil1l.:ltely 10;' of the
annual energy requirements of electric
utilities.
Seasonal Distribution
Table VII shows the seasonal distribution
of the tot.:ll or limited annual off-peak
energy for each of the representative systen~s
for the assu.:OIed b.:lse-lo.:ld capacity levels
associated with n 75% energy storage
conversion efficiency. hll the systems,
including the power pool (SystemZ) appear to
ha.ve a fairly even distribution of off-peak
energy ranging between IG and 45 percent per
se.:lson.
TABLE VII
SJ:.ASONhL DISTRIllUTIOL-I OF OI:"F-PI:J\K r.UERGY
I:l PI;RCU;'l' OF TOTAL OFF-PE1\K ElJERGY
Assumed Seasonal Distri~utiona
CapacitYb Winter Spriny Sunll,ler Fall
System Level (%) -J.!L __(_\L (;,)
.ili-
A (46) c 61 26 33 16 25
11 (GO) 75 21 26 34 19
C (6E) 86 19 26 36 19
A' (55) 69 16 22 45 17
r:' (63) 79 30 26 2S 19
c..:' (7:J) 97 45 16 23 16
Y (~4) 69 23 21 27 23
Z (Gl) 77 19 27 32 22
a) 13 weeks in each season.
b) ~crcent of system peak load.
c) System Annual Load Factor.
"ote in ?articular the very even seasonal
uistri~ution of off-peak energy for systems U
and 1>', the systems which are IllOSt
representative of the Il1.:Ijority of electric
utilities which have load-factors in the
range of 5S-6Sl and representing about 80\ of
the total energy produced in the U. S. A.
t~ekly Distribution
Table VIII shows for e.:lch system for each
season the aver.:lge amount of off-peal; cnerg'j
available on a weekly basis for ca~a.city
levels associated with a 75\ energy storage
conversion efficiency. The amount of off-
peak. energy available each week in percent of
total off-peak energy was found to vary over
a range from about 1\ to 3~ with the average
at about 2t for all syster.lS including the
power pool (system Z).
TABLE VIII
SEhSOUAL AVEPJ\GI; ~n::~KLY OFF-PI:l..K I:HI:P-CY
Ii.: PEP-CL~;T OF TO'i'l\I. OrF-rn.I: J:...I:RGY
Represen- Assumed Avernge Weekly Encrgya
tative CapacitYb Winter Spring Sur.~cr Fall
System Level(\) -ilL- (\) --l!l l!l-
A (411) 61 2.0 2.5 1.3 1.9
B (60) 75 1.7 2.0 2.7 1.4
C (68l 86 1.4 ::.0 2.9 1.4
A' (55) 69 1.2 1.7 3.5 1.3
B' (63) 77 2.3 2.0 2.0 1.4
C· (n) 97 3.5 1.:: l.e 1.2
y (54) 69 1.8 ·2.1 2.1 1.7
:: (61)
"
1.5 '2.1 2.5 1.7
a) 13 weeks in each seuson.
b) Percent of system peuk loa~.
Daily Distribution
"'able IX shows for each systcr.\ the actuu1
average off-pea)~ encrc;y in percent of tct.:ll
off-peak e~ergy aVuilable on a daily ~.:I~is
during each seilson. '.he .:Il'::ount of ,"f:cr<"v
availilble each 1I!ecl:d.:lY was !ound to vilr~' ~r~;':
about .0 to .4 percent' or totill off-;.l.:L1t:
energy wi til the aver'lc;e heine:; i1l.;out • :";.
Thi:> table ulso SllQ\oIS th~t t:"ore off-rc'll:
energy is available on sunduy tilan on
Saturday. In addition, an average Saturday
and an averuge Sunday each have more off-?en};
energy than a typical '...eekday.
TABLE IX
SEASONAL AVERAGE DhILY OFF-PEAK ENERGY
IN PERCENT OF TOTAL OFF-PI:AI{ Et;I:RGY
capacitK Winter(\) Spring(%) Summer(') Fall(')
System Level Wkdy. '§'ili~ Wkdy.~~ Wkdy. §!.h~ Wkdy.~~
A (4:;)b 61 .2 .4 .5 .3 .5 .6 .2 .2 .3 .2 .3 .5
B (60) 7~ .2 .3 .5 .2 .4 .6 .3 .5 .6 .2 .2 .4
C (611) 86 •.1 .3 .7 .1 .3 1.0 .3 .5 1.1 .~ .2 .8
A' (55) 69 .2 .2 .2 .2 .3 .4 .4 .6 .7 .2 .2 .2
B' (63) 79 .2 .5 .6 .2 .4 .6 .2 .3 .5 .1 .3 .4
C' (78) 97 .4 .7 .7 .1 .2 .4 .2 .2 .5 .2 .2 .3
Y (54) 69 .2 .4 .5 .2 .4 .6 .2 .4 .s .2 .4 .5
Z (6ll 77 .1 .3 .4 .2 .4 .6 .3 .4 .6 .2 .3 .5
A) Percent of System Peak
h) Annual System Load Factolr,
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For each syste"" the actual wce);cSay
(five)/weekend (Saturday and Sunday) .plit of
this weekly off-pea); energy was found to vary
in a range from 60/40 to SO/SO percent. This
type of off-pca~ energy split favors e~ergy
storage capacity capable of operating on a
weekly cycle - i.e., charging to .almost full
capability on the weel;end and then
discharging each weekday with some additional
charging during the offpeak periods of each
weekday until the storage reduces to zero by
the next weekend.
roTUR!: PROJECTIOnS
Loaci. Factors
The future trend of annual system load
factors was determined from an analysis of
regional utility data supplied by the nine
regional reliability councils in the U.S.
~ach regional council provided, on a
co~fidential basis, a sampling of the 1984
peak load and energy forecast for the major
utility systems in their respective councils.
Tlus 1984 data base represents about 45
percent of the forecast 1984 non-coincider.t
U.S. sunmer peak load or about 52 , of ~~e
total energy forecast to be produced in the
U.S. in 1904. The data supplied by ~le
regional councils is consistent with the
Docket R-362 r.pril 1974 +ilings made with the
FPC.
Although the 1984 annual load factors
considerin0 all systems, are projectec to
have a range si~ilar to ~\e range of ~le 1~7l
~atA-Lasc load factor analysis, the 19C4
range! of anr.ual load factors for the sUl'llr.er
peal;ing systems was calculated to be about 14
percentage voints less than the range of
winter peakir•.c; syster,ls. This is a reverse of
the 1971 load factor analysi,s where the
surr~er utilities showed an annual load factor
range of 9 ~ercentage points more tilan the
winter utilities.
For summer peaking systems, the average
1984 annual load factor on both a weighted
.(peak load or energy) and ....unweighted basis is
about 4 percentage points lower than the
average 1971 annual load factors. For winter
peaking companies, the 1984 weighted (pear.
load or energy) and unweighted loae:! factors
are only about 2 percentage points lower than
the 1971 annual load factors. However winter
peaking s~stems continue to have hiqher load
factors than summer peaking systems.
The projections indicate decreasing
annual load factors in ~le future, and
possible increased interest in the
application of energy storage devices as well
as other load management techniques for'
improving system load factors.
Generation l·:ix
Based on the generation data filed by the
nine regional electric reliability councils
with the Federal Power Commission as of April
1, 1974, the FPC reported .the following
approximate mix of generating capacity in the
contiguous U.S. for 1993: fos,il f~cled,
SOt, nuclear, 40\, hydroelectric, 10\ ••>
COMparod to ~le 1971 data ba.e 9vneration
mix, fo••il fueled generators Are projected
to decrease fl'Olll about 87\ of tho
capacity mix to 50'& in 1993 and hyc'!ro power
will decrease from lIt to about ~\. During
the past year since tho filing of the April
1974 reports with tile FPC, many utilities
have reduced their load forecasts an':
consequently have delayed their generation
expansion program. In any event, the amount
of nuclear capacity is still expected to'
increase substantially in the 1990-2000
period compared to the average 2~ nuclear
capacity represented in the 1971 utility data
base. It is this nuclear capacity ~s well as
the base-load fossil fueled capacity which is
expected to be available at off-peak periods
for charging the energy storage devices.
COl;CLUSIOl:S
An analycis of the load characteristics
of electric utilities representing over 95\
of the energy generated for ~10 year 1971
showed that regardless of the geographical
location of the utility or when the ar:nual
syste~ peak load occurs, electric utilities
have extremely similar load C:lilracteristic3
at the daily and weekly levels. Daily and
weekly load factors showed very sroall
deviations from the respective avera~es.
Similarly average weekday, Saturday ar:d
Sunday valley to peak load' ratios and average
Saturday and ::iuncay peal. tt.o ,"'eel',clay !."a). lO.JG
ratios showed tlle sal!le type of consistcnc:/.
A parametric analysis of inclivi~ual
utilities based on specifyil~g capacity levels
as a percent of system peak a~c acjustir:~
these levels for maintena~ce ar:cl forced
outages according to co~on utility ~ractices
showed that the distribution of off-i.,e ...!-
energy is relatively even over ~le e~tire
year on a seasonal, wee~ly ane caily Lasis.
In addition a consistent \'leekclay to wceter:cl
split of approximately 60/40 to 50/50 perce~t
of the energy was observed.
The analysis further showed ~lat based on
an energy storage conversion efficior:cy of
100\, utilization of all otf-peAk ener~y on
an annual basis could theoretically supply
approximately 10~ of ~le energy requirements
of electric utilities.
The results of this analysis provide an
incentive for further investigation of the
energy storage concept for large scale
electric utility application. Subsequent
publications will provide a realistic
indication of the amount of energy storage
capacity, c~pable of being supported by the
available off-peak energy, an indication of
the duty-cycle requirements of energy .torage
capacity; and an examination of the economics
of energy storage capacity for peaking and
intermediate-duty electric utility
application.
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APPENDIX 5-2
THE POTENTIAL FOR APPLICATION OF ENERGY STORAGE CAPACITY
ON ELECTRIC UTILITY SYSTEMS IN THE UNITED STATES - PART II
v. T. Sulzberger J. Zemkoski
The last phase of the system analysis. to
be published at a later date, will describe
some of the energy storage technologies ~nd
their associated costs. The relat~ve
economic competitiveness of the near to
intermediate term energy storage technologies
will be examined in terms of bieake~en costs
for which the energy storage systems would be
competitive with other more conventional
forms of utility peaking and intermediate
generation capacity.
Public Service Electric and Gas Company
Newark, N. J.
This paper continues the series with the
inclusion of the analysis for on-peak energy
requirements. The rnaximUIll amount of on-peak
energy capable of being supported by the of~­
peak energy is identified for ~.S •. el~ctr~c
utilities. In addition, the d1str~but~on of
annual on-peak energy requirements on a
seasonal weekly and daily basis are
described and compared to ~~e distribution of
available off-peak energy.
The maximum amount of energy storage
power capacity capable of being supported by
available off-peak energy is estimated based
on an analysis of the characteristics of both
the off-peak and on-peak energy of the
representative systems. A complete spectrum
of duty cycle parameters such as charge and
discharge times, charge to discharge power
ratios and storage capability in hours are
defined for this supportable energy storage
capacity.
INTROOUCTION
This paper briefly describes the results
of the second phase of the systems analysis
portion of a research project to assess
energy storage systems suitable for uS7 by
electric utilities. Estimates of the max~mum
on-peak energy and power requirements capable
of being supported by so-calle~ base-load
supplied off-peak energy are prov~ded for the
U.S. electric utility industry. A
generalized relationship observed among
available off-peak energy, on-peak energy
requirements, annual systa~ load-factor and
assumed base-load capacity levels ·for
charging energy storage systems is described.
The distribution of both the on-peak and the
off-pear. energy is also· described on a
seasonal, weekly and daily basis. A complete
spectrum of duty cycle paraaeters including
charge and discharge times, charge to
discharge power ratios, operating time. ~nd.
frequency, and required storage capab~l~ty
are defined for energy storage systems for
the peaking and i~term7d~a~e generation
applic~tions on electr~c ut~l~t~es based on
daily and weekly operating cycles. In
addition, the effect of overall energy
storage system efficiency on the amount.of
supportable on-peak energy storage capac~ty
is nnalyzed.
This is the second paper in a series of
papers describing the system analysis phase
of a research <project to assess ener~y
storage systems suitable for use by electr~c
utilities. In the first paper the collecti~n
~n~ ~.~~~~~~~~, -analyses of U.S. electr1c~~ili~Y-;;;~;;;-loadand generation data were
described. l Based on these analyses, a number
of utility systems representative of the
range of electric utilities in the U.S. were
selected for more detailed analyses. For
these representative systens, the total
amount and distribution of off-pear. energy
available on an annual, seasonal, weekly and
daily basis were deternined. In addition a
generalized relationship observed among the
total annual off-peak energy, the annual
systeM load factor, the energy storage system
overall efficiency, and assumed base-load
capacity levels for charging energy storage
systems was identified and s~own t~ .be
applicable to the U.S. electr~c ut~l~ty
industry.
SpBNITTED FOR
PRESEilTATI 0;1 AT THE
1976 IEEE SW1f1ER PO\'IER
NEETING
DUTY CYCLE ANALYSIS HF-THOD
The annua~ hourly integrated loads of the
six electric utilities selected as being
representative of the range of electric.
utility systems in the U.S. were analyzed .to
determine the range of desirable operat~n9
characteristics for energy storage systems.
A step-function load and energy profile of
the average annuaL off-peak energy available
and the average annual on-peak energy
reouirements for various assumed base-load
capacity levels were developed for each
representative system by computer analysis~o~
the actual system annual hourly load. da~a.
Figure I illustrates such a step-funct~on :or
representative system B (summer peak~ng
system, 60% annual load factor).
The off-peak (or on-peak) energy ~nd lc~d
profile was developed by measur~ng 1n
designated step sizes, here taken to be 3% of
annual peak load, the average nurr~er of
consecutive hours the load was less (or more)
than the assumed base-load capacity level
(after correction for maintenance and forced
outages over the year). The profile of
Figure 1 represents only that portion of the
total available off-peak energy and on-peak
energy requirements that would occur on a
consistent basis over the 52 Weekends and 260
weekdays of the year. The on-peak energy
rcquire~ents are essentially the intermediate
loads on system B which occur every weekday.
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Off-Peak Energy
Off-peak energy as illustrated in Figure
1 on U.S. electric utilities was found to be
relatively evenly distributed over the year
on a seasonal, weekly, and daily basis. 1 As a
percent of total annual off-peak energy, the
typical seasonal, weekly, and weekday
distribution of off-peak energy is
For energy storage systems with overall
efficiencies less than 100%, the maximum
amount of on-peak energy that could be
supported by off-peak energy would be
reduced. Figure 2 shows this effect of
lower energy storage system conversion
efficiencies on supportable on-peak energy.
For example, for a 60% annual load factor
system and an energy storage system overall
efficiency of 75 percent, the 11.5% available
off-peak energy could support a maximum of
only about 8.5% of the system on-peak energy
requirements. In addition, to supply the
required 11.5% off-peak energy, the assumed
base-load capacity level of this system must
be increased from the 73 to the 75% of peak
load capacity level as shown in Figure 2.
The step-function profiles which were
calculated for each day for each
representative system and used as a basis for
Figures 1 and 2 were also used to develop
desirable operating characteristics for
energy storage systems and to determine the
amount of energy storage power capacity
supportable on u.S. electric utilties. The
results of these analyses are described below
for system conditions representative of the
maximum on-peak energy curve of Figure 2.
CAPACITY
LEVEL.
73%
(OF PEAK LOAD)
""'--20hrs
19
17
14
, 10
8
6
* Profile step size is approximately OFF-PEAK
3\ of system annual peak load. ENERGY
** Magnitude in % of annual peak load. (23% Maximum, 9% Average)
Fig. 1 System B Average Annual Off-Peak and On-Peak Energy and Load Profiles
for the 73' (of Peak Load) Capacity Level
Those on-peak energy loads that occur less off-peak energy. Since electric utilities
frequently on a more random basis anc also with annual load factors falling in the 55-
contribute to the on-peak energy requirements 65% range represent about 80% of the total
are referred to as peaking loads and are energy produced in the U.S.A., the maximum
shown for system 13 to range up to 23% of amount of on-peak energy that could be
annual peak load in magnitude. supplied by the so-called off-peak energy on
u.s. electric utilities is estimated to be
typically aLout 10% of the total annual
energy produced for load.
Tt~ 73 ppr~ent (of peak load) capacity
level for system B represents that capacity
level for which the annual off-peak energy
would be able to supply all of the on-peak
intermediate and peaking load energy
re~uirements. An energy storage system
capable of satisfying these system conditions
would have to be 100 percent efficient. For
system B, the maximum amount of on-peak
energy that could be supplied by the off-peak
energy amounts to approximately 10% of
system's B total annual energy requirement.
Similar capacity levels and maximum
percentages were developed for the other
representative systems and the results
plotted in Figure 2.
The total amounts of off-peak anc on-peak
energy associated with various assumed base-
load capacity levels ranging from 40% to 100%
of system peak load for representative u.s.
electric systems are shewn plotted in Figure
2. For a specific capacity level, the
intersection of the capacity lines identifies
points for which the amount: of off-peak
energy is equal to the on-peak energy. A
curve identified as the 100% efficiency curve
drawn through the points of intersection
identifies for any system the maximum amount
of on-peak energy that could be supported by
the off-peak energy and the associated
capacity level. For example, for system B,
which has a 60% annual load factor, the
maximum amount of supportable on-peak energy
is approximately 10% of total energy produced
for load and the associated capacity level is
73\ of peak load as previously described.
This 100% efficiency on-peak!off-peak
energy curve of Figure 2 also provides for
the U.S. electric utility industry an
estimate of the maximum amount of system on-
peak energy capable of being supported by
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TABLE I
OFF-PEAK ENERGY
CHARACTERISTICS OF U.S.
ELECTRIC UTILITY SYSTEMS
weekdays and weekends. The magnitud~~l
cases was found to be greatest on Sund~
Table I shows that the off-peak energy
available on U.S. electric systems on an
averag~weekda~ _ has: a, duraVon range
extendUlg !rcaS .. to a maximum of about 9
hours. For the weekend period, the duration
ranges were found to be slightly longer for
the summer peaking systems than for the
winter peaking systems. On a combined basis,
the off-peak energy durations on weekends
,extend from 14 up to a maximum of about 34
hours.
Summer Peaking
Magn~tude (%ja 13.5+2.2 16.0+3.4 19.1+4.3
-Duration (hrs)
Maximum 8.9+0.2 17.6+0.9 19.7+1.3
Minimum 5.1+0.5 6.7+1.0 6.7+1.2
''linter peakin~
'1agnHude (il 9.6+0.9 9 •.9=.1.4 13.9+1.5
luration (hrs)
Maximum 8.7+2.3 11.1+2.8 17.5+1.1
Minimum 5.7+0.9 6.7+2.4 7.7+2.4
Combined
Ma9n~tude (%)a 11.9+2.9 13.8+4.1 17.3+4.4
Duration (hrs)
Maximum 8.8+1.4 15.3+3.6 18.9+1. 7
Minimum 5.3+0.7 fi.7+1.6 7.1+1.8
a) Percent of system annual peak load.
Average Weekend
Saturday Sunday
On-Peak Energy
Off-Peak
Energy Profile Average
Characteristics Weekday
L£GI!ND:
)
ASSUMED BASE-LOAD
ON-PEAK CAPACITY LEVEL
OFF-PEAK AS A PERCENT
OF PEAK LOAD
ON PEAK ) ENERGY' LIMITS
BASED ON 400/0.
OFF-PEAK ao%.1'!50/0 AND
100% ENERGY
STORAGE EFFICIENCY
35 40 50 60 70 80
ANNUAL SYSTEM LOAO- FACTOR
PERCENT
Fig. 2 Total Annual Off-Peak and On-Peak
Energy Limits for U.S. Electric
Utility Systems As Functions of
Assumed Base-Load Capacity Level
and Energy Storage System Efficiency
approxi~ately 25~, 2%, and 0.2% respectively.
The weekly energy was found to be divided
between the five weekdays and the weekend on
a 55/45 percentage split. More off-peak
energy was found to be available on an
average Sunday than on an average Saturday
and each have more off-peak energy than an
average weekday. About 0.4% of total off-
peak energy was found to be available on a
typical Saturday while 0.5% is more
representative of Sunday's off-peak energy.
Table I summarizes the results of the
off-peak energy and load profile analysis on
U.S. electric utilities. It shows the
weighted (according to system annual load
factor distribution) average off-peak energy
valley magnitudes and duration ranges on a
summer peaking, winter peaking and combined
system basis. The magnitudes of the off-peak
energy valleys are shown to be somewhat
larger for the surnrr~r peaking systems than
for the winter peaking systems on both the
For the maximum on-peak energy cond~tions
of Figure 2, the distribution of on-peak
energy as a percent of total annual on-peak
energy is about 25%, 2% and 0.35% on a
seasonal, weekly and weekday basis
respectively. The amount of on-peak energy
required on a Saturday or Sunday was found to
be almost negligible. The percentage ratio
of on-peak energy requirements on weer-days to
the on-peak energy requirements on weekends
was observed to be about 93 to 7 percent.
Table II shows the weighted average load
magnitude and duration of the on-peak energy
intermediate loads for summer peaking and
winter peaking systems and on a combined
basis. The magnitude of the intermediate
'load 'was found to be approxiI:lately 9% of'
system annual peak load. The durations of
the intermediate loads fall in a range from
9-14 hours per day each weekday of the year.
Durations of 9-14 hours per day represent
from 2300 to 3600 hours of operation on an
annual basis.
The weighted maximum and average'
magnitudes of the peaking load portion of the
on-peak energy requirements, shown in Figure
1 for system B as 23 percent, are shown in
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Table III for the U.S. electric utilities on
a summer peaking, winter peaking, and
combined basis. On the average for any
system, the maximum magnitude of the peaking
load portion of the on-peak energy amounts to
approximately 27% of the system annual peak
load.
TABLE II
ON-PEAK ENERGY INTERMEDIATE LOAD
CHARACTERISTICS OF
U.S. ELECTRIC SYSTEMS
On-Peak
EBergy Profile Average Average
Characteristics Weekday Weekend
-
Summer peakin~
NegligibleMagnitude (%) 9.1:.0 .5
Duration (hrs)
Maximum 14.l+0.S "
Minimum 10.l!:O.3
Winter Peaking
Magnitude (%)d 8.6+1.5 Negligible
Duration (hrs)
Maximum 14.0+0.0
Minimum 8.4+1.5
combined
Magnitude (%)a 9.0+1.0 Negligible
Duration (hrs)
Maximum 14.1+0.4 "
Minimum 9.5+1.2
a) Percent of system annual peak load.
TABLE III
ON-PEAK ENERGY PEAKING LOAD
CHARACTERISTICS OF U.S.
ELECTRIC UTILITY SYSTEMS
Peak Magnitude
Load (Percent of Peak Load)
Season Maximum Average
Summer 28.0 + 10.6 10.1 + 2.4
-
Winter 24.4 + 8.7 10.9 + 4.2
-
Combined 26.8 + 10.1 10.4 + 3.1
An analysis of the frequency of
occurrence of the peaking load durations was
made by analyzing the peaking.portion of t~e
load shapes of the representat~ve systems ~n
load steps of 3% of annual system peak.
Although peaking load durations of up to 16
hours were observed, approximately 80% of the
peak load durations were less than 9 hours.
The analysis also showed that energy storage
devices serving this system application would
be required to operate in a range from 250 to
2000 hours per year.
DUTY CYCLE CHARACTERISTICS
The above detailed analysis of the,
magnitude, duration and frequency of
occurrence of the available off-peak energy
and the on-peak energy requirements were used
to develop duty cycles parameters for energy
storage systems applicable on U.S. electric
utility systems.
Duty Cycle Types
In general.. there are three posMDle
energy storage duty cycles that can be
considered for the electric utility
application~ daily, weekly and seasonal.
The daily cycle is the simplest cycle and
is based on charging the energy storage
system with the off-peak energy available on
an average weekday (or any 24 hour period)
and discharginq that same capacity during the
following weekday on-peak period. Daily
cycle energy storage systems require storage
capability in hours equal to the discharge
time. The daily cycle is limited to using
only the off-peak energy available on
weekdays or about 55 percent of the off-peak
energy available on an annual basis.
The weekly cycle concept is simply an
extension of the daily cycle to include the
use of the off-peak energy available on the
weekend for charging which will provide
either longer discharge durations (hours) or
greater dischar9'e capacity (I'll-I). The weekly
cycle has the potential of utilizing most of
the available annual off-pea}: energy.
However, the weeRly cycle requires energy
storage systeas with storage capability in
the order of 2 or more times the storage
capability required by the daily cycle.
Several variations exist for the so-
called seasonal cycle. For example, off-peak
energy might be stored all year long and
discharged only during the peak season
(Winter or Summer). Another possibility
might be to store off-peak energy over only
one off-peak season for use during the next
peaking season. In general the storage
requirements would be extremely large for any
type of seasonal cycle.
The very even distribution of both off-
peak and on-peak energy on a daily and weekly
basis throughout the year favors the
application of energy storage systems
designed to operate on the daily or weekly
cycle rather than the seasonal cycle. The
fact that nearly one-half (45%) of the off-
peak energy is generally availahle on
weekends provides a strong incentive for
application of energy storage systems
designed to operate on the weekly cycle. The
four typical energy storage system duty
cycles analyzed for utility application are
defined as follows:
1) Intermediate Generation System Application
a) Daily cycle
b) Weekly cycle
2) Peaking Generation System Application
a) Daily cycle
b) Weekly cycle
Typical Duty Cycle Parameters
For the system conditions representative
of the maximum on-peak energy curve of Figure
2, Table rv summarizes the possible ranges of
,duty cycle operating parameters for energy
storage systems with a 75% overall efficiency
capable of being supported on U.S. electric
utility systems.
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The charge and discharge times of Table
IV include those ranges of hours which were
described in the previous on-peak and off-
peak energy sections as being typical for the
U.S. electric utility industry. All energy
storage systems based on various efficiencies
capable of operating within the range of
combinations of charge and discharge time
periods of Table IV are technically suitable
for application on electric utility systems.
However, these storage systems must also be
economically attractive compared to alternate
forms of generation for supplying inter-
mediate and peaking system load requirements
to be suitable for application on U.S.
electric utility systems.
~able IV shows that for the intermediate
duty application with the daily cycle. the
C/O power ratios range from a low of 1.3. for
energy storage capacity with a 9 hour
discharge capability coupled with a 9 hour
charge capability. to a high value of 3.7 for
capacity with a 14 hour discharge and 5 hour
charge capability. The storage capability
limits are equal to the discharge capability
limits for the daily cycle mode of operation.
For the weekly cycle. the C/O power ratios
are less than those of the daily cycle
because of the additional charging time
available on the weetend. The C/O ratio
ranges from 0.8 for a 9 hour discharge and
the maximum eauivalent 16 hour charge
capability to "2.4 for a 14 hour discharge
capability and an 8 hour charge period.
Storage capabilities range from 17 hours to
47 hours for the weekly cycle.
for ehe peaking duty application the 9
hour duration discharge is shown as the upper
limit because the more frequently occurring
on-p~ak energy requirement load durations
were found to exist below this duration
interval. Table IV shows for the peaking
application with the daily cycle. the C/O
power ratios range from 0.15 for a 1 hour
discharge coupled with a 9 hour charge 'Pl!"tod
to 2.4 for a 9 hour discharge and ~r
charge capability. The C/O ratio limit~for
the weekly cycle extend from 0.1. for a 1
hour discharge coupled w.i.th a weekly 16 hour
equivalent-· charge", ~.:tiJne,•. to· 1. 5 for a 9 hour
discharge and g. hotir.~ivalent charge - time.
The storage capability varies over a range
from 2 to 30 hours. The method used to
calculate the annual hours of operation shown
in Table IV for the intermediate duty
applicaton and for the peaking duty
application was previously descri~ed in the
on-peak energy section.
The methods, including examples, for
calculating charge to discharge power ratios
and associated storage capability
requirements are described in the Appendix.
In addition, an indication of the spectrum of
duty-cycle parameters that exist within the
limits shown in Table IV are discussed in the
following sections.
Charge/Discharge Power Ratio
Figure 3 shows the C/D power ratio for
energy storage systems as a function of
discharge time and charge time based on
overall energy storage system effici€~cies of
50%, 75% and 100%. The lines radiating from
the or~g~n represent combinations of
discharge and charge times that would require
the same C/O po,<,er ratio. As the efficiency
decreases the C/O power ratio increases
linearly which means for any specific
discharge and charge time combination more
charging power (l·Ivi) must be provided. tJote
that except for the 100% efficiency case the
charge time must always be longer than the
discharge time for a C/D power rat~o of 1.0.
The limits of 16 hours represent the
maximum discharge hours and charge hours
associated with the U.S. electric system
TABLE IV
RANGES OF DUTY CYCLE OPERATING PARAMETERS
FOR ENERGY STORAGE SYSTEMS WITH 75%
EFFICIENCY SUPPORTABLE ON U.S.
ELECTRIC UTILITY SYSTEMS
Type of Operation
Intermediate Duty Peaking Duty
Duty Cycle Oa1.1y Weekly Oa1.ly Weekly
Characteristics Cycle Cycle Cycle Cycle
Oischarge time (hrs/day) 9-14 9-14 1-9 1-9
Charge time (hrs/day)
Weekday 5-9 5-9 5-9 5-9
Weekend 14-34 14-34
(Weekday equivalent
(3-7) (3-7)of. weekend)
Charge/Discharge
1.3-3.7 0.8-2.4 0.15-2.4 0.1-1.5Power Ratio
Storage Capability
9-14 17-47 1-9 2-30(Hours)
Annual Operation(Hours) 2300-3600 2300-3600 250-1000 250-1000
(Annual Discharge time)
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Fig. 4 Daily and Weekly Duty Cycle Storage
Capability (Hours) As A Function of
Daily Discharge Time and
Charge/Discharge Power Ratio
for a 75% Energy Storage System Efficiency
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associated C/D power ratio (as previously
shown in Figure 3) based on an energy ~qe
system efficiency of 75%. The curves·~
represent constant storage capabili~ in
hours - -isohours-. Figure 4 can also be
used to determine storage capability ranges
for any C/O power ..rati.o limits or band
widths. It also-c~tains combinations which
may not be practica!or economic.
The vertical sections of the -isohour M
curves represent the daily cycle mode of
operation. For the daily cycle the storage
capability of energy storage systems must
equal the discharge durations regardless of
the C/O power ratio (or charge time). The
lower curved portion of these -isohour M lines
applies to the weekly cycle. They show for
the weekly cycle that for any given discharge
time the storage capability requirement
increases to a limit as the C/O power ratio
decreases. Similarly, for any fixed C/D
power ratio as the discharge capability
increases the required storage capability
increases. As an example, Figure 4 shows for
a 10 hour discharge device wi th a C/D pm·/er
ratio of 1.0 that the storage requirement
would be in the order of 22 hours based on a
weeJ:ly cycle.
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Storage Capability
Figure 4 provides an indication of the
storage capability required of energy storage
systems for any given discharge duration and
Area A Intermediate duty, daily cycle
• B. Intermediate duty, weekly cycle
• C = Peaking duty, daily cycle
o = Peaking duty, weekly cycle
Fig. 3 Charge/Discharge (C/O) Power Ratios
As A Function of Daily Discharge Time
and Daily and Weekly Charge Time Based
on 100%, 75% and 50% Efficien~~ of Conversion
average on-peak and off-peak energy durations
as previously defined. The diagonal of the
square represents those efficiency and time
combinations where the discharge time is
equal to the charge time. The vertical
dashed line at the 9 hour charge interval
represents the break between the daily cycle
and weekly cycle. It was assumed that any
daily charging requir.ement over the 9 hours
generally available on a weekday will require
use of off-peak energy available on the
weekends. Weekend charge time can be
converted to equivalent weekday charge time
by dividing the weekend charge time by five.
Figure 3 represents weekday charge time and
equivalent weekly charge time.
From Figure 3 all possible energy storage
C/O power ratios that could be accommodated
on U.S. electric utility systems can be
identified for the peaking and intermediate
duty system applications for both the daily
and weekly cycle mode of operation. Figure 3
also provides the means of identifying the
ranges of di~charge and corresponding charge
times for a specific C/O power ratio or any
limiting C/O power ratio band width. It must
be recognized, however, that some of these
combinations would not be practical nor
economic. The shaded regions of Figure 3
identify the approximate typical duty cycle
charge to discharge power ratios shown in
Table IV.
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• Installed Capacity assumed to be
1.25 times peak load.
Energy
The maximum amount of on-pea}: energy
requirements capable of being supported by
available off-peak energy at a given base-
load capacity level was 5hown in Figure 2.
Table VI can be easily developed fo~ ~he
other three operating modes of Table v.•
TABLE V
MAXIMUM ENERGY STORAGE SYSTEM CAPAcIn
(lOOt EFFICIENCY) CAPABLE OF BEING
SUPPORTEOONO.S. ELECTRIC
U'l'nITY- SYSTEMS.
11
16
Duty
%
Installed
Capacity·
14
20
6
10
Srstem Application
8
12
Duty
Cycle
Daily
weekly
Table V indicates that more energy
storage megawatt capacity can be supported on
U.S. electric systems for the peaking appli-
cation than for the intermediate application
because of the generally shorter discharge
times associated with the peaking mode. In
addition, use of the weekly cycle
substantially increases the amount of energy
storage system power capacity captihle of
being supported for either the peaking or
intermediate generation modes.
With a slight modification, Figure 4 can
be used to determine the storage requirements
of energy storage systems with different
efficiencies by multiplying the C/D power
ratio (based on the new efficiency) by the
factor (newefficiency/.75) and entering the
curves. This is possible because for
any given charge time and discharge time
the C/D power ratio is a function of the
energy storage system eff~ciency.
SUPPORTABLE CAPACITY
~
The amount of energy storage system power
capacity capable of being supported can be
developed from an analysis of the energy and
load profiles of the U.S. electric systems.
Various amounts of power capacity can be
supported depending on the system generation
application, the duty cycle type, the
assumed base-load capacity level and the
energy storage system overall efficiency.
For the maximum system conditions as
described for Figure 2, that is, the on-peak
peaking and intermediate load requirements of
Tables II and III with the off-peak energy
availability of Table I, an estimate of the
maxirnu~ amount .of power capaci ty capable of
being supported by U.S. electric systems is
summarized in Table V in terms of pea~ load
and installed capacity. The method of
calculating these, limits for the peaking
application an.l the "leekly duty cycle is
illustrated in Table VI. Table VI shows that
a range of various energy storage system
designs would be required to mal:e effective
use of all (weekday and weekend) of the off-
peak energy to supply the on-peal:
peaking load requireMents. Tables similar to
TABLE VI
MAXIMUM ENERGY STORAGE SYSTEM CAPACITY elOO% Efficiency)
CAPABLE OF BEING SUPPORTED ON U.S. ELECTRIC UTILITY SYSTEMS
FOR THE PEAKING GENERATION APPLICATION AND WEEKLY DUTY CYCLE
Daily
Supportable Discharge Storage Charging !lours
Capacity Time Capability Average Average
(\ of peak load) (Hours) (Hours) i'leekday Weekend
3.0 2 5.7 5 22
3.0 4 11.5 5 22
1.7 6 17.2 5 22
1.3 6 17.1 6 26
3.0 8 22.9 6 26
0.2 10 28.6 6 26
2.8 10 27.1 8 30
1.2 12 32.6 8 30
1.8 12 32.7 9 34
1.8 14 38.1 9 34
TOTAL 19.8\
C/O
Power
Ratio
.21
.43
.64
.54
.71
.89
.71
.86
.76
.89
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This estimate of the supportable energy was
based on annual off-peak energy availability
and on-peak energy load requirements
neglecting daily distributions of the on-peak
and off-peak energy. However, considering
distribution, the practical amount of on-peak
energy that could be supplied by the
consistently available off-peak energy is
somewhat less as shown in Figure 5.
The maximum limit is based on energy
storage system efficiency of 100 percent.
The practical limits which are also based on
100 percent energy storage efficiency were
developed from analyses of the representative
electric systems distribution of energy. The
higher practical limit is based on the use of
the weekly duty cycle whereby most of the
ann~al off-peak energy is utilized to support
on-peak energy requirements. If energy
storage systems are limited to only daily
duty cycles, the lower practical limit of
Figure 5 would apply. With the daily duty
cycle, less than half of the annual off-peak
energy can be utilized to support on-peak
energy requirements. For the U.S. electric
systems, the maximum practical amount of on-
peak energy capable of being supplied is
therefore estimated for the weekly cycle to
be 3 to 9\ of the total energy produced for
load.
CONCLUSIONS
Based on an analysis of U.S. electric
systems consistent with conventional electric
utility practices, it can be concluded that
recharg~able energy storage capacity could
play al'limportantrole in... supplying future
peaking and intermediate system load
requirements. The distribution of both off-
peak and on-peak energy on U.S. electric
systems on a seasonal, weekly and daily basis
was observed to be relatively evenly
distributed vbich favors the application of
energy storage systems capable of operating
on a daily or weekly cycle.
Based on a 100\ overall efficiency the
maximum practical amount of installed energy
storage power capacity capable of being
supported by the off-peak energy available on
U.S. electric systems was estimated to be
approximately 20% of annual system peak load
based on the weekly duty cycle. With only
the daily cycle, the maximum amount was
estimated to be approximately 14% of peak
load. The maximum practical amount of on-
peak energy that could be supplied by the
potentially available off-peak energy was
estimated to be approximately 3-9% of the
total energy produced for load by electric
utilities.
Fig. 5 Maximum and Practical Limits of
On-Peak Energy Requirements
Capable of Being Supplied by
the Off-Peak Energy Available on
U.S. Electric Utilities
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Efficiency (%)
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Charge Time (hours)
Discharge Time (hours)
C x T x e
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ENERGY INPUT x e
e
Where C
D ..
Tc ..
The following equation shows the
relationship between the discharge capaci t:'
and the charge capacity, the associated
discharge and charge times and the energy
storage system overall efficiency (electric
to electric).
APPENDIX
Charge/Discharge Power Ratio
U.S. electric systems were found to
possess extremely similar energy
characteristics (magnitude and duration)
which define a spectrum of desirable energy
storage duty cycle parameters for the
application of energy storage systems on
electric utilities. The wide range of
different combinations of duty cycle
operating parameters based on both the daily
and wee}:ly cycle modes of operation for both
intermediate and peaking generation
applications should enable the application of
a number of different types of energy storage
technologies to U.S. electric systems.
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Usi~g the weekly example given previously
the required storage capability wo~ld ,~e
approximately 20 hours for the a~
'described.
--
The relationship between the charge
and discharge capacity, the C/D power
ratio, is then
C.. Td
o Tc x e
Assuming the desired discharge time of 10
hours and an allowable daily charge time of 9
hours, the required charge capacity would be
1.5 times the discharge capacity for an
energy storage system with a 75% overall
efficiency.
s ..
_1......_1.;;.D_X;.;....""(9:..;+,.:1:;.;5:,.,)~...;x:......:.:..:7-:::.5 .. 19 • 8
o Hours
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The storage capabilit·, (in hours)
required of an energy stor~~~ system for
the daily cycle is essentially the daily
discharge duration as shown in the .
following equation.
Td C x Tc x e S
0
Using the daily cycle previously
described the required ~torage capability
would be 10 hours.
S
'"
LSD x 9 x .75 10
0
To apply the equation to develop C/D
power ratios for the weekly cycle
application, th~ charging time available over
the weekend period should be allocated over
the five weekdays and added to the daily
charge time. Assuming the desired discharge
time of 10 hours, an allowable daily charge
time of 9 hours and a weekend charge
capability of 15 hours, the required charge
capacity would be 1.1 times the discharge
capacity for any energy storage system with a
75% overall efficiency.
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The storage capability must be greater
for the energy storage system capable of
operating on a full weekly cycle than for the
daily cycle. The weekly storage capability
must be large enough to hold a full weekend
(Saturday and Sunday) charge in addition to a
full weekday charge. The following equation
.describes this relationship.
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APPENDIX 5-3
ELECTRICAL INTERFACE REQUIREMENTS
J. S. Pirrong
Public Service Electric and Gas Company
The establishment of the energy storage/utility system interface
requirements necessitates the definition of the power system's characteristics
and it's permissible variations. The interface requirements may then be
defined on the premise that the existing distribution systems must not be
modified to accomodate the energy storage system. This approach to incor-
porating the energy storage system into the existing power system acknowledges
that large capital investment exists in utility distribution equipment. With
such large investment, modifications to the utility system would prove
neither practical nor economic. The characteristics of the distribution system
are not uniform from station to station nor constant any any given point. For
instance, the distribution system could serve industrial, commer~ial or residential
loads, or any combination of them. Similarly, anyone substation's characteristics
will change as new loads are added or existing loads are changed or eliminated.
Hence, the characteristics of a utility's distribution system cannot be
universally defined in great detail. Therefore, interface requirements must
be sufficiently general to permit application into a distribution system that
is constantly changing in configuration and load profile. Specification of
parameters to incorporate the energy storage device at one particular location
could restrict its use at other points in the distributing system. The
following interface requirements are addressed:
a. Voltage level
b. Frequency
c. Reactive Power Requirements
d. Harmonics
e. Radio Interference and Audible Noise
f. Faults
g. Auxiliary Power Requirements
Nominal values discussed below were obtained from various sources, and in all
cases are representative of the Public Service distribution system. Application
on other systems which could exhibit different characteristics might require
modification of certain parameters.
It is anticipated that the energy storage device (ESD) will be in-
stalled at distribution substations. In general, there is no universal
distribution voltage level in the U.S. Indeed, as load densities increase,
distribution voltage levels have increased. Therefore, 4, 13, 26, and 34.5kV
are all used as distribution levels in various areas of the country. The
nominal voltage level at a Public Service substation is 13,800 volts line-to-
line (796v line-to-neutral). The schematic of a fully developed substation is
given in Figure 1. The ESD would be installed on the LV bus as shown.
Because automatic voltage regulation is installed on the substation
bus, this bus voltage will not vary more than +2%. Therefore, the energy
storage device must be designed to provide an essentially constant output voltage.
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Also, if the voltage of the ESD was not sufficiently controlled, its voltage
could influence the bus voltage and cause excessive operation of the automatic
voltage control devices. These excessive operations would cause abnormal and
objectionable amounts of maintenance.
In the U.S., the frequency of the distribution voltage is essentially
constant, varying by ±l Hz about 60 Hz nominal value. Under abnormal conditions,
substation bus voltage could collapse to near 0% or rise to 200% or more for
several cycles (less than 0.1 seconds). Similarly, under highly abnormal and
improbable conditions, the frequency could decrease to 58.5 Hz.
Although the energy storage system would inject only real power into
the power system, the commutation process, transformers, filters, and other
components of the dc to ac conversion device all impose reactive power require-
ments. At distribution voltage levels, the utility's ac system is not designed
to accomodate the injection of large amounts of reactive power. Only about
2 MVAR, either capacitive or inductive, could be absorbed by the l3kV system.
Injection of harmonic currents into the ac system and consequential
distortion of the ac voltage must be minimized. Excessive harmonics in the ac
system has many adverse effects, including overheating of transformers and
capacitors, production of errors in metering, interfering with ripple control
systems such as used for time-of-day metering, and inducing interference in
communication circuits. The last noted effect, interference with communication
systems, is highly indeterminate on a general basis. Increasing use of shared
right-of ways, and the subsequent closer coupling of power and telephone circuits,
makes historical harmonic limits of questionable value. Increased use of
telephone circuits for data transmission also imposes stricter limits on
acceptable interference. Furthermore, distribution systems are by nature con-
stantly changing in configuration. Therefore, what may be acceptable harmonic
limits today, may not be in the future. However, if interference is found to
be objectionable in a particular location, it can be economically rectified
by filtering circuits added after the initial installation. All these factors
make the specification of allowable harmonic limits arbitrary. Therefore, the
highest allowable single harmonic voltage should be limited to 1%, and the sum
of all harmonic voltages less than 3%.
Radio interference (RI) from the ESD must be minimized. The inversion
process (dc to ac), which produces large voltage changes within a short time,
generates a wide frequency of electromagnetic interference (EMI). The ESD
should be designed and installed to limit the RI to 100 microvolts per meter
(at lMhz) at the station property line. Installation of filters in the ac line
feeds may also be necessary to correct EMI.
Distribution substations are installed in all environments: resi-
dential, commercial and industrial. Residential areas impose rigid audible
noise requirements, both from a legal standpoint and a customer relation stand-
point. Many municipalties have adopted noise ordnances which proscribe noise
limits at the property line. Therefore, audible noise as measured at the
property line must be minimized. PSE&G substations are designed to limit noise
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to an average of 48dBA at the property line. This maximum noise value must be
adhered to by the installed energy storage system.
For overvoltage protection, two principles must govern the application
of the energy storage device. First, the dc equipment must be designed to with-
stand overvoltages existing in the ac system. Second, the energy storage device
must not impose additional burdens on the ac equipment or it's protection. PSE&G
ac equipment is designed to have a basic impulse insulation level (BIL) of 110kV,
protected by 10 kV distribution class surge arresters. The ac terminal of the
storage device should also be designed to meet these requirements.
To meet the second requirement, overvoltages developed within the
energy storage system must be attenuated so as not to affect the BIL or protective
device requirements of the ac system. Care must be exerted so that dc equipment
does not overstress ac protective devices. This is particularly true of capacitor
installation, since surge arresters are severely limited in their ability to
discharge capacitive current.
Present station design at l3kV is limited by the short circuit rating
of equipment located outside the substation. This equipment is presently
operating near its short circuit rating. Utilities spend large amounts of money
to limit distribution level short circuit currents. Any increase in short
circuit level of the distribution system is objectionable. Therefore, provision
must be incorporated into the conversion device to limit short circuit current
to less than 110% of rated current.
Finally, the auxiliary power requirements of the converter must be
established to minimize its effect on the distribution system. For example,
if the storage system required large induction motors, starting currents for
these motors, which can be 600% of full load current, may cause objectionable
voltage dips in the ac system. A system of this nature would require an auxiliary
method of starting or a special starting circuit. Each ESD must be examined
for such effects.
Summary
In summation, integration of energy storage devices into an electric
distribution system must be made within the bounds of the parameters listed in
Table L
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Table 1
Parametric Bounds for Integration of Energy Storage
Devices Into an Electric Utility Distribution System
Parameter
Voltage (1-1)
Frequency
Reactive Power Exchange with
AC System
Harmonics
+ Maximum Single Voltage
+ Maximum Total Voltage
Radio Interference
Audible Noise at Property Line
Basic Impulse Insulation
Level (BIL)
+ Surge Arresters
Short Circuit Current Limit
Requirement
13,800 V± 2%
60 Hz+ 0.1 Hz
+ 2 HVAR
< 1%
< 3%
< 100 microvolts @1 MH
z
< 48 dBA
110 kV
10 kV
< 110% of Rated Current
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Figure 1
Schematic of Fully-Developed Sub-Station
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APPENDIX 5-5
FLOW DISTRIBUTION AND PRESSURE DROP IN REDOX CELL STACKS
This appendix reviews a general approach developed to analyze intra-
stack flow distribution and stack pressure drop. Relationships are described
between local flow rates and point-by-point pressures at sections within the
manifolds and across the cells. Specific equations are given for calculating
the various component pressure drop terms. Finally, computational procedures
are suggested for solving large-scale stack flow distribution problems.
A closed-set of equations was derived for the flow rate-pressure
drop analysis. The manifold analysis includes an assessment of local frictional
pressure drop losses and the effects of momentum recovery on pressure at each
flow branch point (into or out of a cell). This analysis is an expanded version
of the perforated-pipe distribution problem described by Acrivos (48) and
Greskovich (49). Using the idealized four cell stack in Figure 1 as an example,
the following equations apply:
• Momentum balance in lower manifold
= kmt'
2g ..A
c m
~QT- Q )2 - (Q - Q - Q )2JLIT 1 2
(1)
(2)
(3)
• Momentum balance in upper manifold
~2 - ~2 = kmf [Qi - (Ql + QZ)Z]
A 2gc m
~3 - if3 = kmE [(Ql + Qz)Z - (Ql + QZ + Q3)Z]
A 2gc m
uPZ - ~4 = kme [(Ql + QZ + Q3)Z - Qi]
A 2gc m
(4)
(5)
(6)
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• Flow friction pressure drop in lower manifold*
LPi - LPZ = L~Pl = f(QT - Ql)n
LP2- LP; = L~P2 = f(QT - Ql - Q2)n
• Flow friction pressure drop in upper manifold*
• Cell (inter-tie) pressure drop**
pO + p" . .p 0 + _p" n
L 3 L 3 - Ul3 Ul3 = ~ = f(Q )
2 2 3 3
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)
(12)
(13)
(14)
(15)
(16)
(17)
- t/Z + t/4 = ~P =
2 4
(18)
* Functional relationships here depend on nature of flow and are
discussed below.
** Cell pressure drop comprises several terms, discussed below.
Indicated ~ is value between mean pressure points, denoted "+" in Figure 1.
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This closed set of 18 equations presumably can be solved to yield
values for the 18 unknowns listed below, given the total flow rate, QT' the
inlet pressure, PIN' and the stack geometry:
Ql' Q2' Q3
LPl, LP2, Lpo3, LP4
LPl, LPZ LP;,
J'Z, J';, J'04, POUT
J'l, J'Z, J';, J'f:
Overall stack ~p can then be calculated as: ~PSTACK = PIN - POUT' The
flow distribution among cells is also obtained directly.
These equations assume fully-developed flow in the manifolds between
the cells. Fully-developed flow probably will not be achieved with real
stack geometries having small inter-cell spacing. However, suitable empirical
adjustment factors could be derived, based on future experimental flow
distribution data.
The functional relationships between flowrate, cell geometry and pressure
drop must be defined before the flow friction equations can be solved. In
general, these relations will be different for local laminar or turbulent flow
conditions. Cell and manifold pressure drop contributions were analyzed in-
cluding the effects of:
+ Contraction from the entry manifold into the entry port
+ Flow through the entry port
+ Expansion into the active cell area
+ Flow in the active cell area
+ Contraction into the exit port
+ Flow through the exit port
+ Expansion into the exit manifold
+ Overall change in elevation between manifolds
+ Flow in manifolds between ports
The manifold and cell flows involved are shown in Figure 2. Table 1 lists the
nomenclature used in the analysis. The assumed cell geometry is the same as
that employed in the Stage 2 Model. Further description of this Redox cell
design is given in the Stage 2 Model documentation package, found in Volume 2.
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Figure 2
Manifold and Cell Flows
A = (ph}(pw)p
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Table 1
Nomenclature for Stack Flow Analysis*
A = Area: A = Individual port flow area = (ph)(pw)p
A = Individual manifold flow area = (mw)(m~)
m
A
ms
A
cs
Q = Flow rate:
= Equivalent manifold-side area segment associated with each
port = (mw) [Yc+O+Tl+TZ+el+eZ]
= Equivalent cell-side area segment associated with each
port = wT
(np)
QT = Total stack flow rate
Q = Cell flow rate (total, thru area A )
c c
~ = Flow rate thru individual manifold.Note ~= QT at entry and exit length of manifold.
(nm)
Qi = Flow rate thru i th cell manifold segment
Qp = Flow rate thru individual port = Qc
(np)
Note that all ports associated with an individual
cell are assumed to have the same flow rate.
dh = Hydraulic diameter of duct:
dh Z(mw)(~) f 'f ld £1= (mw)+(~) or mam. 0 ow
dh = 2(ph)(pw) for port flow(ph)+(pw)
dh = 2 TW for cell (total) flow
T + W
P = Pressure
_ d~ P -AQRe = Reynolds numbers Turbulent flow assumed at Re >3000
!J.Z = Difference in elevation between lower and upper manifolds
* See Stage Z Model documentation package for further definition of cell
design parameters.
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Table 1 (Continued)
g = Acceleration due to gravity
gc = Dimensional constant = 3Z.l7 (lb mass) (ft)!(lb force) (secZ), in
engineering units.
e= Solution density
~ = Solution viscosity
k = Laminar flow contraction coefficient (See Table 4)
~ = Laminar flow ~p factor (See Table 4)
KCL,KCU = Turbulent flow contraction coefficients for flow from lower
manifold to entry port and from cell to exit port, respectively
(See Table 5)
f , f , fp m c = Turbulent flow friction factors for port, manifold and cell
zones, respectively (See Table 6)
k = Momentum recovery coefficient = 0.7
m
length between ports= Equivalent manifold
= Yc+o+Ll+LZ+el+eZ
L = Cell (total) length = L
c
L
P
L
m
L = Flow path length:
Subscripts: p = Port
m = Manifold
c = Cell~
s = Segment
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Suitable equations for calculating the total pressure drop thru
the Redox cell are given in Table 2. Lundgren's analysis for contraction
and frictional losses for laminar flow in rectangular ducts was used(50).
Perry's Handbook was used for turbulent flow expansions and contractions
and friction factors(5l). Here, the cell pressure drop is calculated as:
Cell 6P = Static Head~ Entry Port 6P + Active Cell Area 6P + Exit Port 6P.
Similarly, the manifold pressure drop relations (for flow between port
locations) are given in Table 3. Values of the factors used to calculate
the entrance and flow friction losses for laminar flow in rectangular ducts
(ports, cells and manifolds) are given in Table 4. Turbulent flow con-
traction coefficients are listed in Table 5. Lastly, Table 6 contains
equations for calculating turbulent flow friction factors. Consistent
units should be used throughout. This analysis has assumed conventional
engineering units.
A fully-programmed version of the flow distribution analysis would
involve the following steps:
• Initial assumption of laminar flow in all zones and selection
of appropria.te 6P equation terms.
• Solution of the general form (l+i cells) of the 6P equations
presented earlier, perhaps using Crout's method, as in the shuntage
current model. The computational procedures noted in Attachment 1
may be required due to the non-linearity of some of the terms.
• Checks on the flow conditions on all zones to verify laminar
conditions.
• Suitable adjustment of the 6P equation terms, using turbulent
flow values, if required.
• Re-solution of the general form 6P equation, followed by flow
condition checks. This procedure would be repeated until
calculated flow conditions matched assumed flow conditions.
Additional discussion of mathematical techniques that could be used
to carry out the flow distribution analysis is presented in Attachment 1.
Here, two cases are considered:
• Relatively simple 6P relationships, of the form:
6P = KQ2
• The complex 6P relationships, discussed above.
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Table 2
(1)Cell Flow Pressure Drop Relations
Cell Zone Flow Condition !lP Component !lP Relation
Overall
-
Static Head .Lp~
gc
Entry Port Laminar Contraction + L(~)'~(~) jFlow Friction 2gc Ap (Re)p (dh)p + k+l
+ L(t-Y ~ _t-)2Expansion into Cell gc p cs
Turbulent Contraction KCL e (~)2
2g A
c P
+ L C)2 LFlow Friction ...J!. f..L2g A p (dh)c p p
+
Expausion into See laminar caseCell
Active Cell Area Laminar Flow Friction
-e(Qc f ~c Lc
2g
c
A
c
(Re) (dh)c c
Turbulent Flow Friction Cr L
-to A: f c (~h)C
Exit Port Laminar Contraction + ,f{~)' [~(~)+ k+1]Flow Friction °
c p p h p
+
Expansion into e(t-)2 ~-+fManifold gc p ms
Turbulent Contraction Kcuf (~y
2g A
c P
+
Flow Friction See entry port turbulent case
+
Expansion into
2k (~f~_{) 2manifold
(1) Total cell !lP equals sum of !lP contributious due to: Static Head. Entry Port. Active Cell Area and Fire
Port. NOl:e Q and· 0 applyto·ith cell.
f; l'
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Table 3
Manifold Flow Pressure Drop Relations(l)
Flow Condition !::.P Component !::.P Relation
T ~Flow Friction(2) (3) L Qi· t,;m LmLaminar 2gc(~J (R·)m (dh~)
Turbulent Flow Friction(4) i(~~yfm0~h)J
All Momentum Recovery(5)
- km~(~~ y_(~:+1YJ
(1) Pressure drop thru a manifold equals the algebraic sum of flow
friction and momentum recovery contributions, calculated using
local manifold flow rates, adjusted for out-flows and in-flows.
(2) Values of t,; are listed in Table 4. The aspect ratio should be
based on the manifold dimensions (mw) and m~).
(3) The equivalent manifold length, L , is the distance between 2
mports, i.e., L
m
= Y
c
+ 0 + Ll + L2 + el + e2
(4) The turbulent flow friction factor, f is listed in Table 6.
m,
(5) The momentum recovery coefficient, k has an approximate value of 0.7.
m,
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Table 4
Laminar Flow Entrance Pressure Drop Factors(l)
Duct (2)
~ kAspect Ratio
0.0 96.000 0.6857
0.05 89.908 0.7613
0.1 84.675 0.8392
0.125 82.339 0.8788
0.167 78.809 0.9451
0.25 72.931 1.0759
0.4 65.472 1.2815
0.5 62.192 1.3829
0.75 57.886 1.5203
1.00 56.908 1.5515
(1) Taken from Lundgren (50).
(2) Ratio height/width, b/a as shown:
a
Table 5
Turbulent Flow Contraction Coefficients(l)
Flow 2
Area Ratio( )
o
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1.0
K
c
0.50
0.45
0.36
0.21
0.07
o
(1) Taken from Perry (51).
(2) Entry (large) area/Exit (small) area.
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Table 5
Turbulent Flow Friction Factors
Flow Zone
Reynolds Number
Range Friction Factor
Ports(l) Re > 3000 f p
0.125
0.0014 + (Re) 0.32
p
Cells and(2) 3000 < Re < 105 f f 0.04
Manifolds c, m ReO•16
Re > 105 f f = 0.0063c, m
(1) Assumes th 11very smoo wa s.
(2) Assumes average roughness walls.
supply
The flow
in the system
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Attachment 1
Techniques for Flow Distribution Analysis
Consider a manifold system consisting of a lower
manifold, a series gf N cells, and an upper exit manifold.
rate through the it cell is denoted as Q., the total flow
N 1
is QT ori~lQi. The flow rate in the lower manifold just after the i th
i
cell is QT - E Q.. The flow rate in the upper manifold after the i
th
i j=l J
cell is E Q.. Therefore, at any location along the stack, the total
j=l J
flow remains constant at QT.
In t2e simple case assume a pressure drop relationship of the
form: ~p = KQ , where K is a resistance term. The flow in the manifold
will obey Kirchoff's laws but would not account for pressure charRes due to
expansion or contraction. Hence a pressure balance around the i and
i + 1st cells would be:
~p (ith cell) + ~p (upper manifold) = ~p (i + 1st cell) + ~p (lower manif 0 ld) (1)
segment segment
K Q~ i 2 K Q~ i Q.)2+ K (.ElQ.) = I + Km (QT - .EIc 1 m J= J c 1 + J= J
2 ,r'- K Q~ i 2 (Q - i 2or, KQ·tr 1\ + Km(j~lQj) - K j~lQj )c 1 ; C ~ m T
dividing by K yields,
c
Q~ Q~ K i 2 KmG2 - 2Q i i ~= +~ (.l.:lQ·) - .LlQ· + (.EIQ·)
1 + 1 1 K J= J K T T J= J J= J
c c
or, 02 i IQ: Q~ Km QT - 2QT j~lQj-l1 + 1 1 Kc
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and finally,
for i =:
where k
and k C
m
(2)
1, N
is the cell resistance
is the manifold resistance
To solve for the flow rate distribution in the manifold, one
need only to assume a value of Q] and recursively solve equation 2 for
Q2 through QW If the sum of all the flows equals QT then the assumed
value of Ql was correct. If not, then the value of Ql must be adjusted
accordingly.
There are several important points to remember:
• The system, as stated, is symmetrical: i.e.,
Qi QN + 1 - i
Ql is too
Unfortunately,
•
•
•
Qi > Qi + 1, for i =: 1, N/2
As Km/Kc-'O I Qi = Qi + 1-;::' Qi + 2 •·~QT/N
As K /K ~l, the solution technique, as stated,
m c
becomes unstable, i.e., when equation (2) is solved
for Qi with too Iowan estimate of Ql a negative
value of Q~ will eventually arise; if
~
high, the values of Q. grow too large.
l
a too low and too high value of Ql may differ only in the
sixth significant figure.
A more sophisticated model of the manifold system would use
a slightly more complicated technique. Actually, there are two possible
approaches to take to solve the more detailed case: One of these is some-
what recursive but is really a marching technique and the other is a
simultaneous solution technique.
The marching technique would assume a value of Ql and would
calculate the pressure drop through the first cell based upon the proper
(laminar or turbulent) pressure drop correlation. It would also be
able to do the same for the upper and lower manifolds. At this time,
the pressure drop across the second cell is known, but not the flow rate.
Therefore, an iterative procedure would assume a value of the flow rate
in the second cell until the desired pressure drop was calculated.
This procedure would repeat itself, marching down the system.
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The simultaneous solution technique solves the nonlinear
Kirchoff equations iteratively. The equations consist of the mass
balances and loop equations. The mass balances are at each cell entrance and
exit. The loop equations state that the pressure drop around each loop
(two adjacent cells and the connecting manifolds) is zero, i.e., equation 1.
Once"the latest estimates of flow rate are known, the coefficients for the
loop equations can be recalculated for the next iteration. There is an
inherent advantage in this approach since most of the equations (mass bal-
ances) are linear which tend to stabilize the solution.
This more complex model would be able to handle telescoping
manifolds or any other variations in the system which the simplified
version could not, such as pressure rises at the ports of the inlet
manifold. Either approach has this capability, but for system with N >
20 or K /K > .1 the simultaneous solution approach is recommended.
m c
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APPENDIX 6
PRELIMINARY TESTING OF THE STAGE 2 MODEL
Only preliminary testing of the Stage 2 Model was carried
out~ Initial results, using conservative base-line values for key
parameters, were discouraging. Very low Redox cell power outputs were
predicted, requiring more than 100 Redox trailers to meet imposed
discharge power levels of 5-20 MW. Insufficient time was available
to fully digest these results. The great numbers of parameters in-
volved, and the substantial interactions among these parameters, makes
diagnosis dificult. The following discussion highlights these initial
results and suggests future courses of action.
• Key Stage 2 Model Parameters
The key base-line parameter values selected for study are
listed below:
+ Cell Frame Dimensions
Active cell Width, W =
Active cell length, L =
Ent~y & exit port lengths,
40 cm
20 cm
R,3 and R,5 1 cm (increased
to 5 cm)
+ Cell Component Dimensions
Flow zone thickness, II and l2
Membrane thickness, 0 = 0.01
=
cm
0.2 cm
+ Cell, Stack and Trailer Assembly Factors
Number of cells per sub stack, ns
Number of sub stacks per stack, n ss
10
= 20
+ System Operational Factors
Solution flow rate factor, f l and f 2
Maximum permitted cell voltage, &max
, Reactant utilization factors:
Upper concentration limit, 8max
Lower concentration limit, 8max
2
1.6 v (increased to
2.0 v)
0.9 (decreased to 0.677)
0.1 (increased to 0.333)
+ Reactant Properties
Electrons transferred per mole, Zl and Z2 = 1
Reaction standard potentials:
(Eo)l = 0.9 v
(E )2 0.1 v
Exchange current density, (io)l and (io)2 0.001 amps/cm2
(increased to 0.01 am~)
cm
Reaction transfer coefficients, a = 0.5 (all)
Reactantdiffusivity,Dl and D2 5 x 10-5 cm2/sec.
+ Miscellaneous Factors
Membrane resistivity,e = 25 n cm
Mass transfer augmentation factors, WI and W2 1
Stack electrical connection: All stacks (decks) in series
within a trailer
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o Preliminary Findings
Use of the above factors resulted in very low average dis-
charge current density (i) operation, yielding low power output.
Observation of several of the debug printouts showed that there is
a pronounced variation in local current density down the cell. This
result was expected. Mass transfer conditions are good at the cell
inlet, resulting in high local current densities (iLocal). Further
down the cell, the thickening diffusion boundary layer resulted in
poorer mass transfer conditions and low local limiting current values.
Attempts to improve the mass transfer rates by increasing the flow
rate (via the f factor) gave excessive estimates of auxiliary pumping
power. This power was suppressed by introducing a new modifying factor)
fp ' but values as low as fp = 0.1 still gave somewhat high power re-quirements. A complete system pressure drop analysis is required to
properly estimate the real effect of flow rate on pumping losses. In-
creasing the mass transfer augmentation factor, ~,helped, but was not
completely successful. Future runs could be made using thinner cells.
Integration of the local current density, over all the ~x
distance slices down the cell (x = 0 to x = L) gave low average cur-
rent density ([). In effect, the lower sections of the cell contri-
buted very little to current generation. In general, the r convergence
routines were slow,requiring many iterations. Shorter cells should
be considered.
It was also found that reactant utilization was poor. The
Redox cell performance estimates indicated that very little power could
be obtained from relatively depleted solutions. Conversely, it was
not possible to continue the charging operation with relatively high
state-of-charge solutions. Conditions were not found where a complete
inventory restoration could be made. This effect is most pronounced
when very short ~t time increments, about 10 minutes, are used as data
input.
In addition, relative shuntage current power losses appeared
quite high. Increasing the port lengths from I to 5 cm helped some-
what, but much additional work is required to develop improved Redox
cell configurations.
Lastly, the low stack performance (voltage) coupled with the stack
electrical connection (all stacks in series within a Redox trailer) re-
sulted in low voltage designs for the power conditioning section. In
turn, this gave very high costs for this section. Consideration should
be given to series connections of the Redox trailers for increasing the
operating voltage of the power conditioner.
Of course, many of these results were expected. The chief
function of the Stage 2 Model is to evaluate the effect of concentration
and time-dependent Redox cell performance. Evidently, considerable
optimization work remains to explore parameter values that yield satis-
factory predictions.
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